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Titre : Développement d’un interféromètre atomique avec atomes de 88Sr

Rssumé : L’interférométrie atomique est une technologie quantique en pleine maturité qui
fournit l’une des approches les plus précises pour explorer la physique fondamentale, par ex-
emple pour rechercher la matière noire, et un jour pour observer les ondes gravitationnelles
dans la gamme de fréquences de 10 mHz à 10 Hz. Les interféromètres atomiques standard
utilisent des transitions à deux photons de Bragg ou de Raman pour la manipulation co-
hérente des ondes de matière. Dans une configuration de Michelson pour la détection des
ondes gravitationnelles à l’aide d’atomes, deux bras orthogonaux sont utilisés. Deux bras
orthogonaux sont construits pour rejeter le bruit du laser, de la même manière que les in-
terféromètres optiques. Les interféromètres atomiques qui utilisent une transition d’horloge
optique pour la manipulation cohérente sont moins affectés par le bruit technique du laser
et, par conséquent, les détecteurs à ligne de base unique deviennent plus efficaces. Les dé-
tecteurs à ligne de base unique deviennent réalisables.

Au LP2N, nous construisons un gradiomètre verticale du champ de gravité sur
l’interférométrie atomique en utilisant des atomes de strontium sondés sur une transition
d’horloge. Le dispositif expérimental final mettra en œuvre une fontaine atomique de 6
mètres de haut pour réaliser la gradiométrie avec deux ou plusieurs nuages atomiques sé-
parés.

Dans ma thèse, je présente la réalisation du dispositif expérimental dans tous ses sous-
systèmes, et les premières expériences avec des atomes à une temperature autour du mil-
likelvin, obtenues avec le premier étage de refroidissement qui utilise de la lumière bleue.
Le système laser pour la deuxième phase de refroidissement rouge et pour la manipula-
tion cohérente est prêt ; entre-temps, nous avons réalisé un ralentisseur Zeeman à double
fréquence qui améliore le flux atomique d’un facteur six. Nous présentons également l’étude
d’un schéma original permettant d’obtenir une interaction lumière-atome pulsée et rapide
dans une cavité à largeur de raie étroite en exploitant le décalage de Stark comme un com-
mutateur à large bande passante ; cette technique pourrait ouvrir la voie à l’utilisation de
cavités à largeur de raie étroite - et notamment à leur montée en puissance élevée - dans
plusieurs contextes, comme l’interférométrie atomique et l’information quantique.

Mots clés :
interférométrie atomique
métaux alcalino-terreux
interactions atome-cavité
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Title : Development of a 88Sr-atom interferometer

Abstract : Atom interferometry is a maturing quantum technology which provides one of
the most precise approaches to explore fundamental physics, e.g. to search for dark matter,
and one day to observe gravitational waves in the frequency range from 10 mHz - 10 Hz.
Standard atom interferometers use Bragg or Raman two-photon transitions for the coherent
manipulation of matter waves. In a Michelson configuration for atom-aided gravitational
waves detection, two orthogonal arms are built to reject laser noise, in the same way as op-
tical interferometers. Atom interferometers utilizing an optical clock transition for coherent
manipulation are less affected by the technical noise of the laser, and as a result that single
baseline detectors become feasible.

At LP2N, we are building a vertical gravity-gradiometer based on atom interferometry
using strontium atoms probed on such a clock transition. The final experimental setup will
implement a 6-meter tall atomic fountain to realize gradiometry with two or more separated
atomic clouds.

In my dissertation, I present the realization of the experimental setup in all its sub-
systems, and the first experiments with atoms at millikelvin temperature obtained with the
first cooling stage with blue light. The laser system for the second red cooling phase and
for the coherent manipulation is ready; meanwhile, we realized a dual-frequency Zeeman
slower that improves the atomic flux by a factor of six. We also present a study of an original
scheme to achieve pulsed and fast light-atom interaction in a narrow-linewidth cavity by ex-
ploiting the Stark shift as a high bandwidth switch; this technique could open to the use of
narrow-linewidth cavities – and notably their high power buildup - in several contexts, like
atom interferometry and quantum information.

Keywords :
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Introduction

Motivation

Dark matter, the driving "force" of the expansion of our universe, is one of the most "spooky"

substances to observe since it rarely interacts with itself or with conventional matter via ab-

sorbing or emitting photons. Therefore, both its existence and composition are mysterious

and complex to understand. The in-depth exploration of dark matter is of great significance

since dark matter is five times more abundant than observable matter in the universe, produc-

ing sufficient gravitational force to hold the entire galaxies. Without dark matter, individual

galaxies would rotate too quickly, leading bound clusters to fall apart, Sun-like stars and

Earth-like planets would be impossible to arise, and "we," the human-kind, may not exist.

Throughout history, natural philosophers edge closer and closer to the truth about dark

matter. Friedrich Wilhelm Bessel, in 1844 firstly drew attention to a "dark companion" only

based on its gravitational effects on observed stars [1]. A few years later, Urbain Le Verrier

proposed the existence of a "dark planet" to explain the abnormal recession of the perihelion

of Mercury [2]. Besides the discussion of dark matter in the form of "dark companion" and

"dark planet," in 1877, Angelo Secchi encouraged the explorations on "dark nebulae" [3].

At the end of the 19th century, astronomical scientists began to question if the dark region

scattered in the sky was either due to scarcity of stars or to the presence of absorption along

the line of sight. To settle these disputes, William Henry Wesley, who served as an assistant

secretary of the Royal Astronomical Society for 47 years, proposed that:

"It is better to solve the question experimentally. For this purpose [the author] repeated many times

the experiment of sprinkling small splashes of Indian ink upon paper with a brush, revolving the paper
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between each sprinkling, so to avoid the chance of showing any artificial grouping in lines due to the

direction in which the spots of ink were thrown from the hairs of the brush.". [4]

Nowadays, with the tremendous technological advances in precision measurements, the

first direct detection of gravitational waves emitted from the mergers of black holes and neu-

tron stars is revealed by light interferometry from LIGO/Virgo [5]. The gravitational wave

detection opens a new window for exploring dynamics of cosmological structure formation

and evolution of galaxies [6], which are potentially transparent to electromagnetic radiation.

Ground-based cold atom experiments with much less systematic errors will complement the

search for astrophysical and cosmological sources in the mid-frequency range between 10

mHz and 1 Hz, where terrestrial light interferometry cannot. An interdisciplinary experiment

based on atom interferometry platform, atomic experiment for dark matter and gravity explo-

ration (AEDGE) [7], is proposed to explore these two most appealing topics in the frontiers

of fundamental physics: dark matter and gravitational waves.

The AEDGE mission will benefit from both the fruitful results and the technology used

in experiences operating laser interferometry over a considerable distance and is under con-

struction. The mission also relies on proposed cold-atom interferometry projects. As one

of the key "pathfinders," matter-wave laser interferometric gravitation antenna (MIGA) ex-

periment [8] employs an array of atomic interferometers optically linked with each other

at a 150-m-long optical cavity to mitigate Newtonian noise at low frequencies. Since each

single atom interferometer using atoms 87Rb is operated at a two-photon process, two or-

thogonal baselines are required to reduce technical noise from laser systems. Considering an

upgraded-version of MIGA with a single baseline, in the LP2N laboratory (Laboratoire Pho-

tonique, Numérique et Nanosciences, Talence, France), a prototype with 88Sr atoms under

single-photon transition has been set up from the very beginning and studied.

Thesis organization

This thesis consists of two main parts: first, the technical details and preliminary results from

a 88Sr atom interferometer are presented in Chapter 3 and Chapter 4; then, the theoretical

analysis for one practical method to overcome the limitations imposed by the finite lifetime
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of photons in narrow-linewidth-cavity-enhanced atom interferometry is reported in Chapter

5.

Chapter 1 introduces the theoretical atomic physics on which is based on atom inter-

ferometry and expounds upon the motivations and prospects for an atom interferometer

utilizing clock transitions.

Chapter 2 focuses on the discussion of a strontium atom interferometer prototype that

we realize in the laboratory, including atomic properties of selected species, cold atom cloud

preparation, and the configuration of an atom interferometer.

This thesis marks the beginning of the experiment, and Chapter 3 describes our laser,

electronics, and vacuum systems, which are of particular use to future students of this project.

Chapter 4 gives the preliminary results about the 3D-blue MOT, and we present a novel

atomic source based on a double-frequency Zeeman slower for enhancing atom flux.

Narrow-linewidth-cavity-assisted atom interferometry is in vogue due to the high-power

and high-quality optical modes to drive diffraction pulses. To overcome its finite response

time, we present, in the Chapter 5, the analysis about fast enabling/disabling atom-light

interaction in a narrow-linewidth cavity via an auxiliary electromagnetic radiation field.

We conclude with Chapter 6, an outlook on the strontium atom interferometer exper-

iment. In the future, we consider a scattering-free approach with magnetic field-induced

transitions to bypass the effect of finite response time in a narrow-linewidth cavity.

7



Chapter 1

Atom interferometry with clock

transitions

Cold atoms are often a core quantum technology for precision measurements in fundamental

physics. The evidence of radiation pressure from light on atoms (Lebedev, Nichols, and Hull,

1901) [9, 10] and the measurement of the deflection of individual sodium particles by a

sodium lamp (Frisch, 1933) demonstrated the ability to manipulate the atoms. The invention

of laser fundamentally required development for the production of cold atomic samples with

light, e.g., Doppler cooling (Wineland as well as Dehmelt, 1975) [11], optical molasses (Lett,

1988) [12], Zeeman slowing (Phillips, 1982) [13], magneto-optical trapping (Raab, 1987),

and the cooling and trapping of atoms (Chu, 1985) [14]. Following these breakthroughs

and with the advent of evaporative cooling, Bose-Einstien condensation was demonstrated

[15, 16]. Modern cold atom experiments are tests beds that demonstrate state-of-the-art

measurements in quantum metrology [17], inertial navigation [18], timekeeping [19], and

quantum communication [20].

Sec.1.1 studies the benefits introduced by single-photon-transition atom interferometry in

search of GW with cold atoms. Next, Sec.1.2 reports the experimental realization of a cold

strontium gravity gradiometer at the LP2N; it is based on atom interferometry using strontium

atoms interrogated on the clock transition. Sec.1.3 summarizes the capabilities of AEDGE in

fundamental physics, astrophysics, and cosmology, and DM and GW detections have higher

priorities. The advantages of atom interferometry compared with light interferometry for the

8



1.1. ATOM INTERFEROMETRY

interest of GW detection are resumed.

Contents

1.1 Atom interferometry . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . 9

1.1.1 Quantum probes: cold atoms . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . 9

1.1.2 Two-photon transition . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . 11

1.1.3 Single-photon transition . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . 12

1.2 ALCALINF . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . 14

1.2.1 Experimental platform . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . 15

1.2.2 Atom optics . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . 16

1.3 Prospects for clock transition inteferometry: AEDGE . . . . . . . . . . . . . . 17

1.3.1 Dark matter . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . 19
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1.1 Atom interferometry

Atom interferometry has rapidly developed within the last three decades, with the technique

being the core of new quantum high-precision inertial sensors employed to measure earth’s

rotation rate with Sagnac-effect gyroscopes [21, 22], estimate gravity acceleration (g) with

gravimeter [23, 24, 25], determine Newtonian constant of gravity (G) [26, 27], sense earth’s

gravity gradient [28], test the equivalence principle of general relativity [29], probe the

interplay between gravitational and quantum physics [30, 31].

1.1.1 Quantum probes: cold atoms

Compared with macroscopic masses (like bulky mirrors in light interferometer), cold atoms

are microscopic and reproducible masses with well-defined classical and quantum properties.

9
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The adoption of cold atoms as probes for precision measurements can drastically minimize

the systematic errors, thanks to their small size and the precise control of their dynamics.

Fundamentally, cold-atom interferometry is a probe of local spacetime and could, in the

correct configuration, be a valid technique to observe GWs: atomic wave packets are set in a

coherent superposition of internal and/or external state [32], and any physical effect causing

the change of spacetime during the free evolution of wave packets can be encoded into the

phase of quantum interference, where atoms travel along different trajectories connecting

the initial and the final state of a system.

Considering external degrees of freedom, atom interferometers take advantage of the

matter-wave duality of particles postulated by de Broglie in 1923 [33],

λdB =
h

p

=
h

mv

, (1.1)

where the proportionality factor h is Planck’s constant, m and v are the particle mass and

velocity, respectively. Unlike photons that always move at the speed of light c, the particle

wavelength varies with its velocity. The de Broglie wavelength of cold and ultracold atoms,

with velocities at a level of mm/s or cm/s, is comparable to 1 µm or higher. Consequently,

atom interferometry can potentially reach higher inertial sensitivity than optical counterparts.

State-of-the-art precision of atom interferometry in inertial sensing is 10−9 g in the case of

acceleration, and 10−8 rad/s/
√

Hz for the rotation rates.

For the internal degrees of freedom, two long-lived states (like long-lived hyperfine

ground states |g0〉 and |g1〉) are selected. Initially, a cold atomic cloud is prepared at state

|g0〉. The first optical beam splitter (π/2 light pulses) implemented at t = T0 gives rise to a

quantum superposition state for each atom with equal probability at state |g0〉 and |g1〉. Mean-

while, the light pulses impart extra momenta ~~keff , equal to the photon recoil, to the atomic

wavepacket at state |g1〉, which imposes a velocity difference between state |g1〉 and |g0〉
of ~keff/m. Then two wavepackets in different states travel along separated interferometer

paths. During the free evolution period (T ), two atomic wavepackets experience a different

inertial field (F ) and accumulate a different phase. Then, the wavepackets interact with an

atom optic mirror (π pulses) at t = T0 + T . This mirror light pulse simultaneously imparts

10
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a momenta exchange and switches the internal state for each atom at state |g0〉 and |g1〉.
After another free-evolution T , second π/2 light pulse at t = T0 + 2T combines two atomic

wavepackets and encodes the differential phase accumulated on the two atomic trajectories

into measurable atomic state populations. The final phase difference (∆φ) gives information

on the inertial forces felt by the atoms during the free evolution. If an atom interferometer is

mean to sense gravity, ∆φ = −keffg(2T )2; if instead it senses rotations, ∆φ = 2ΩkeffvT
2.

1.1.2 Two-photon transition

An atom interferometer typically realized with alkali atoms implements the atom optics

elements with two-photon transition, notably applying two counter-propagating beams

(~keff = ~k1 + ~k2), red detuned from an optical transition and in a lambda (Λ) configura-

tion. The two-photon transition leads to a negligibly small occupancy of the excited state |e〉
to avoid spontaneous emission from the short-lived excited state, e.g., about 300 ns for the

optical state in rubidium, thus the loss of coherence. The two lasers frequency difference is

adjusted to be equal to the atom recoil kinetic energy (external freedom of atom) in addi-

tion to internal energy shift between two well-defined hyperfine ground states (|g0〉 and |g1〉)
(internal freedom of atom).

The first GW detector relying on an atomic gravity-gradiometer has been proposed in [34].

In this scheme, a GW propagating along z-direction with "+" polarization in the Transverse -

Traceless (TT) Gauge causes the most significant normal flat space expansion/contraction at

the xy plane. The amplitude of GW signal scales with the distance between two test masses

(atom interferometers). The detector, oriented radially, gives maximal spacetime strain sen-

sitivity. In contrast, the one orientated along the z-axis provides a minimum. Notably, in

this nearly one-dimensional atom interferometry, atoms and light travel mainly along one

direction (x or y) and remain approximately constant at the orthogonal yz or xz-plane.

The propagation phase dominates the differential readout in atom interferometry. La-

grangian is integrated along atom’s geodesic; the wavepackets separation phase, in which the

average classical four-momenta is integrated over the null geodesic connecting two endpoints

of atomic interferometer arms; and the laser interaction phase. From [34], the differential

11
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phase shift is estimated as,

φdiff ∝ hk2L . (1.2)

In the spacetime diagram (see Fig. 1.1), two atom-interferometers forming a long-

baseline gradiometer are separated by a distance of x2 − x1 and are commonly probed with

two counter-propagating lasers. At each interaction node, where the atomic wavepackets

experience splitting, reflection, and recombination, the presence of both laser light is re-

quired to implement the two-photon process. One of the two lasers (~k1) defines the time at

which each atom-light interaction occurs. The other laser (passive one) (~k2) is always on. At

times 0, T , and 2T , these so-called control laser pulses are common to both interferometers.

Hence, the related technical noise, e.g., laser vibrations, laser phase, and frequency noise, is

common-mode rejected in the differential measurement.

With the long separation between two atom-interferometers, to enhance the strain sen-

sitivity of the GW detector, both vibration and laser phase noise from the passive laser arise

significantly. Due to the finite time, τ = (x2 − x1)/c required by the control laser pulses to

travel from x1 to x2, the noise from the passive laser is not in common mode and is encoded

in the gradiometric phase. One solution to overcome this finite time τ imposed limitation

in a two-photon transition atom interferometry is to build the second baseline, which dou-

bles the project budgets. Alternatively, the passive laser can be removed by implementing

single-photon transition atom interferometry.

1.1.3 Single-photon transition

As proposed in [35], the existence of a long-lived excited clock state in alkali earth element,

e.g., about 118 s for 87Sr [36], allows using only one single laser beam to manipulate the

atomic wavefunction. In a gravity-gradiometer configuration (see Fig. 1.2), the primary laser

is taken to be at x = x1, the left-hand side of the figure. The atom is initially prepared in the

ground state. The first pulse at time t = 0s is a π/2 pulse which splits the atom wavefunction

into two parts. After time T , a π pulse is fired to deflect the two atomic trajectories to

converge, even changing the internal atomic state. The final π/2 pulse recombines the two

wavefunctions. The interferometric configuration uses one laser’s light to manipulate the
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Figure 1.1: Two-photon atomic GW interferometry sensor.

coherent superposition instead of two counter-propagating beams.

Figure 1.2: In the single-photon atomic GW interferometry sensor with gravity-gradiometer
configuration, two ensembles at distance of x2-x1 interrogate with the very same
laser field for coherently splitting, reflection and combination. On the right side,
it is the sketch of single-photon transition.

Qualified candidates for this interferometric scheme are thus alkali earth or rare-earth

atoms, commonly adopted to implement optical clocks, such as strontium (Sr), ytterbium

(Yb), calcium (Ca), and magnesium (Mg). The choice of strontium presents significant ad-

vantages, given by the recent demonstration of the state-of-the-art defining optical lattice
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clock [37], the rapid production of large atom number BECs [38] as well as the possibility to

produce ultra-cold and degenerate samples of fermions [39].

1.2 ALCALINF

In LP2N, a prototype of a large-scale alkali-earth matter-wave interferometer (ALCALINF)

is under development. The long-term scientific goal of ALCALINF is to construct a novel

large-scale matter-wave interferometer using single-photon manipulation of strontium mat-

ter waves. The project will demonstrate gradiometric measurements with at least two cor-

related Sr-atom interferometers equally distributed vertically (along with earth gravity g).

The differential readout of phase in the single-source dual-atom interferometer separated by

macroscopic distances refers to the change of gravitational curvature [30]. The evolution of

largely delocalized wavepackets coherent superposition raises questions about the relativistic

correction arising from the light-travel time between the wavepackets during the atom-light

interaction. This 6-meter tall prototype is proposed to address this open problem. It will

also be used to study other topics such as the investigation of coherence and decoherence of

largely delocalized macroscopic waves [40], the demonstration of correlation metrology for

very-long-baseline-atom interferometry, and, more ambitiously, the exploration of a new type

of matter-wave interferometer where the delocalized wavepackets coherent superposition is

kept for seconds in a lattice configuration [41]. This prototype can improve and inform GW

antenna proposals utilizing AI by demonstrating modern AI experimental techniques in the

lab.

The equivalence principle causes a technical problem with characterizing gravitational

forces: gravitational potentials induce accelerations, which can not be distinguished from

accelerations due to a non-inertial reference frame of measurement. This imposes a funda-

mental challenge to extract gravitational acceleration signals from platform vibrations. A dif-

ferential configuration like gradiometric measurement can be immune to platform vibration

noise. Two spatially separated gravity measurements run simultaneously utilizing a common

laser link or reference frame. Vibration-introduced accelerations are in a common mode;

however, the gravitationally induced gravity gradient along the axis of the atom interferome-
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ter is in a differential mode. Gravity gradiometry can measure the curvature of gravitational

potential locally in a vibrationally noisy environment, circumventing the equivalence princi-

ple. Therefore, the prototype under construction in the laboratory is also of technological

interest.

1.2.1 Experimental platform

A high-flux sub-µK Sr atoms ensemble is prepared with at least of two-stages of cooling and

trapping, with a broad transition and a narrow transition in strontium. Further, atoms in the

red MOT can be loaded into a dipole trap for additional sub-Doppler cooling techniques.

The atomic ensembles in a vertical free fall will be interrogated using a sequence of in-

terferometric pulses with radiation resonant to the clock transition to drive coherent ma-

nipulation pulses. The linewidth of the interrogation laser cannot be more than 20 Hz to

maintain a contrast above 10% for a 1-kHz Rabi frequency. To address the clock transition,

the laser linewidth must be narrowed down to a level comparable with the natural linewidth

of this transition: while we broaden the single-photon excitation of the clock transition by

mixing a certain quantity of the dipole-allowed states into the upper clock state through a

cone-shaped coil with a magnetic field perpendicular to the probe laser [42, 43] or to the

external laser field [44] we narrow the linewidth of the laser by locking it to an ultra-stable

Fabry–Pérot (FP) cavity with a Pound–Drever–Hall (PDH) locking technique, with relaxed

constraints concerning the constraints fixed in lattice-clocks experiments [45].

Alternatively, the interferometric laser can be operated close to the clock transition to

realize a large momentum transfer. A specific coherent manipulation protocol is similar to

the one realized in [46].

This high-flux and the low-velocity atomic ensemble is required for the first tests of the

coherent laser, first by doing spectroscopy experiments[47] and then by doing a two-pulse

(Ramsey interrogation) or a three-pulse (atom-interferometer configuration) interrogation

sequence.

After implementing an atom interferometer in the atomic source vacuum cell, the inter-

ferometer will be connected to a 6-meter-tall vertical tube to realize gradiometry with two or
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more separated atomic clouds.

1.2.2 Atom optics

For the three-pulse atom interferometer, the first pulse serves as an atom-beam split-

ter, coherently driving the atoms into a superposition of states |ground clock state; p〉 and

|excited clock state; p+ ~k〉 with ~k the driving photon momentum. Over a subsequent T ,

interrogation interval, the two parts of the atom wavefunction separate vertically by about

~kT/m, at the time a mirror pulse reverses the relative momenta and internal states. After an

identical drift time, a final beam splitter pulse interferes the atom wave packets. The atom

fluorescence is recorded using charge-coupled device (CCD) cameras located below the inter-

ferometer. Alternatively, a four-pulse atom interferometer can be considered. In this second

method, the atoms will spend most of the time in the ground state, preventing the risk of

unwanted decays.

Numerous techniques have been implemented to separate atomic waves coherently. The

most typical methods are Bragg diffraction [48, 49, 50, 51], stimulated Raman transition

[52, 52], and Bloch oscillations [53, 54, 55, 56, 57]. Atoms with Bragg diffraction always

stay in the same internal state. The atom interferometric phase is insensitive to several sys-

tematic effects thanks to the propagation of the two parts of the wave function in the same

internal state along the interferometer. The approaches of coherently manipulating the wave-

function have more stringent requirements for highly collimated atomic sources for better

resolving the external degree of freedom or careful analysis for a multiple path fringe pattern

[58]. Stimulated Raman transitions split atomic wavefunctions into two distinguished inter-

nal states, which allows the detection of the state selective technique due to its internal state

labeling [59]. Using Bloch oscillations in optical lattices to scale up the momentum transfer

is to impart the atoms with large recoil momenta [53, 56]. The atomic velocity increases

by 2vr per oscillation. While optical lattices can generate large momentum separation, the

confining potential can cause unwanted systematic effects, which have to be considered.

The sensitivity of an atom interferometer typically scales with the differential momentum

transferred to the two wavefunctions along two trajectories. The atom-optics of large momen-
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tum transfer (LMT) beam splitters in combination with stimulated Raman transition[52],

Bragg transition[60] and Bloch oscillation[53] is preferred to coherently separate matter

waves on macroscopic scales or separating and guiding atoms in extended lattices. Applying

consecutively additional pulses sequences is one of the practical approaches to increase the

spacetime area of the interferometer; hence these sequences enhance the sensitivity of the

interferometer sensitivity [61, 62, 46]. For the N -th order diffraction, the atom coherently

scatters N photons for the single-photon transition from the laser beam, thereby increasing

the recoil momentum to a multiple of n~k. This N -th order diffraction linearly increases the

phase difference[63] but is limited by the available laser power, where cavity-aided atom

interferometry is one solution [64]-combining different schemes like applying multiple se-

quences of Bloch-Bragg-Bloch beam splitters[65] or N -th order diffractions[51]. The purpose

is to enhance the scale factor while featuring a better suppression of noise and systematic un-

certainties. The scaling behavior of these techniques and the related systematic errors arising

from the LMT manipulation can also be investigated in this prototype.

1.3 Prospects for clock transition inteferometry: AEDGE

There are several proposals for cold atoms in space: ACES [66], MAIUS [67], CAL [68],

FOKUS [69], KALEXUS [70], JOKARUS [71]; this work has continuously informed and re-

fined the proposals for atom interferometry in space. Atomic experiment for dark matter and

gravity exploration (AEDGE) [7] is a space project based on atom interferometry (see Fig.

1.3), which are sensitive to the fluctuations in the relative phase between two cold-atomic

ensembles separated by a distance of L,

∆φ = ωA × (2L) , (1.3)

where ωA is the frequency of the atomic transition used to implement the atom optics, the

interaction between DM and cold atom induces variations of the atomic transition (δωA).

Proposed interactions between dark matter (DM) and the test masses (cold atoms) induce

a variation of the atomic transition (δωA). The passage of GW causes the periodic contraction

and expansion of spacetime, specifically the variations of the distance (δL) between two cold
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atomic clouds. Both δωA and δL lead to the changes in the differential readout of the atom

interferometer.

Satellite1

Satellite2

Figure 1.3: Possible experimental scheme. The beams of the two master lasers M1 and M2,
are shown as dotted and solid lines, respectively, with the corresponding refer-
ence beams between the two satellites, R1 and R2. Two local oscillator lasers,
LO1 and LO2 (dashed lines), are phase-locked to R2 and R1. Photodetectors
PD1 and PD2 measure the heterodyne beat note between the reference beams R2
and R1 and the corresponding local lasers LO1 and LO2, respectively, providing
feedback for the laser link. Non-polarizing beam splitters are denoted by BS, and
tip-tilt mirrors used to control the laser beams’ directions are denoted by TTM.
For clarity, small offsets between overlapping laser beams have been introduced.
The below figure is extracted from [7] under CC-BY 4.0 license, originally from
[72].
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1.3.1 Dark matter

Measuring the effect from the dynamics of galaxies and clusters on the spectrum of cosmolog-

ical microwave background (CMB) indicates the existence of DM. It accounts for more than

four times the matter-energy density than normal matter in the Universe [73]. So far, all the

investigations of the DM rely on the gravitational interaction with normal matter. However,

this interaction portal can not probe the composition of DM [74]. Existing theories predict

that DM interacts with normal matter, and its physical composition falls into two categories:

ultra-light bosonic fields and weakly-interacting massive particles (WIMPs). From particle ac-

celerators to other laboratory experiments, there is no proof of the existence of WIMPs [75].

Ultra-light bosonic fields are the target theory for the DM search considered in AEDGE.

Theoretical extensions of the Standard Model (SM) [76] of particle physics provide ele-

mentary particle candidates for DM over a wide mass window: from ultra-light mass at the

sub-eV level to Planck scale ∼ 1018 eV. Ultra-light DM includes several potential candidates,

like axion [77] and axion-like dark vector bosons [78]; and light-scalar particles [79] such as

moduli, dilatons, or the relaxion.

Ultra-light scalar DM can get coupled linearly to the SM fields. The sensitivity of

AEDGE operating in different modes and interacting parameters are shown in Fig. 1 of [7].

Broadband-mode [80] AEDGE (purple lines) is sensitive to the signals from 10−4 to 102 Hz, in

which region gravity gradients determine a root mean square (RMS) signal more significant

than that of atomic shot noise. Resonant-mode AEDGE (orange lines) has extended sensi-

tivity between 10−16 eV and 10−14 eV. Assuming the gravity gradient noise can be mitigated,

AEDGE shall be more sensitive than the km-scale ground-based interferometer experiment

(green lines). The grey regions show parameter spaces that have been excluded by the MI-

CROSCOPE experiment (blue lines) [81], search for violations of the equivalence principle

with torsion balances (red lines), or by atomic clocks (brown lines).

Dark matter can also couple quadratically to the SM fields: AEDGE will also probe ex-

tensive new regions of the parameter space for the electron and photon quadratic couplings.

The quadratic couplings give rise to a richer phenomenology than that offered by linear cou-

plings. For example, a screening mechanism occurs for positive couplings, which reduces the
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sensitivity of terrestrial experiments. This is illustrated in Fig. 2 in [7] by the steep rises in

the atomic clock constraints and the sensitivity of a km-scale ground-based interferometer.

By comparison, space-based experiments are less affected by the screening mechanism, and

AEDGE, therefore, maintains sensitivity at larger masses.

To distinguish a DM signal from other sources, like GW, a relatively constant value set

by the mass of the scalar DM needs to be identified instead of a time-varying signal due to

the evolution of a binary system, for example. The DM speed distribution may introduce a

characteristic modulation over a much longer time [82].

1.3.2 Gravitational waves

General relativity inextricably links a four-dimensional spacetime to gravity [83]. Einstein’s

field equation forming the core concept of general relativity is,

Rµν −
1

2
Rgµν + Λgµν =

8πG

c4
Tµν . (1.4)

Every term on the left-hand side of Eq. 1.4 refers to the curvature of spacetime, and every

term on the right-hand side of Eq. 1.4 is related to mass and energy, which is vulgarised

by John Wheeler [84] as "mass grips space by telling it how to curve, space grips mass by

telling it how to move." Adding any object possessing energy and momentum into a space

"warps" the flat spacetime into a curved one. GW are "ripples" in the "fabric" of spacetime

propagating at the speed of light. When a GW passes by, it changes the relative distances

between test particles moving along geodesics. GW detection thus consists of measuring the

relative motion between test masses. Interferometry, both in the context of optics or atomic

physics, provides the most sensitive and available tracking tools, respectively, for bulk mirrors

and matter waves set in free fall in the measurement bandwidth.

1.3.2.1 Cosmological sources

When designing a GW detector, it is critical to consider several factors, like the GW strength

of interest and the distance between the source and the detector. Therefore, we review

the properties of many possible sources before introducing different kinds of sensors and

comparing them with the AEDGE project.
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According to the hot Big Bang model for the earliest universe evolution, massless cosmic

strings are formed during a symmetry-breaking phase transition predicted by a spontaneously

broken gauge theory [85]. As the universe expands and cools down, a cosmic string inter-

secting another string or crossing itself generates an isolated cosmic loop. Cosmic loops are

dynamic and tend to decay by radiating energy in the form of GW ranging from pHz to kHz

[86]. The possible detection of such weak GW bursts would demonstrate the existence of

cosmic strings and help understand the evolution of galaxies.

The temperature of the universe is approximately 1015 K shortly after the Big Bang [87].

As the universe cooled down to the present-day average temperature of 1.73 K, the universe

underwent cosmological scale phase transitions. When two local minima of the free energy

(metastable phase) co-exists, the relevant scalar field changes into a new phase via the nu-

cleation of bubbles. The bubbles expand and collide with each other, generating a significant

stochastic background of GWs [88]. The production of GW due to first-order phase transition

at the electroweak scale [89] is well placed for detection with current technology, like LISA

[90]. GW signals can be revealed from their statistical signatures, and they are categorized

into stochastic backgrounds (see Fig. 1.4).

Baring the relic GW from the early universe, inspiralling binaries are another primary

sources of GWs; in detail, one can mention the merging of binary black holes, binary neu-

tron stars, white dwarfs, and the generation of type 1A ("type one-A") supernovae. Their

characteristic strain signature consists of a frequency sweep from low to high frequencies,

with an associated increase in speed and intensity. The parameters of each specific signal

are strictly determined by the properties of the binary components, like mass and spin. In

addition, core-collapse supernovae as burst sources produce large-magnitude GWs within a

short duration in the order of a few wave periods. The ability to detect such GWs will pave

the way to explore the dynamics of merger systems and pinpoint the progenitors of type 1A

supernovae [91].

1.3.2.2 Detectors

GW detection is either conducted in a direct or an indirect approach. Direct detection mea-

sures extraordinary small effects on a detector, produced by the tiny distortions of spacetime
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Figure 1.4: Characteristic strain in the frequency domain for various GW sources; notably,
the signal relative to the first LIGO detection, e.g., GW150914, is shown in red.
The figure has been obtained using the GWplotter tool [92, 93].
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due to passing-by GW. For indirect detection, projects are proposed to observe the impact of

GW on other detecting signals, like the CMB.

The first realized GW detector is the resonant mass antenna. A passing GW excites the

normal modes of an elastic bar or cylinder, located either at room or cryogenic temperature.

Force-to-voltage transducers render GWs detectable, in principle. The first operation of such

apparatus was reported by Weber in 1966 [94]. A 1.5-ton aluminum antenna was shaped

into a cylinder 150 cm long and 60 cm in diameter. It had a fundamental longitudinal vibra-

tion mode at a frequency 1660 Hz. Quartz crystals served as strain-gauge transducers and

bridged the vibrational mode to an electrical signal. While the sensitivity of such detectors

has improved dramatically since the original experiment, no indisputable GW signal has been

observed with this style of detector [95].

Measurements of second- and third- order relativistic effects on the observed orbital de-

cay of binary pulsar provides indirect evidence for the existence of gravitational radiation

damping, which was first observed in PSR1913+16 by Taylor and Hulse in 1979 [96]. A 305

m radio telescope was employed to measure the pulse arrival-time of the pulsar in the binary

system. After tracking the number of elapsed pulse periods for 4.1 years, the orbital period

was shown to decay with time. One straightforward interpretation of this phenomenon is

that GWs carry away energy from the orbital system and gradually reduce the orbital radius

as predicted by general relativity (GR).

A different approach adopting the "pulsar timing" [97] technique exploits the arrival time

of pulses from different pulsars as a network of galactic clocks. Large radio telescopes monitor

the pulsar tickings and their temporal variations and compare them with the predicted ones.

Spacetime disturbances caused by GW affect times-of-arrival and induce "timing residuals"

on the expected pulses’ arrival time, from which GW information can be inferred. Pulsar

timing arrays (PTA) allow the extraction of correlated residual signals among different pulsars

dependent on their angular separation and can be exploited to characterize GW signals. The

measurement timing interval limits the sensitivity of PTAs. Collaborative projects like the

European Pulsar Timing Array (EPTA) [98], the International Pulsar Timing Array (IPTA)

[99], and the Square Kilometre Array (SKA) have high strain sensitivities in the ∼ 10−9 -10−8

Hz frequency band, which is expected to host several signals like those given by the Stochastic
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background and supermassive binaries (∼ 109M�) thanks to galactic-scale arm lengths (see

Fig. 1.5). Very recently, they have announced a possible first GW signal from cosmological

strings [100].

Instead of measuring the effects due to GWs on times-of-arrival from pulsars, an inter-

ferometer can precisely detect the relative motion induced by GW on probe masses in free

fall. Ground-based laser interferometers use suspended bulk mirrors as probe masses and

are sensitive to GW in the frequency range of 10-103 Hz. At low frequency, the limitation

is set by thermal, seismic, and Newtonian noise; at the high-frequency region, the setup is

limited by shot noise from the light. The LIGO detectors were the first to detect GWs in

2015 [101, 102]. Later, in 2017, Virgo [103] joined in the second detection run. Other in-

struments contribute to the development of specific technologies, as in the case of GEO600

[104] for the sensitivity enhancement based on the use of squeezed light. Adv-LIGO [105] is

operational since 2015, soon followed by Adv-Virgo [106]. TAMA300 [107] is currently un-

der development/construction in Japan with a successor of Kamioka GW Detector (KAGRA)

[108] under construction. Einstein Telescope (ET) is a proposed underground instrument,

which would be sensitive to GW signals from a few Hz at lower frequencies primarily thanks

to the improved seismic conditions. These ground-based detectors are designed to detect rel-

atively weak, transient sources of GW like the last inspiralling phase and merge of compact

binary systems. Significantly longer-lived and stronger sources such as resolvable or unresolv-

able galactic binaries, massive binaries (∼ 106M�), and extreme mass ratio inspirals radiate

GW at frequencies between 100 µHz, and 100 mHz. These signals are obscured on Earth

by seismic and Newtonian noise, which represent a fundamental limitation even for future

ground-based optical interferometers, even if mitigation schemes based on classical [109] or

quantum sensors [110] are being studied. This limitation motivates the long-term effort to

realize a space-based interferometer for GW detection: that is the case of the Laser Interfer-

ometer Space Antenna (LISA) [111], and several other proposals like the down-scaled version

eLISA [112], the Advanced Laser Interferometer Antenna (ALIA) [113], the DECi-hertz Inter-

ferometer Gravitational Wave Observatory (DECIGO) [114], the successor of LISA, Big Bang

Observer (BBO) [115] and TianQin [116].

There are several terrestrial cold atom experiments under construction like MIGA [8],
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Figure 1.5: Strain sensitivities versus frequency for different kinds of GW detectors. The
graph has been obtained using the GWplotter tool [92, 93].
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ZAIGA [117] and MAGIS [118], some others are being proposed, such as ELGAR [119] and

AION [120]. These experiments will complement the sensitivities of LISA and LIGO/Virgo

at the frequency range of 10 mHz to 10 Hz. AEDGE provides an extended search capability

for astrophysical and cosmological sources of GW in the same frequency range. It is ideal for

observations of mergers involving IMBHs, as seen in Fig. 1.6. This figure shows that AEDGE

(assumed here to be operated in resonant mode) would be able to observe the mergers of

6 × 103M� black holes out to very large redshifts, as well as early inspiral stages of mergers

of lower-mass binary holes (BH) of 60M�, extending the capabilities of terrestrial detectors

significantly to earlier inspiral stages. The dashed lines illustrate the observability of binaries

with very different masses, namely 3000M� and 30M�, which could be measured during

inspiral, merger, and ringdown phases out to large redshifts.

Figure 1.6: Comparison of the strain measurements possible with AEDGE and other experi-
ments shows their sensitivities to BH mergers of differing total masses at various
redshifts z, indicating the time remaining before the merger. The solid lines cor-
respond to equal mass binaries and the dashed ones with very different masses,
namely 3000M� and 30M�. This figure illustrates the potential for synergies
between AEDGE and detectors observing other stages of BH infall and merger
histories. Also shown is the possible gravitational gradient noise (GGN) level for
a km-scale terrestrial detector, which would need to be mitigated for its potential
to be realized. The figure is extracted from [7] under CC-BY 4.0 license.

My PhD project is involved in designing a high-flux sub-µK Sr-atom source and devising
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a scheme to implement an effectively pulsed atom-light interaction in a narrow linewidth

cavity, useful for cavity-aided atom interferometry that could be useful for AI techniques

needed to detect GWs and DM in the AEDGE project.
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Chapter 2

The sub-microkelvin 88Sr-atom

interferometer

Atom interferometry based on Sr-atoms, using a direct-optical transition for coherently ma-

nipulating the atomic wavefunction, allows long- and single-baseline atomic instrument tar-

geting the gravitational wave detection [35]. This Sr-atom interferometry is also insensitive

to the technical laser noise. Among the atoms typically adopted in ultracold atomic experi-

ments, the 88Sr-atom has good physical properties: null nuclear spin, thus, simpler electronic

structure compared with other isotopes; with the extremely short scattering length, it has

much less decoherence among the external degrees of freedom. Hence, the 88Sr-atom can

serve as a probe in precision gravity measurements, even at small distances. Sec. 2.1 lists the

crucial parameters of Sr-atom isotopes and supports the choice of 88Sr for atom interferom-

etry applications. To avoid too much extension of the cold atoms during the free evolution

time, it is necessary to reach lower temperatures. Sec. 2.2 introduces the required and op-

tional cooling stages to prepare the sub-microK atomic ensemble of 88Sr. Sec. 2.3 briefly

discusses some future work to complete this atom interferometer.
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2.1 Strontium

Sr-atoms (atomic number = 38) with two valence band electrons feature singlet and triplet

states. This electronic property gives rise to metastable (clock) states and narrow-linewidth

intercombination transitions. The natural strontium is a mixture of four stable isotopes with

a strongly varying abundance, and three of them are bosons with zero nuclear spin. One

is fermion with non-zero nuclear spin. Choosing a specific isotope among the four alterna-

tives depends on crucial atomic properties like abundance, electronic structure, sensitivity to

the external field, and their impact on the final application, such as the presently proposed

gravitational wave detector.

2.1.1 Natural abundance

Sr is a soft silver-white and light-yellow metal, forming a dark oxide layer after exposure to

the air. Its melting point is at 777 oC. Strontium ovens, used as the atomic source in ultracold

atomic experiments, are normally heated to a few hundred degrees to reach sufficient vapor

pressure. The natural abundance of stable Sr-atom isotopes increases with increasing mass
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number (see Tab. 2.1): 84Sr, 86Sr, 87Sr and 88Sr have abundances in nature of 0.56%, 9.86%,

7.00% and 82.58% respectively. 88Sr-isotope is by far the most abundant and is suitable for

our experiment as aforementioned; thus, it provides a high-atomic flux and high-detection

sensitivity in atomic interferometry.

Isotope Abundance [%] Atomic mass [u]
84Sr 0.56(1) 83.913425(3)
86Sr 9.86(1) 85.9092602(12)
87Sr 7.00(1) 86.908871(12)
88Sr 82.58(1) 87.9056121(12)

Table 2.1: Natural abundance and mass of four stable Sr isotopes [121]. The inset picture is
from [122].

Other strontium isotopes (> 20 types) are radioactive, like 89Sr with a half-life of∼51 days

used as a palliative of painful bone metastases, and 90Sr (half-life about 29 years) produced

by nuclear fission and which represents a radiation hazard.

2.1.2 The atomic structure of strontium

The ground-state electronic configuration of strontium is shortly written as [Kr]5s2, which

means that two electrons in the 5s shell are added to the electron configuration of Krypton.

The spectroscopic properties of strontium mainly depend on the two-valence electrons at the

outer s-shell, which give rise to triplet and singlet states, with two-electron spins in parallel

(S = 1) and anti-parallel (S = 0) by designating the spin multiplicity as 2S + 1. If one

considers quantum statistics, strontium has both fermionic and bosonic isotopes (see Tab.

2.2): the nuclear spin of all bosonic Sr (84Sr, 86Sr, and 88Sr) is absent (I = 0), and nuclear

spin equals to 9/2 for 87Sr. To become a boson, an atom must compose an even total number

of electrons, protons, and neutrons; the isotopes (84Sr, 86Sr, and 88Sr) satisfy this requirement,

and their nucleons arrange in pair of anti-parallel spin, which produces a vanishing nuclear

spin. Then in such even-even nuclei, the nucleons arrange in pairs of anti-parallel spin, and

the nuclear spin vanishes. In contrast, the fermionic isotope (87Sr) has non-paired proton-

neutron spins (I = 9/2).
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Isotopes Neutron number Statistics Nuclear spin
84Sr 46 boson 0
86Sr 48 boson 0
87Sr 49 fermion 9/2
88Sr 50 boson 0

Table 2.2: Nuclear properties of Sr isotopes.

2.1.2.1 The first-stage cooling transition

The ground state of the 88Sr atom is 5s2 1S0 (J = 0), and it has a strong electric dipole allowed

transition (E1) with the state 5s5p 1P1 (J = 1) (see Fig. 2.1). This transition wavelength

is ∼461 nm, and the excited state 5s5p 1P1 has a short lifetime (τblue = 5.22 ns), translated

into a broad transition linewidth Γblue = 2π × 30.5 MHz. According to the selection rules,

5s2 1S0 – 5s5p 1P1 (∆J = 1) transition is valid for atomic cooling and trapping; its large

scattering rate thanks to the broad transition is good for the first-stage cooling, e.g., Zeeman

slower and blue magneto-optical trap (MOT), to effectively slow down hot Sr-atoms effused

from an oven.

2.1.2.2 Repumping transitions

Since the broad transition 5s2 1S0 – 5s5p 1P1 is not 100% closed, the atoms at excited state

5s5p 1P1 can decay to 5s4d 1D2 state with a branch ratio of 1:50000, and the transition 5s5p
1P1 – 5s4d 1D2 has a decay rate of 620 Hz, corresponding to a lifetime of τ = 256 µs [123].

The leaked atoms decay further into the 5s5p 3P1,2 metastable triplet states with a branching

ratio of 2:1, and atoms at state 5s5p 3P2 are lost in the blue MOT. To close the 5s2 1S0 – 5s5p
1P1 transition, one approach is to optically pump the atoms back to ground state 5s2 1S0 by

addressing 5s5p 3P2 – 5s6s 3S1 and 5s5p 3P0 – 5s6s 3S1 transitions with two lasers of 707

nm and 679 nm. The 707 nm laser pumps the atoms from 5s5p 3P2 to 5s6s 3S1, then they

decay into 5s5p 3P0,1 (∆J = ±1). For atoms at state 5s5p 3P0, J = 0 – J = 0 transition

is forbidden, so they can not decay towards 5s2 1S0 state unless other effects like hyperfine-

structure mixing in Fermions isotope (87Sr) is considered. The other laser at 679 nm can

pump atoms from 5s5p 3P0 to 5s6s 3S1, then above process is repeated. Other possibilities are

indicated in Fig. 2.1.
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2.1.2.3 The second-stage cooling transition

The atoms to decay from state 5s5p 3P1 to state 5s2 1S0, require one electron spin-flip, as

the emission of a single photon is not sufficient. However, due to the spin-orbit interaction

between the 5s5p 1P1 state and the 5s5p 3P1 state, a weak electric dipole (E1) transition is

allowed, leading to a lifetime of 21.4 µs and a corresponding linewidth of Γred = 2π × 7.4

kHz. With the same detuning frequency and saturation parameter, the photons referring to

the 5s2 1S0 – 5s5p 1P1 transition has much less deceleration force on the atoms compared to

the 5s2 1S0 – 5s5p 1P1 transition. However, the lower linewidth of the red transition results

in a lower Doppler temperature. This means that the red MOT can not be used to capture

atoms from a thermal atomic beam directly. Still, it can be a second-stage cooling just after

the blue MOT to cool atoms down to the millikelvin temperature level and even further into

the microkelvin region.

2.1.2.4 The clock transition

The clock transition requires a narrow linewidth and a low sensitivity to the ambient envi-

ronment. In strontium, the 5s5p 3P0 state is typically adopted as an upper state for the clock

transition, thanks to its long lifetime. Due to the absence of nuclear spin in bosonic isotopes

(I = 0), the spin-orbit interaction is null. The dominant decay channel from the 5s5p 3P0

level is the E1M1 two-photon decay, which is so tiny that the lifetime is estimated at about

thousands of years or equivalent to a linewidth at the level of picohertz [124]. The optical

transition is weakly allowed for the fermionic counterparts due to spin-orbit-induced and

hyperfine interaction mixing. The non-zero magnetic dipole moment couples the 5s5p 3P0

state to other states of the same parity, among them the 5s5p 1P1 and 5s5p 3P1 states. Then,

atoms at excited optical state can decay into the 5s2 1S0 state by a simple electric dipole (E1)

process. The lifetime of the 5s5p 3P0 state, in this case, is 118 s [36] and corresponding to a

linewidth of about 1.4 mHz.
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Transition Wavelength Linewidth Saturation Maximum Doppler Recoil
intensity acceleration temperature temperature

λ Γ I0 = πhc/3λ3τ amax = Γ~k/2m TD = ~Γ/(2kB) Tr = ~2k2/(kBM)
[nm] [MHz] [mW/cm2] [m/s2] [µK] [µK]

1S0 – 1P1 460.7331 2π×30.5 41 9.3× 105 720 0.690
1S0 – 3P1 689.2585 2π×0.00747 0.003 155 0.182 0.454
3P2 – 3S1 707.0071 2π×6.69 17 – – –
3P0 – 3S1 679.1022 2π×1.42 3.7 – – –

Table 2.3: These are the parameters for the blue cooling, red cooling, and two repumpers in
88Sr-atoms.

2.1.2.5 The dark state

Atoms in the 5s5p 3P2 state can decay back to the ground state via different pathways: the

dominant process is through a magnetic octupole (M2) transition directly connected to the

ground state, with a calculated lifetime of 1000 s [125]. The measured value of 520 s

[126] explained by radiative decay. Two of these are parity-conserving one-photon decays of

magnetic-dipole (M1) and electric quadrupole (E2) type into the 5s5p 3P1 state and further

back to the ground state; also black-body radiation can excite atoms into the 5s4d 3D states,

from where they decay into the 5s5p 3P1 state. The lifetime of atoms in the 5s5p 3P2 is thus

dependent on the temperature of the environment.

2.1.2.6 Isotopic shifts

The different strontium isotopes have a frequency shift of the spectroscopic lines due to the

number of neutrons. The isotope shift is about a few tens of MHz per mass unit concerning
88Sr-atoms, which is larger than its transition linewidth. For the fermionic 87Sr-atom, which

has a hyperfine structure, the shift refers to the center of gravity of the spectra. Tab. 2.4

reports the isotopic shifts of the two transitions used for the blue and red laser cooling and

the clock transition. The isotopic shifts are of the order of 100 MHz and are then easily

obtained with AOMs; this makes it simple to switch isotope in an experimental setup, at least

concerning the lasers required to manipulate the atoms.
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Figure 2.1: Fine structure of 88Sr [121, 36] (not to scale) with their transition frequencies and
linewidths. The thickness of the solid line indicates the strength of the transition
rate.

Isotopes 5s2 1S0 – 5s5p 1P1 [MHz] 5s2 1S0 – 5s5p 3P1 [MHz] 5s2 1S0 – 5s5p 3P0 [MHz]
84Sr -270.8 351.49 ∼ 200
86Sr -124.8 163.81 ∼ 100
87Sr ∼ -46.5 ∼ 62.15 ∼ 54
88Sr 0 0 0

Table 2.4: Frequency shift of stable strontium isotopes with respect to the 88Sr-atom [128].
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Figure 2.2: Schematic illustration of hyperfine structure (not to scale) for relevant states in
87Sr-atoms. More details about resonance frequency and linewidth of certain
transitions can be found for instance in [127]
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2.1.3 The sensitivity to magnetic field

Cold atom experiments require precise magnetic field control, e.g., the Zeeman effect applied

in the magneto-optical trapping technique. It is used to spatially confine and trap neutral

atoms and shift away magnetic-field-sensitive atomic levels in precision spectroscopy. The

magnetic sensitivities of the relevant states are often calculated, summarized in Tab. 2.5.

The Zeeman splitting to the first order is written as:

∆νZ =
gFmFµBB

h
, (2.1)

where gF is the total angular momentum g-factor, µB is the Bohr magneton (µB = 1.4

MHz/G). The bosonic counterparts of strontium have no nuclear spin (I = 0), so F = J .

States 88Sr
87Sr

F=5/2 F=7/2 F=9/2 F=11/2 F=13/2

5s2 1S0
0

(gJ = 0)
N/A N/A

0
(gF = 0)

N/A N/A

5s5p 1P1
1.4mJ

(gJ = 1)
N/A

-0.31mF

(gF = −2/9)
0.056mF

(gF = 4/99)
0.25mF

(gF = 2/11)
N/A

5s5p 3P0
0

(gJ = 0)
N/A N/A

0
(gF = 0)

N/A N/A

5s5p 3P1
2.1mJ

(gJ = 1.5)
N/A

-0.47mF

(gF = −1/3)
0.085mF

(gF = 2/33)
0.38mF

(gF = 3/11)
N/A

5s5p 3P2
2.1mJ

(gJ = 1.5)
-1.2mF

(gF = −6/7)
-0.2mF

(gF = −1/7)
0.25mF

(gF = 2/11)
0.50mF

(gF = 51/143)
0.65mF

(gF = 6/13)

Table 2.5: The sensitivity of the states of interest in 87Sr and 88Sr-atoms to the magnetic field
in the unit of [MHz/Gauss].

2.2 The magneto-optical trap

The first stage of an ultra-cold atomic experiment concerns the production of the low-

temperature atomic ensemble. In the following, we will describe the primary mechanism

to achieve ultra-low temperatures for Sr-atoms.
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2.2.1 The blue MOT

The 3D-MOT uses red-detuned photons to the 5s2 1S0 – 5s5p 1P1 of 30.5 MHz broad transition

about 1.5Γblue; this transition corresponds to the Doppler temperature of 720 µK (vrms ∼ 1

m/s). Since the broad transition is not fully closed, atoms decay from the state 5s5p 1P1 to

5s4d 1D2 state about 1 atom in every 105 excitations, then with a 1/3 probability fall into the

5s5p 3P2 metastable state. To depopulate them, a few alternatives for repumpers are available

(see Fig. 2.1). We use two repumpers at 679 nm and 707 nm, easily-accessed with cheap

semiconductor lasers, to recycle atoms from atoms at metastable state 5s5p 3P2.

2.2.2 The red MOT

The atoms are further cooled by exchanging momentum with photons resonating with a red

5s2 1S0 – 5s5p 3P1 intercombination transition. Its linewidth is Γred = 2π × 7.4 kHz, cor-

responding to a Doppler temperature of TD = 179 nK, i.e., a factor of 4300 times smaller

than for the blue transition. Also, for the narrow linewidth cooling, Doppler temperature

is less than the recoil temperature Tr = 460 nK for the red transition, where the minimal

attainable temperature is Tr/2. The second stage is a red MOT operated on a narrower tran-

sition, capable of cooling the atoms to thousand-times lower temperatures with million-times

higher densities [128]. The atomic sample with low temperature and high density can be

efficiently loaded into an optical dipole trap; The third stage is typically evaporative cooling,

leading to quantum degeneration, an optional stage dependent on isotopes and experimental

requirements.

When enough atoms (> 108) are present in the metastable state reservoir, the ensemble

phase space density is rapidly increased by switching to a red MOT operated on the 5s2

1S0 – 5s5p 3P1 intercombination line, which has a wavelength of 689 nm, a linewidth of

Γred = 2π × 7.4 kHz and a corresponding recoil temperature of 460 nK.

The 3D-MOT atomic ensemble cooled on the blue line has a temperature of ∼1 mK, which

means a Doppler distribution so broad that only a tiny fraction of atoms could interact with

a laser at 689 nm with a linewidth of 1 kHz or less. For this reason, the effective linewidth of

the red cooling laser must be initially increased to capture all the atoms from the blue MOT;
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to this end, several approaches have been developed, as the chirping of the red laser or in the

generation of a comb of lines spanning the required spectrum. After a phase in which both

the blue cooling laser and the broadened red one are present, the blue light is turned off,

and then the effective linewidth of the red laser is reduced to its minimum, so the cooling of

the atomic ensembles down to the sub-microkelvin regime. Here, the expansion velocity of

the atomic sample is about 1 cm/s or less, which is already suitable for its required use in an

atom interferometer.

The dipole trap (optional)

If an even-lower temperature is required, the cold atomic sample obtained in the red MOT

can optionally be transferred into an optical dipole trap a crossed optical dipole trap [129]

or add delta-kick collimation [130].

The scattering properties of an atomic species determine the efficiency of evaporative

cooling, then the stability of a degenerate gas. The 84Sr atom offers an excellent scattering

length of a = 123a0, which is large enough for elastic collisions to implement an efficient

evaporative cooling, the not sufficient to dominate detrimental three-body recombination

losses (upper limit of three-body collision rate ∝ a4n2). The low natural abundance (0.56%)

can be overcome by an efficient loading into optical dipole trap [38]. 86Sr has an inter-

mediate abundance (9.86%) and large scattering length (a = 800a0), which imposes fast

three-body losses. Evaporative cooling is performed at low densities in a large optical dipole

trap [131]. Fermionic 87Sr with scattering length a = 90a0 and large nuclear spin I = 9/2

is a favorable isotope to reach quantum degeneracy. 87Sr degenerate Fermi gas also has been

obtained via sympathetic cooling mediated by a BEC of 84Sr [132]. 88Sr is the most abun-

dant isotope (82.58%); however, up to now, only condensates with a limited number of atoms

have been reported. This limitation is set due to the 88Sr-atom small and negative scattering

length (a = −2a0), and the inefficient evaporative cooling being replaced by the sympa-

thetic cooling with another coolant like the 87Sr-atom [133]. Recently, a new technique using

laser cooling as the only cooling mechanism to produce quantum degeneracy gas has been

reported in [134].
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2.3 The coherent manipulation on the clock line

To estimate the total fraction of atoms left at the detected state at the end of the interfer-

ometric sequence, it is necessary to evaluate the integral of excitation probability for each

pulse. The excitation probability is related to the phase-space properties of the atomic cloud

and can be calculated as such [135]

Pexe = 2π

∫ ∫
rf (v)n (r, t)

(
Ω0 (r)

Ωeff (r, v)

)2

sin2

(
Ωeff (r, v)

2
t

)
drdv, (2.2)

where f(v) is the velocity distribution, Ω0(r) is the spatially-dependent Rabi frequency and

n(r, t) is the transverse atomic density distribution. Unlike for the fermionic strontium iso-

tope, where the Rabi frequency can easily reach the kilohertz regime, for bosonic isotopes,

the single-photon clock transition is very small, and an effective linewidth for the 5s2 1S0 –

5s5p 3P0 transition can be obtained, for example, by magnetic field induced spectroscopy, a

small, controllable fraction of the nearby 5s5p 3P1 state into the 5s5p 3P0 state. In this way,

we obtain a Rabi frequency [42],

Ω0 = α
√
IB, (2.3)

where I is the interrogated light intensity, and B is an externally applied magnetic field. In

Chp. 5, we use this technique as a "switch" to coherently manipulate atom and interferometric

beam coupling. And the effective Rabi frequency associated with a beam splitting light of

wavenumber k is

Ωeff(r, v) =
√

Ω2
0(r) + (kv)2. (2.4)
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Chapter 3

Experimental apparatus

One of the significant tasks within the framework of this thesis is constructing the sub-

microKelvin 88Sr atom interferometer platform. This chapter is dedicated to the technical

details about the vacuum and the laser systems.

In Sec. 3.1 and Sec. 3.2, we present the mechanical design of the needed vacuum sys-

tems, for both atomic source and science cell, as well as the anti-Helmholtz magnetic field

coils. They are essential elements to produce a good MOT in the science cell. A high power

and frequency-stabilized laser system is required for a high-atom-flux atomic source. Two

solutions are typically adopted to this aim: frequency doubling a tapered amplified infrared

ECDL laser source (see Sec. 3.3.1), or power-enhancing by optical injection locking of slave

diode laser (see Sec. 3.3.2). The absolute frequency of these lasers is obtained via saturated

spectroscopy on the 5s2 1S0 – 5s5p 1P1 transition. The atoms escaping the cooling transition

and eventually falling in the state 5s5p 3P2 dark to the blue light are put back in the cooling

cycle thanks to two repumpers at 679 nm and 707 nm, frequency stabilized using a wave-

length meter (see Sec. 3.5). The atoms produced in the blue MOT are then transferred to

the second cooling stage, again a MOT but operated on a much narrower transition. The

cooling laser red-detuned to 5s2 1S0 – 5s5p 3P1 transition cools mK-temperature atoms further

to sub-µK with million-times higher densities. The requirements for the red cooling laser are

a linewidth of 1 kHz or less, i.e., much less than the transition linewidth, and its frequency

stabilization close to the 5s2 1S0 – 5s5p 3P1 transition; only a few mW of power are required,

due to the very low saturation intensity of the cooling transition. To satisfy these require-
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ments, the laser adopted for the red cooling is firstly locked to a high-finesse cavity to narrow

its linewidth, and then it is adopted to probe the 5s2 1S0 – 5s5p 3P1 transition at 689 nm (see

Sec. 3.4.2). The error signal obtained with the saturated spectroscopy is used to stabilize

the long-term drift of the high-finesse cavity where both the red cooling laser and the clock

laser are stabilized (see Sec. 3.4.3). We use the same high-finesse cavity for the clock laser

and the red-cooling laser; the high-reflectivity coatings on the cavity mirrors are optimized

for 698 nm, but it is still effective at 689 nm (see Sec. 3.4.1). Fig. 3.1 illustrates the arrange-

ments of the above laser systems in the Sr atom interferometer. To control the experimental

sequence, synchronizing the instruments, triggering the events constituting an experimen-

tal controller, and dynamically adjusting its parameters, we realized an FPGA-based control

system, detailed in Sec. 3.6.
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Figure 3.1: Layout design of laser systems in Sr atom interferometer.
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3.1 Vacuum system

The vacuum system is mainly divided into the atomic source and science cell regions, and they

have different requirements for vacuum level: the experiments take place in the science cell,

which is under ultra-high-vacuum pressure to reduce collision rate with background atoms,

thus enhancing the lifetime of the cold atomic sample, and minimizing the decoherence for

the clock spectroscopy; however, the vacuum level in the atomic source is not demanding.

3.1.1 Atomic source

The high-flux atomic source is based on a recent compact-design [136, 137] (see Fig. 3.2).

The development of the Sr atomic source has been done in collaboration with the group

of D. Wilkowski in Singapore (MAJULAB), and the design of the main vacuum chamber is

attached in Appx. C. The source combines a 2D MOT exploiting permanent magnets and a

space-demanding Zeeman slower using the magnetic field produced by the same magnets;

the result is a compact and efficient setup. As indicated by [136], the compact setup can avoid

undesired effects like vacuum contamination in Zeeman slowers and black-body radiation

due to hot Sr oven.

The material of the atomic source uses stainless steel for its low out-gassing rate, tolerance

to high temperature, low eddy currents, low magnetization, and inexpensive cost. Since

stainless steel has no supreme performance in out-gassing, we conduct a standard bake-out

procedure of heating the atomic source to∼300 oC, with a temperature rising rate of 10 oC/h,

for one to two days before utilization to reduce its out-gassing.

3.1.1.1 The oven

The shortest way of the main chamber is the oven’s plug, which is designed to be as close as

possible to the center of 2D MOT. The oven is a cylindrical container with an aperture of 25

mm diameter, where 5 g of Sr granules with natural abundance (99% purity, Alfa Aesar) are

filled in the oven. Due to the high melting temperature of Sr, the oven is typically heated up

to 550 oC for sufficient vapor pressure, which leads to the oven lifetime being a few years.

To minimize atomic beam divergence, an array of 400 micro-sized Nozzle tubes is frequently
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Figure 3.2: Compact atomic source setup, in which the main chamber is a CF40 8 ways cross
made of stainless steel 304SS. The left picture has been taken at the beginning
when we tested the vacuum, right picture is the setup under operation.

mounted at the oven aperture, separately heated to an even higher temperature than the

oven to avoid deposit of Sr on the Nozzle. The THERMOCOAX cold ends heating wire has a

length of 200 cm with a resistance of 11 Ohms.

3.1.1.2 The 2D MOT

To avoid the deposit of Sr on the viewports (AR coating: 390 nm - 570 nm, reflected loss at

461 nm: < 0.5 %) for optical access, the four ways of the 2D MOT are as long as possible,

∼30 cm. A transversely loaded 2D MOT is employed to capture atomic beam ejecting from

a high-temperature oven. This transverse cooling is realized compactly, where the 2D MOT

center sits 15 cm away from the Sr oven. Four packets of permanent magnets (Neodymium

Block Magnets N750-RB, Eclipse Magnetics Ltd) produce a quadruple magnetic field (about

50 G/cm) for 2D MOT. The remaining perpendicular two ways (14 cm long) is for transferring

atoms trapped in 2D MOT into the science chamber (see Fig. 3.3) via a weak pushing beam

nearly resonant light.

3.1.1.3 The Zeeman slower

The tails of the magnetic field (field vector pointing along an axis perpendicular to atomic

propagation along) can be used for Zeeman slower, which is space-demanding. The Zeeman
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Figure 3.3: Science cell (left) design in Solidworks (right) experimental setup.

slowing beam is shone from a sapphire window opposite the oven (>15 cm away from the

2D MOT center). The viewport is made of sapphire instead of standard glass since its surface

is more scratch-resistant and less sensitive to etching from aggressive materials. Permanently

heating the viewport at ∼380 oC can prevent the deposit from hot Sr atoms. For safekeeping,

this viewport is enclosed by an extra stainless-still box with another clear window, whose

temperature can be maintained to room temperature through water cooling.

Pushing beam The remaining perpendicular way is for pushing beam to guide atoms from

2D MOT to science cell.

3.1.1.4 The pumping stages

An all-metal angle valve from MDC Vacuum (1.5" port, 2-3/4" CF flanges) allows for initial

pumping, and one hybrid pump (SAES Getters, NEXTorr D200-5) with the ion pump and

getter is attached to the setup. A gate valve is vital for allowing individual ventilation for only

one region without disturbing the other, e.g., refilling the oven while not breaking the high

vacuum pressure of the science cell. The gate valve is followed by a differential pumping state

(22.8 mm length, 2 mm inner diameter), establishing a factor of 1,000 in terms of pressure

difference, which satisfies the different vacuum levels requirements in atomic source and

science cell. The whole setup is mounted to the optical table via three fixed-height posts.
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3.1.2 Science cell

The science cell is a commercial product from a SAES-RIAL company (see Appx. D). We

take even more care on the material choice and viewport sealing due to the requirement

of its ultra-high vacuum level: the vacuum material is replaced with titanium, instead of

stainless steel, thanks to its even lower hydrogen out-gassing and local magnetizations; the

high vacuum quality is ensured by first using indium to seal the viewport, then the viewport

is connected to the chamber through CF flanges. During the bake-out procedure, it becomes

melt and sticky.

Two small but efficient ion-getter pumps with the same model (SAES Getters, NEXTorr

D200-5) are attached to the science chamber and atomic source. The science cell maintains

ultra-high vacuum level (<10−10 mbar) even the atomic source is under operation with a

background vacuum pressure of ∼10−8 mbar. Both values are measured with the pump

drivers, and <10−10 mbar reaches their minimum detectable pressure level, and they are

shielded with µ-metal to reduce the effect of stray magnetic fields, especially on the science

cell.

The viewports have dimensions compatible with the CF connectors. They are employed

for both blue and red optical access, convenient for producing the blue/red MOT and applying

rempumpers in the science cell.

3.2 Magnetic field coils

The quadruple field gradient along the direction of interest to operate MOT is formed with

a pair of coaxial coils in the anti-Helmholtz configuration that currents with the same mag-

nitude flow in opposite directions. The typical design of round-shape coils refers to [138].

However, limited by the geometrical space of our setup, we consider two equal rectangular

loops in anti-Helmholtz configuration to produce the required gradient magnetic field (>50

G/cm), corresponding to 80 A current, for the blue MOT. An analytic approach to obtain

the required gradient is detailed in the [139]. Since the magnetic field gradient is linearly

proportional to the flowing current, the same coil can be used for the red MOT (∼10 G/cm)
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by reducing the operating current by five times. A fast magnetic field switch is developed for

this purpose.

We have designed the pair of identical rectangular coils with a number of turns 6 × 7

and the dimension of 19 cm × 9.5 cm as shown in Fig. 3.4. The insulated copper wire is

purchased from APX company, with a cross-section area of 4.5 mm × 3.15 mm. One constant

current power supply is used to send the currents into the two coils. The scalar magnetic

field is measured with the help of the Gauss Meter along the axial direction of two coils at

different positions. The magnetic field gradients in the vicinity of the zero line of magnetic

field and away from the zero line are estimated from both the plots and re-plotted in the

same figure.

Figure 3.4: Magnetic field coils.

To investigate the homogeneity of the magnetic gradient for the MOT (position = 0 cm),

we have measured the magnetic field of coils along the axial direction. Due to the lack of a

water-cooling system for the coils, without loss of generality, the current is set at a slightly

lower value, e.g., 50 A, to avoid overheating. The measured magnetic field data is fitted

with the Gauss function (see Fig. 3.5 (a)), then a maximum homogeneity for B-field gradient

is obtained by scanning the distance between the coil and the science cell. From Fig. 3.5

(b), we know that the optimal magnetic field gradient is achieved at a distance of ∼0.6 cm

between the coil and the science cell.
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a

b

Figure 3.5: (a) Magnetic field produced for 3D MOT; the soild line is a fitting of the discred-
ited points taken from the measurement. (b) Optimal magnetic field gradient is
achieved by scanning the distance between the coil and the science cube.
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3.3 High-power and frequency-stabilized laser at 461 nm

To magneto-optically trap 88Sr atoms with light on the 5s2 1S0 – 5s5p 1P1 transition, with

the saturation intensity of ∼42 mW/cm2, a high-power blue laser beam at 461 nm with a

linewidth at MHz level or less is required. Different approaches are reported in the liter-

ature to obtain a few hundreds of mW typically required for this cooling stage: exploiting

laser diodes, a technologically simple solution can combine moderate power and narrow

linewidth but requires optical injection of one or more slave modules [140]; single-pass

second-harmonic (SH) generation with a bulk crystal [141], can achieve high power while

doubling the source linewidth but only with large input power.

In our laboratory, we generate 500 mW blue light by injection locking (see Sec. 3.3.2),

whereas we obtain 1 W by frequency-doubling an amplified diode laser at 922 nm (see Sec.

3.3.1).

3.3.1 1 W laser at 461 nm by frequency doubling

We obtain a Watt-level continuous and single frequency blue laser at 461 nm by frequency-

doubling an amplified diode laser operating at 922 nm via a LBO crystal in a resonant Fabry-

Pérot cavity. We achieve a best optical conversion efficiency equal to 87% with more than

1 W output power in the blue and limited by the available input power. The frequency-

converted beam is characterized by long-term power stability, residual intensity noise, and

geometrical shape. The blue beam has a linewidth at the order of 1 MHz, and we use it to

magneto-optically trap 88Sr atoms on the 5s2 1S0 – 5s5p 1P1 transition. The low-finesse, linear-

cavity doubling system is very robust, maintains the lock for several days, and is compatible

with a tenfold increase of the output power level, which could be obtained with fully-fibered

amplifiers [142] and large mode area fibers.

Second-harmonic-generation Frequency doubling involves a nonlinear optical process

where the fundamental excitation light interacts with a nonlinear medium (crystal), and

this nonlinear process is formulated simply as,

P = ε0(χ(1)Eω + χ(2)E2
ω + χ(3)E3

ω), (3.1)
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where P is the induced dipole moment per unit volume, ε0 is the electric constant, Eω is

the electric field amplitude of fundamental laser, and χ is the electrical susceptibility of the

dielectric material. Second-harmonic generation (SHG) exploits the second-order effect χ(2),

and the SHG intensity |A2ω(L)|2 is expressed as [143]

|A2ω(L)|2 =
4ω2

n2
2ωc

2
(χ(2))2|Aω|4L2sinc2(∆kL/2), (3.2)

where ω is the fundamental laser frequency, n2ω is the refractive index of the nonlinear crystal

at SHG frequency, L is the crystal length, and ∆k = 2kω−k2ω = 2nωωc−n2ω2ωc is the phase

mismatch factor, determining the nonlinear conversion efficiency.

The intensity of the SHG component scales as the square of the fundamental laser intensity

|Aω(L)|2 and also the crystal length L. An external optical build-up cavity is often used

around a long crystal to enhance the pump power at the fundamental frequency. The phase

matching is also optimized by tuning the temperature of the nonlinear crystal and adjusting

the alignment of the incident fundamental laser to satisfy the requirement of ∆kL < π for

sufficient SHG.

3.3.1.1 Frequency-doubling system

SH generation exploiting a traveling-wave cavity [144, 145], commonly folded in a bow-

tie configuration for compactness, is widely adopted commercially [146, 147] and offers

high power and narrow linewidth at the price of a complex optical system and alignment

procedure, high sensitivity to vibration noise and, typically, astigmatism of the output beam.

We demonstrate high power CW operation at 461 nm. Our system exploits frequency

doubling of an amplified infrared laser in a linear cavity [148] via a lithium triborate (LBO)

crystal. Our solution combines low linear losses, ease of alignment, and high mechanical

stability thanks to fewer optical elements. Notably, we obtain an output power of 1 W,

competitive with the state-of-the-art, and yet limited only by the available level of input

power; the figure could be widely increased as soon as a higher power is available for the

fundamental wavelength [149].

Fig. 3.6 depicts the scheme of our frequency doubler. The seed laser light at λ = 922 nm

and with a linewidth <200 kHz is generated by an extended-cavity diode laser (DL pro, Top-
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tica) fiber coupled to a tapered amplifier (TA pro, Toptica). The system delivers a maximum

output power of 2.2 W in free space, reduced to 1.36 W after coupling it to a single-mode

fiber (P1-780PM-FC-1, Thorlabs) to clean the geometrical mode and ease its alignment on

the doubling cavity (position A in Fig. 3.6).

Two ∼60 dB double-stage Faraday isolators (FI1 and FI2) decouple the TA from the seed

laser and from the doubling cavity, respectively, thus protecting the system and avoiding

frequency and intensity noise due to optical feedback.

We considered different kinds of nonlinear crystals for the SH generation, as resumed

in Tab. 3.1. Periodically-poled crystals operating at quasi-phase-matching condition have

been dismissed, despite a promising high conversion efficiency (deff), because of their major

limitations at high power induced by the photo-refractive beam distortion, the blue-induced

infrared absorption [150], and thermal effects [151]. β-barium borate (BBO) [152] and

bismuth triborate (BiBO) [153] crystals were discarded because of their large walk-off angle

(see Tab. 3.1). We opted for a LBO crystal from Crystal Laser characterized by a small

walk-off angle, high thermal conductivity, and an overall good long-term stability; its much

smaller second-order non-linearity compared to periodically-poled crystals is compensated by

a much higher damage threshold, and crystal quality, greater transparency at the operating

wavelengths, and lower thermal lensing [154, 155].

Parameters ppsLT [151] ppKTP [156] BiBO [153] BBO [152] LBO [144, 145, 155]
Transparency
range (nm) 300-5000 350-4500 286-2500 185-2600 160-2600

Phase matching

quasi-phase
matching

type I

quasi-phase
matching

type I critical critical critical
deff (pm/V) 5 10.8 3.42 2 0.75

Walk-off angle
(mrad) 0 0 44.5 61.34 9.38

Thermal effects yes yes no no no
Angular acceptance

(mrad×cm) na
55 (∆θ)
10 (∆φ) 1.05 1.2 6.5

Table 3.1: Key parameters for different kinds of crystals suitable to generate blue light by SH
generation.
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Figure 3.6: (a) Frequency doubling setup. The laser power at 922 nm injected to the cavity
is measured at position A, the output power at 461 nm at position B. TA: tapered
amplifier; FI1, FI2: Faraday isolators; BS: beam splitter; PBS: polarizing beam
splitter; PD: photodetector; LPF: low-pass filter; L1, L2, L3: aspherical lenses;
L4, L5: cylindrical lenses; WM: wavelength meter. Inset: intensity profile of the
output beam at 461 nm. (b) Top view of the elements within the dashed polygon
in (a) and enclosed in an aluminum box to improve the thermal stability of the
frequency doubling cavity.
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3.3.1.2 Design for the cavity

The intracavity LBO crystal imposes several constraints on the design of the doubling cavity

[157]. Angle-tuned phase matching is preferable for LBO because of the high-temperature

values required for temperature tuning at 922 nm. We perform type I critical phase-matching,

taking into account the walk-off angle ρ between the fundamental and frequency-doubled

waves. The second harmonic power is fixed by

Pout = EnlP
2
in, (3.3)

where Pin is the fundamental power inside the crystal, the nonlinear coefficient Enl can

be calculated for Gaussian beams by the Boyd and Kleinman formula [158], which in the

international system units is given by [159]:

Enl =
16π2d2

effL

ε0cλ3n2ωn1ω

e−αLh(ρ, ξ), (3.4)

where deff is the effective nonlinear coefficient of the LBO equal to 0.8 pm/V, L = 15 mm

is the length of the crystal, n1ω and n2ω are the index of refraction for the fundamental and

second harmonic frequencies, respectively, equal to 1.6 at the phase-matching angle, and

α = a + b/2 accounts for absorption of the fundamental waves (a = 0.03 m−1) and of the

second harmonic wave (b = 0.3 m−1). c is the velocity of light in a vacuum, and ε0 is the

permittivity of the vacuum. The function h(ρ, ξ) accounts for the walk-off angle ρ = 9 mrad

and the focusing parameter of the Gaussian beam ξ = 1/2zR, where zR is the Rayleigh range

of the Gaussian mode of the fundamental beam [158]. With an optimized beam waist of ∼40

µm for a crystal length equal to 15 mm, Eq. 3.4 predicts that Enl = 5×10−5 W−1. The power

Pc circulating in the cavity depends on the power injected in the cavity as [160]:

Pc =
T1Pin

[1−
√

(1− T1)(1− l)(1− EnlPc)]2
, (3.5)

where T1 is the transmission of the input coupler and l is the linear loss in the cavity mainly

due to the mirrors and crystal coatings. From Eq. 3.5, Pc is optimized when the transmission

of the input coupler is equal to Topt defined as:

Topt =
l

2
+

√
l2

4
+ EnlPin. (3.6)

Assuming Pin = 1.19 W, we choose the input coupler with a transmission equal to 1.2%.

The LBO crystal is tightly fixed on the cavity axis; it has a length of 15 mm and a cross-
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section of 3×3 mm2. The crystal is cut for normal incidence θ = 90o, φ = 21o at the phase

matching at 48 oC and has a two-layer antireflection coating working at 922 nm (reflectivity

R<0.1%) and 461 nm (R<0.3%). The temperature of the LBO crystal is stabilized to the

optimal phase-matching temperature of 48oC with long-term stability at the mK level by

controlling the temperature of the copper holder where it is fixed with thermally conductive

glue. The temperature acceptance curve has a sinc2 profile with a FWHM of ∼ 3oC for the

given length of the crystal [161]. The input mirror of the cavity is concave, has a nominal

reflectivity at 922 nm equal to 98.8% and a very high reflection coating at 461 nm; the

output coupler is a flat mirror coated for high reflection at 922 nm and antireflection at 461

nm. The cavity is 18 mm long, and we use the Boyd-Kleinman equations [162] to optimize

the conversion efficiency: this results in a radius of curvature of 15 mm for the input mirror,

and a fundamental cavity mode with a waist of ∼100 µm on the input mirror and ∼40 µm on

the output one; the single-pass nonlinear conversion efficiency is evaluated to ∼ 1.0 × 10−4

W−1 [163].

The amplified seed laser beam before the doubling cavity is mode-matched to the funda-

mental transverse mode of the cavity with a pair of lenses (L1 and L2), whose positions are

precisely adjusted utilizing micrometric translational stages. The polarization axis of the in-

put beam is controlled with a λ/2 waveplate. To further protect the TA from optical feedback

– particularly strong when the cavity unlocks – we placed an additional 30 dB optical isolator

resulting in an extra 12% insertion loss at the input of the resonator.

The optical cavity is locked to the input seed laser exploiting the modulation-free Hänsch-

Couillaud stabilization technique [164]; the cavity length is controlled by a piezo-electric

device which translates one of the two mirrors defining the resonator with a 1 kHz band-

width. By scanning the length of the cavity with PZT, the error signal used for the feedback

control is generated (see Fig. 3.7). The doubling efficiency is critically dependent on the

mechanical and thermal stability of the system; hence great care was devoted to the design

of the doubling cavity. Notably, mechanical robustness has been obtained by gluing the com-

ponents of the doubling system to a Zerodur plate and enclosing it in an aluminum box to

improve its temperature stability passively.
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Polarization spectroscopy Polarization spectroscopy is based on the polarization changes

of light waves when passing through a crystal [164]. By converting polarization changes in a

nonlinear crystal [165] into voltage, an error signal for the servo locking system is obtained.

This frequency stabilization technique is free from modulation. Moreover, the error signal is

finite over an extensive frequency range, which allows the automatic re-lock of the laser after

an accidental jump of frequency.

Figure 3.7: Error signal used to lock cavity to incident fundamental laser and transmission of
SHG cavity at 461 nm when scanning the PZT applied voltage.

3.3.1.3 Conversion efficiency

We evaluate the doubling cavity conversion efficiency ε ≡ Pout/Pin, i.e., the power ratio

between the SH output component at 461 nm and the fundamental input one at 922 nm, re-

spectively measured at position B and A in Fig. 3.6. The power of the SH component at 461

nm increases almost linearly with the fundamental laser power (blue circles in Fig. 3.8), in-

dicating that the system works in the strong depletion regime dominated by nonlinear losses.

The frequency conversion efficiency also increases, reaching a maximum value equal to 87%

with 1.05 W of blue light at 461 nm generated with 1.19 W at 922 nm (red squares in Fig.

3.8). In this configuration, the intra-cavity power calculated using the single-pass conversion
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efficiency is ∼100 W; this value is in good agreement with what is obtained considering the

build-up factor for an impedance-matched cavity. By fitting the experimental points with the

expected theoretical behavior [163, 166] we: i.) confirm that thermal effects are negligible

in our setup; ii.) obtain an input mirror reflectivity at 922 nm of 98.84(1)%, which is very

close to the nominal one, and estimate the linear losses in the cavity equal to 0.170(3)%.

From these values, we infer a cavity finesse of ∼ 490. Remarkably, the system performances

in terms of both output power and conversion efficiency are presently limited by the available

input laser power, which could be up-scaled, for example, exploiting fully-fibered solutions

[167].
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Figure 3.8: Measured output power at 461 nm from the SH module (blue filled circles) and
optical conversion efficiency versus incident fundamental laser power (red open
squares). The solid lines result by fitting the experimental points with the theo-
retical curves.

3.3.1.4 Stability

The laser system can operate for a few days without any maintenance. The power stability

of the frequency conversion system has been characterized by monitoring the SH power over

several hours via an optical power sensor (S142C, Thorlabs) with a resolution of 1 nW and

sampling rate of 0.1 Hz: the peak-to-peak fluctuations over four hours are ∼1.2% (see Fig.

3.9). However, most fluctuations are strongly correlated with the varying input power (see
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the inset of Fig. 3.9), and the uncorrelated relative fluctuations obtained after removing the

linear dependence between Pin and Pout over the same time interval show an Allan deviation

of 5 × 10−4 at 10 s decreasing to 7 × 10−5 at 2500 s, with a standard deviation equal to

∼ 5.5 × 10−4 (see Fig. 3.10). This residual noise could be explained in terms of the crystal

temperature’s residual instabilities and the cavity injection pointing.
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Figure 3.9: Long-term intensity measurement of the SH output at 461 nm (blue curve, left
y-axis) and incident fundamental laser at 922 nm (red curve, right y-axis). Inset:
output intensity trace versus input intensity trace, demonstrating their strong
correlation.

3.3.1.5 Relative intensity noise

We measure the relative intensity noise (RIN) of both the fundamental and frequency-

converted components (see Fig. 3.11). The spectrum of the fundamental light component

starts at -120 dBc/Hz at 100 Hz, rolls off as f−1 till 20 kHz where the slope decreases to

f−1/3. The SH component shows an excess of noise in the acoustic band on a plateau at -105

dBc/Hz extending till 10 kHz; then, it rolls off with a general f−1 trend. The doubling pro-

cess adds excess intensity noise in the whole Fourier frequency range, as already observed in

previously published works based on resonant doubling cavities [168, 169] but not in single

pass systems [170].
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Figure 3.10: The power stability of SHG output after removing the correlation with funda-
mental laser.
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Figure 3.11: Relative intensity noise of the fundamental light component (red curve) and of
the SH component transmitted by the doubling cavity (blue curve).
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3.3.1.6 Geometrical beam shape

The intense focusing of the fundamental mode on the crystal, imposed to obtain a high

conversion efficiency, produces, as a side-effect, the multi-lobe cross-section of the frequency-

doubled beam, as shown in the inset of Fig. 3.6 (a). On the left side, the intensity profile of

the beam is well described by a sinc2 function, which results from the windowing imposed

by the crystal’s angular acceptance (see Tab. 3.1, last row). Such structure is only partially

found on the beam’s right side because the fundamental cavity mode is offset from the crystal

axis, thus producing an asymmetric clipping of the frequency doubling process. To prevent

similar problems, the cavity should be glued while monitoring its effective alignment [171].

The central lobe of the output beam contains more than 90% of the power, and we correct its

aspect ratio using two cylindrical lenses to improve the single-mode fiber injection efficiency,

which is >50% using a pure silica core PM fiber (PM-S405-XP, Thorlabs).

3.3.1.7 Beat-note locking

To demonstrate the system potential in cold atom physics, we use it to implement a 3-

dimensional magneto-optical trap (MOT) for 88Sr atoms, capturing the pre-cooled atomic

flux produced by a compact 2D MOT similar to that reported in [137, 172]. The frequency

of the SH component is referenced to the Sr spectroscopy via a frequency-shift optical lock

with a red detuning ∆ = 1.5 Γ with respect to the blue cooling transition 5s2 1S0 – 5s5p 1P1

transition of 88Sr (Γ ≈ 2π × 30.5 MHz is the transition linewidth) [173].

The SH optical frequency (E1, ω1) is frequency-offset-locked to another well-stabilized

laser(E2, ω2) with a digital phase frequency discriminator (PFD). A beat note is derived from

the above two considered optical fields with the same polarization. The error signal in terms

of frequency difference is retrieved with a photodetector (bandwidth at 461 nm ∼ 200 MHz).

The error signal (VRF ) is fed into the radio frequency (RF) port of the PFD,

VRF ∝ E1E2 cos((ω1 − ω2)t). (3.7)

The PFD (ADF4002, Analog Devices) is configured digitally (see Fig. 3.12) through the

programming port in Fig. 3.13, the parameter values are determined by the closed-loop

bandwidth. In the SH system, the doubling-cavity is locked to the incident laser with a
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bandwidth of ∼1 kHz, limiting the PFD loop filter (R1, C1, C2) bandwidth to be a few 100

Hz. With the listed parameters in Tab. 3.2, we can obtain a robust frequency locking at a

bandwidth of 100 Hz.

Figure 3.12: SPI timing sequences to configure the PFD.

Value Unit Device Hardware/Software setting
CLK 40 MHz ADF4002 Hardware

N/R divider 5000 ADF4002 Software
Charge pump 600 µA ADF4002 Software

R1 4.7 Ω Loop filter Hardware
C1 1000 µF Loop filter Hardware
C2 220 µF Loop filter Hardware

Table 3.2: Parameters of the frequency locking system.

The resulting linewidth of the servo-controlled blue laser is of the order of one MHz,

hence significantly below that of the cooling transition. We use the frequency-converted light

to produce the six cooling beams for the 3D MOT with integrated fiber splitters and obtain a

stable operation of the trap. More details are presented in the Ch. 4.
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Figure 3.13: PFD electronic circuit. The CLK signal can be provided by the arbitrary wave-
form generator or the realized DDS, and its frequency is determined by the
required red detuning frequency of the blue cooling stage. CLK: clock signal;
RF: radio frequency signal.

3.3.2 Optical power enhancement by injection locking

We optically inject the mono-mode laser radiation, called "master" laser, into two multi-mode

high-power "slave" laser diodes to produce the desired blue light for the atomic source, 2D

MOT plus the Zeeman slower, respectively. Optical injection locking synchronizes the optical

frequency and phase of the laser diode cavity with injected light via photon-photon interac-

tion. In other words, the noise level of the high-power laser diode is dramatically reduced

by the low-noise, low-power injected light incident into the slave laser’s active zone. By im-

plementing this technique, the precision measurement sensors can achieve quantum noise

limitation in frequency, and intensity [174].

Injection locking The condition of injecting locking [175] is the "master" laser wavelength

λ1 and the free-running "slave" laser wavelength λ0 are sufficiently close. The injection forces

the "slave" laser to inherit the characteristics, e.g., the coherency, the stability, the noise, and

the linewidth, from the "master" laser. The single-pass gain in terms of amplitude can be
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approximated according to [176]

g(λ1) =
1− r
i4πL

λ1λ0

λ1 − λ0

, (3.8)

where r is the effective reflectivity of the two mirrors, separated by a distance L, bounding the

intracavity of the slave laser. Therefore, after injecting a signal of intensity I1, the amplified

power at λ1 is [176]

I(λ1) = |g(λ1)|2I1 = (
1− r
4πL

)2(
λ1λ0

λ1 − λ0

)2I1. (3.9)

After adjusting the injected signal to be precisely at peak oscillation frequency (λ1 → λ0), the

output light intensity is dominated by the overall regenerative gain (second term); instead,

the first term related to intracavity losses can be ignored, within a narrow wavelength range,

> 50% the intensity at the multi-mode spectrum of the slave laser can contribute to λ1 from

the master laser [177].

3.3.2.1 Injection locking realization

The schematic of the experimental injection locking setup (see Fig. 3.14) is presented in Fig.

3.15. A fraction of the "master" laser power is amplified by two slave high-power laser diodes

through the injection locking technique. For clarity, only one slave laser diode is discussed.

We adopt a similar setup for the second one: the optical circuit consists of the locking signal

path and the detection system based on the scanning FP interferometer.

We use commercial GaN blue laser diodes (NDB4916, Nichia), delivering a nominal con-

tinuous output power of >500 mW around the center wavelength 460.5 nm at the typical

operating current of ∼380 mA. The "slave" beam passes through an optical Faraday rotator

(I-40T-5H, Isowave) with polarizing beam splitters on both exit ports. The Faraday rotator

also ensures different optical paths for the incoming injection locking beam and the main

outgoing "slave" light beam. A λ/2 wave plate in front of the isolator rotates the polarization

of the "slave" laser beam and maximizes the rotator transmission to >85%. A fraction of

"master" light (∼2.5 mW) is injected into the laser diode through a single-mode polarization-

maintaining optical fiber (PM-S405-XP, Thorlabs) then the injection port of the rotator. The

fiber cleans the transverse mode of the injection beam and makes the alignment and mode

matching rather uncritical. The APC fiber with 8o polish facet to avoid the back reflection
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a

b

Figure 3.14: Experimental setup of the blue laser diodes injection locking (a) high-power
laser diodes controller rack (see Sec. 3.3.2.3 and Sec. 3.3.2.4 for more details
on the temperature and current controller respectively) (b) optical circuit.
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into the "master" laser is preferred. The determination of the effective focal length of the

fiber coupler depends on the parameters of a single-mode fiber: the mode field diameter

(MFD) and numerical aperture (NA) at the desired wavelength,

f =
πD(MFD)

4λ
, (3.10)

where D is the 1/e2 diameter of the collimated beam incident on the lens. Concerning the

transmission losses, common sources are ∼1% of the loss rises from the transmission of fiber

coupler; ∼8% is due to imaging aberration, stray loss, and beam distortion; another 8%

comes from Fresnel reflection at fiber end faces.

To maximize the injected light into the "slave" diode, we optimize the spatial mode overlap

between the "master" and "slave" light with a pair of mirrors. Concerning the long-term

stability of the injection locking, mirror mounts are low-drift versions from Newport.

The output beam from the laser diodes is either sent to the experiment or a scanning FP

interferometer (SA210-3B, Thorlabs) for monitoring the locking status, and the optical path

is switched by mounting a mirror on the 90o flip mount (TRF90, Thorlabs). The piezoelec-

trically tunable confocal FP interferometer with a free spectral range (FSR) of 10 GHz and

resolution of 67 MHz is insensitive to the input laser beam alignment and temperature fluc-

tuations. A linear saw-tooth voltage in time is applied to the cavity transducer, and the FP

transmission can examine the quality of injection locking (see Fig. 3.16). Sharp transmission

peaks from the FP cavity indicate a good single-mode operation of the "slave" diode, evidence

of its good injection locking. Vanishing peaks are observed in the case of the free-running

"slave" laser due to its broad spectrum. The optimal injection is achieved by maximizing

the transmission peak, realized with the "slave" diode coarse temperature and finer current

tuning.

The transmission spectra from the FP cavity are limited because it only shows the peaks

resonant with the cavity longitudinal mode, but not necessarily the whole spectrum of the

"slave." To better diagnose whether injection locking suppresses the unwanted frequencies

and to assess the optimal power of the "master" laser to seed the "slave" laser, one can consider

an optical spectrum analyzer, e.g., from Toptica, or a narrow band interference filter [178].

Now, the seed laser is operated at ∼2.5 mW for efficient injection locking.
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Figure 3.16: FP transmission spectra with full, partial, or null injection locking. The x-axis of
time [s] is related to the FP cavity length change.

3.3.2.2 Spatial corrections of laser beam

The "slave" laser mode has a divergence (θ⊥ = 8.5o and θ‖ = 23o) with a 1:3 aspect ratio

elliptical shape. The "slave" diode is housed in a collimation tube with an aspherical lens

(C330TMD-A, Thorlabs), and it has a NA of 0.7 and a focusing length of 3.1 mm. The

diameter along the semi-major axis of the elliptical beam is ∼3.5 mm, less than the clear

aperture (=5 mm) of the optical isolator. The "slave" beam profile is circularized by a pair of

cylindrical lenses, LK1753L1-A and LJ1402L1-A (Thorlabs), with a focusing lens of -15 mm

and 40 mm, respectively. Notably, the cylindrical lenses, with a reflectance of 0.25% at 461

nm, may have more than 1.25 mW reflected power when the laser diode delivers the nominal

500 mW. To avoid the instabilities due to optical feedback, better put these two reshaping

lenses after the optical isolator.

3.3.2.3 The laser diode temperature controller

The temperature controller of the "slave" diode, with the temperature sensitivity of 1 nm/20

K, is controlled within 1 mK precision by using a temperature feedback loop, consisting of
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the Peltier element, the thermistor, and the electronic feedback circuit. The thermistor’s re-

sistor, temperature-dependent, is placed next to the "slave" laser diode and gives the reading

of its temperature. The thermistor and Peltier element are included in the laser controller

(LDM56/M, Thorlabs). The digital feedback circuit (see Tab. 3.3) is designed to set the de-

sired temperature and change the current passing two dissimilar conductors, thus generating

or removing the heat from the system via the Peltier effect. The desired bandwidth and the

maximum current to drive the Peltier are of the order of 1 s and 1.25 A, respectively. The

speed of the diode settles on the setting temperature is determined by a standard digital

Proportional-Integral-Derivative (PID) feedback circuit,

β(s) = Gp(1 +
1

sTi
+ sTd). (3.11)

The Gp, Ti, and Td can be optimized with the PID tuner embedded in Matlab to obtain a fast

and robust temperature control system.

Range Resolution Unit
Setting temperature 0-60 10−3 oC

Measure temperature 0-60 10−6 oC
Gp ±104 10−3 mA/oC
Ti 0-104 10−3 s
Td 0-103 10−3 s

Table 3.3: Performance of the realized temperature controller.

In Fig. 3.17, we characterize the temperature stability achieved with our homemade

controller. The temperature of the stabilized system is measured with an independent sensor

with a 1 Hz sampling rate. The histogram plot of the temperature samples shows a Gaussian

shape with an RMS width of 0.55 mK. The Allan deviation for the measured temperature is

∼500 µK at 1 s and decreases with a 1/
√
T behavior till 30 µK.

The response of the thermistor is measured with a 24-bit
∑

- ∆ analog-to-digital converter

(ADC) and the voltage divider formed by the reference resistor, with the low-temperature co-

efficient of ±10 ppm/oC, and the thermistor. The ADC noise level is at the order of 180

µK for one single reading, and it drops to 26 µK at the loop bandwidth of 1 Hz. For ex-

periments under the ambient temperature without precise control, the thermal fluctuations

can be coupled into the temperature-dependent elements, e.g., the reference resistor and the
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a

b

Figure 3.17: Characterization of the temperature stability (a) the histogram plot of the tem-
perature samples (b) the Allan deviation.
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connection cables, which mess up the thermistor readings. To overcome this disturbance, an

extra resistor (compensation resistor) with a resolution better than the 0.01 oC is added on

the electronics board and located reasonably close to the reference resistor. In the future,

the readings of the compensation resistor, monitoring the temperature fluctuations, will be

considered to compensate for the thermal noise via data processing.

3.3.2.4 The laser diode current controller

A free-running diode laser may cause a frequency change with a pump current of typically

3 MHz/µA [179], but reduce to 0.3 MHz/µA with optical feedback with external gratings.

To realize a bare laser diode linewidth of less than 1 MHz requires a current noise below

300 nA RMS. Our designed current controller is 300 times better than this requirement (see

Fig. 3.18)). The current noise spectral density of the regulator simulated at 100 mA is from

the SPICE software simulation. The measured current noise spectral density is higher than

expected, which is suspected due to the bad soldering of one voltage regulator on the PCB

board.
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Figure 3.18: Current noise spectral density simulated with SPICE software and measured
with the fast Fourier transform (FFT) device.

The ultra-low noise current controller is measured with a setup [180] depicted in Fig.
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3.19. Since there is no universal polarity for the current source, we make a different circuit

for the current sink. The current source and sink are set to be +100 mA and -100 mA,

respectively. Almost all the current flows from the current source to the sink through two

directional laser diodes. The 1 MΩ load resistor amplifies uncorrelated current noise and

drift. The large-value sensing resistor is a big advantage of amplifying small noise signals;

however, it also limits the measurement bandwidth to be a few hundred of kHz.

Figure 3.19: Measurement layout for ultra-low noise current controller.

Compared with the Libbrecht-Hall laser driver [181], our current controller (source) uses

improved operational amplifiers and voltage references in combination with digital control.

Plus that the current modulation input has the sensitivity of 100 µA/V or less with a band-

width of about 5 MHz. The features of the circuit are summarized in Tab. 3.4.

Range Resolution Unit
Setting current 0-200 (easily scale to 500) 10−3 mA

Measured current 0-200 10−1 mA

Table 3.4: Performance of the realized current controller.

3.3.2.5 Long-term stability improvement under consideration

Injection locking of diode lasers is extremely sensitive to perturbations. So far, the apparatus

has to be regulated every day to optimize the injection performance. To improve the long-

term stability, adding an active stabilization of the pump current is under consideration [182].
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3.3.3 Doppler-free blue spectroscopy at 1S0 – 1P1 transition

Saturation spectroscopy In the experiments of laser cooling and trapping cold atoms, satu-

rated absorption spectroscopy is a frequently-applied technique to lock the lasers to particular

atomic transitions (ν0), resolving the spectral features beyond the Doppler limit and restricted

only by the natural transition linewidth (Γ) of interest [183, 184]. Our experiment consid-

ers a "pump"–"probe" scheme, where the two lasers with the same laser frequency ν counter

propagate through the two-level atoms in the vapor cell operated at the temperature T ; one,

the "pump" beam is assumed with very high intensity to saturate the atomic sample that half

of the atoms are at the excited state at any given time; the other, the "probe" beam is weak

with at least of ten times less intense than the "pump" beam. The overall transmission of the

"probe" laser beam through the cell is given by

Iout = Iine
−τ(ν), (3.12)

and vapor optical depth τ(ν) is

τ(ν) =

∫
τ0
ν0

c
(P1 − P2)

Γ/2π

(ν − ν0 + ν0v/c)2 + Γ2/4
e−mv

2/2kTdv. (3.13)

The overall normalization τ0 is the optical depth at the center of the resonance line with no

"pump" laser. In the case of without "pump" beam (P1 = 1, P2 = 0), the probe spectrum

Iout is a Doppler broadened absorption profile in Gaussian shape. With the "pump" beam

on (P1 = 1/2, P2 = 1/2), only the atoms in resonance with both beams contribute to

the "probe" absorption profile: if ν = ν0, the atoms with velocity v = 0 along the beam

direction add photons to the "probe" beam through the stimulated emission; however, if

ν 6= ν0, the atoms do not contribute to the "probe" beam and the "probe" absorption follows

the same profile as without the "pump" beam. As a result, an additional spike is at the

atomic resonance frequency within a Gaussian profile, an atomic reference line for defining

frequency in metrology.

Frequency-modulation spectroscopy The "probe" laser beam power fluctuations often

bring sufficient noise to unacceptably degrade such high-resolution spectra. The difficulty

is overcome using optical phase modulation, driven with radio frequencies (RF) compara-

ble to the width of the spectral line of interest. The spectral feature is probed by one of
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the frequency-modulated sidebands, and the spectral line’s absorption (real part) and dis-

persion (imaginary part) features are measured by the resulting beat signal in-phase and

in quadrature, respectively, at the RF modulation frequency [185]. In the experiment, an

amplitude-modulation-noise-insensitive sub-Doppler resonance of pure odd symmetry with

an excellent signal-to-noise ratio can be observed by adjusting the relative phase of two RFs

to generate the beat signal.

3.3.3.1 Locking of the blue laser system to the 1S0 – 1P1 transition

Fig. 3.20 (b) depicts schematically our experimental arrangement (see Fig. 3.20 (a)) for

locking the blue laser to the 5s2 1S0 - 5s5p 1P1 transition via the FM saturation spectroscopy.

The blue laser at 461 nm from a mono-mode diode laser system (DL pro HP, Toptica) is

split into a "pump" and "probe" beam. Its phase is modulated by passing through a resonant

electro-optic phase modulator (EO-F30M3-VIS, Qubig) driven at an RF frequency of 29.1

MHz. The trade-off of determining modulation frequency is high sufficient to approach shot

noise level and small enough compared with hyperfine splittings and Doppler width. The

linearly polarized and elliptical "pump" beam, with a diameter of φ =
√
φhφv ≈1.41 mm

(1/e2), with φh = 2 mm and φv = 1 mm, and optical power of P = 300 µW is sent to a

focusing lens (F = 300 mm) then the vapor cell. The beam waist is 2w0 = 4λ/π · F/φ ≈ 125

µm, 5 cm away from the center of the vapor cell, where the "pump" beam intensity becomes

I ≈ 1/4.53 · P/(2w2
0) = 424 mW/cm2. The "probe" beam transits a Sr vapor cell and hits a

high-bandwidth photodiode. The atomic fluorescence signal is measured as a function of the

"probe" frequency (see Fig. 3.21 (a)). This spectrum can be fitted with the Voigt functions

for each of the four stable isotopes. We know that 88Sr is the most abundant isotope and that

the isotope shifts of 86Sr is 120 MHz, the full-width-half-maximum of the spectral linewidth

for the 88Sr peak is ∼100 MHz. This value (δω =
√
δω2

s + δω2
tr + δω2

p) mainly depends on the

transverse velocity distribution of atoms (δωtr), and it can be broadened by increasing the

laser power (δωs) and via collisions with the background gas (δωp) [186].

A steep signal with disperse-like lineshape is resolved with a double-balanced mixer (ZLM-

1, Mini-Circuits) driven by a local oscillator from the same RF source as the modulation

frequency but with the desired phase shift (see Fig. 3.21 (b)). This error signal sits on a flat,
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zero background. Consequently, the zero-crossing of the demodulated signal is accurately

centered on the corresponding atomic transition. The signal is dominated by the contribution

from closed atomic transitions, which is especially useful when the spectrum in question

contains several closely spaced transitions. Such collimated atomic beam is a good tool to

frequency stabilize a laser at the MHz level on the strontium transition 5s2 1S0 – 5s5p 1P1

(error signal in Fig. 3.21 (b)). We realize a homemade PID servo system designed to maintain

the locking for a few days, with a locking bandwidth of 550 kHz (see Fig. 3.22).

The vapor cell is based on a heat pipe, operated at 350 oC with a vapor pressure of 10−8

mbar [187], that consists of a vacuum-tight stainless steel pipe with a length of 600 mm

and a clear aperture of 18 mm. The thickness is a compromise between large enough to

avoid bending at high temperatures and small enough to minimize heat conduction. One

1/8 inch diameter Swagelok valve is attached to the heat pipe for sealing the inner volume

and maintaining ∼ 10−1 mbar buffering gases (noble gases such as Argon) to prevent the

viewports from being coated by sublimated Sr. Two CF40 flanges are welded at each end

of the pipe both for accessing the heat pipe for the filling and eventually refilling operation

and for holding the viewports. The metallic Sr can be put at the center of the heat pipe

with a long spoon. The central region is heated to a stabilized temperature using a heating

wire winded on the heat pipe. The setup is then thermally insulated with ceramic wool and

aluminum foil. Optical-quality Brewster angled fused silica windows are installed to minimize

undesired standing waves and optical feedback, and the optics are antireflection (AR) coated

at 461 nm.

Power broadening Power broadening is the experimentally measured signal of the spectral

linewidth of the atomic transition scales with the radiation intensity I. [188] indicates that

the spectral line of an ensemble of identical two-state atoms (S) has a Lorentzian dependence

on frequency detuning ∆ between laser frequency and atomic resonance,

S ∝ 1

2

I/Isat

1 + (∆/β)2 + (I/Isat)
. (3.14)

The increase of the radiation intensity I can broaden the width of the above Lorentzian

profile. As the excitation field becomes more intense, the atoms spend a greater fraction of

time at the excited state, reaching a maximum of 1/2 when saturation occurs. The linewidth
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Figure 3.20: (a) Experimental setup relative to blue spectroscopy. (b) Blue spectroscopy
schematic. The solid blue line represents the optical path, the solid black one
the electrical path. EOM: electro-optic modulator; PD: photon detector; LO:
local oscillator; LPF: low-pass filter.
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a

b

Figure 3.21: (a) Saturation spectroscopy spike for the 5s2 1S0 – 5s5p 1P1 transition. (b) Its
demodulated error signal.
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Figure 3.22: Locking bandwidth of PID servo system, acting on the laser current activator,
measured with a spectrum analyzer centered at 29.1 MHz, with a span of 2
MHz.

is proportional to the detuning range with saturated excitation power [189]. In our case,

the power broadening effect is estimated by δωs = Γblue

√
1 + I/Isat = 30.5MHz× 3.32 = 101

MHz.

There is one λ/2 waveplate and one PBS in front of the heat pipe to avoid power broad-

ening. The incident power is adjusted by rotating the λ/2 waveplate.

Pressure broadening Sr oven operated at high temperature means high atomic RMS ve-

locities, and hence a short time between consecutive collisions. If this interval is shorter than

the lifetime of the excited state, the linewidth can not be resolved and can be broadened.

The heat pipe is filled with a buffer gas, typically Argon, to avoid the hot strontium atoms

reaching and coating the cold viewports. Therefore the collision broadening occurs either

due to Sr-Sr or Sr-Argon. By comparing the lifetime of excited states with the time scale of

collisional particles, Sr-Sr collision can not play a big role and can be neglected. However,

Argon buffer gas may cause linewidth broadening due to Sr-Argon collision [190].

The pressure broadening on the spectral line is removed by observing the sharpness of the

error signal at the same time as charging the Argon buffer gas.
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Transit time broadening The transit time broadening is estimated by

δωtr = 2v/w ·
√

2ln2 ≈ 2.4v/w [186], with the atomic velocity of v and the beam

waist of w. The interrogated velocity class is v ≈ 0 m/s, then the δωtr is ∼ 0 MHz.

3.4 Narrow-linewidth and frequency-stabilized laser at 689

nm and 698 nm

Producing the laser light to effectively address narrow and ultra-narrow transitions, as is the

case for Sr of the 5s2 1S0 – 5s5p 3P1 and 5s2 1S0 – 5s5p 3P0 transitions, requires reducing the

free-running laser linewidth, typically of the order of a few hundred kHz, by several orders

of magnitude. The expected red-cooling laser linewidth is at a few 100 Hz level, much less

than the natural linewidth of the narrow transition; for the clock laser, the required linewidth

is highly dependent on the applications, e.g., to resolve 1 Hz GW signals, the interferomet-

ric laser linewidth has to be better than 1 Hz. This objective is typically achieved with the

locking of the laser to one ultra-stable cavity; to fulfill the most extreme laser linewidths,

the narrowing can also be obtained down to the kHz level and then to a second ultra-stable

cavity. In our experiment, we use the same optical reference cavity (ORC-Cylindric, Menlo)

to stabilize the red cooling laser and the clock one. The cavity is mainly coated for ultra-high

reflectivity for clock transition and still maintains sufficient finesse for red cooling transition.

The spacer and mirrors of the reference cavity are made of ultra-low expansion (ULE) glass

and optically bonded together. The cavity is put in a temperature-controlled vacuum chamber

(∼ 8× 10−9 mbar) to reduce the impact of environmental temperature and pressure fluctuat-

ing on the cavity length and the refractive index. Each laser is locked to the resonator using

the Pound-Drever-Hall (PDH) technique, and to avoid interferences between the two lasers,

a different modulation frequency is adopted. More precisely, the two modulation frequencies

are separated by a few times the target bandwidth for the two frequency control loops of the

MHz order. The two chosen modulation frequencies are 20 MHz for the clock laser and 25.6

MHz for the red-cooling laser. For simplicity, we detail the PDH locking system for the clock

laser, and a similar principle is applied for the red laser locking system.
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Figure 3.23: (a) Schematic of the PDH locking setup. (b) Experimental setup (Menlo).
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3.4.1 Linewidth narrowing of the red-cooling laser and the clock laser

Pound–Drever–Hall locking There are different ways to lock a laser to an optical resonator;

one widely adopted is the so-called PDH method from the name of its inventors [191, 192].

Fig. 3.24 depicts the schematic for the PDH locking. A laser beam E0e
iωt is incident on the FP

cavity after being phase-modulated by an EOM, driven by a RF signal with a frequency of Ω.

The instantaneous phase of the laser beam is modulated by β sin(Ωt), where β is modulation

depth in radian dependent on RF amplitude or power. Thus, the incident beam into the FP

cavity, mainly including three frequencies (ω/(2π), (ω + Ω)/(2π), (ω − Ω)/(2π)) is,

Einc ≈ E0(J0(β)eiωt + J1(β)ei(ω+Ω)t − J1(β)ei(ω−Ω)t), (3.15)

where Jn(β) is Bessel function. A fraction of the incident beam is reflected with reflection

coefficient F (Airy function), Eref = FEinc, is written as

Eref = E0(F (ω)J0(β)eiωt + F (ω + Ω)J1(β)ei(ω+Ω)t − F (ω − Ω)J1(β)ei(ω−Ω)t). (3.16)

A PD is placed just before FP cavity and converts the power of reflected beam (Pref = |Eref |2)
into voltage VPD ∝ Pref . The mixer demodulates the output from PD and produces the error

signal, i.e., the frequency difference between the laser and the reference cavity. By adjusting

the phase difference between RF and LO, the output of the mixer is only proportional to the

imaginary part of Pref , and is named as an error signal,

ε = 2
√
PcPs Im(F (ω)F ∗(ω + Ω)) sin(Ωt), (3.17)

where Pc and Ps are the power at carrier signal and side-band signal respectively. The error

signal can be feedback into an actuator of the laser, thus locking the laser to the cavity and

narrowing down the laser’s linewidth.

Standard diode lasers have a typical linewidth of a few tens of MHz because of the low-

finesse (or low-Q) characteristic of diode structure due to the short cavity length (∼ a few

100 µm) and the low reflectivity (∼ 30%) on two facets leads to a wide linewidth of output

laser (∼ a few 10 MHz), which impose a huge challenge on the bandwidth of servo systems.

Moreover, laser diodes are driven by electrical current, and the doped p-n-junction allows

for recombination of an electron with a hole, then produces a photon. The injection current

causes heating of the device, and the index of refraction is temperature-dependent, resulting
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Figure 3.24: Schematic of PDH locking technique. Red solid line represents the optical path,
black solid one the electrical path, and the black dashed one the feedback signal.
EOM: electro-optic modulator; PD: photodiode; LO: local oscillator; LPF: low-
pass filter.

in negative df/dI dependence. Another effect related to electron carriers gives positive df/dI

dependence. These two different phenomena dominate at different time scales and must be

carefully taken into account to shape the servo system’s transfer function correctly. It is not

possible to use bare laser diodes directly in a cold atom experiment for all these considera-

tions. Adding an external cavity to the laser diode can narrow the emitted light, thanks to the

longer cavity length and the related higher Q-factor. The linewidth of external cavity diode

laser (ECDL) benefits from frequency pulling and less mode competition thanks to frequency-

dependent reflection from diffraction gratings; the result is a laser linewidth typically below

the MHz level. More technical details can refer to [193].

The cavity parameters allow a final sub-Hz linewidth for the 698 nm laser, for which the

coating is optimized, and a sub-kHz linewidth for the 689 nm laser. For the red-cooling,

at 689 nm, we use an external cavity diode laser from Sacher Lasertechnik, with > 20 mW

output power and a linewidth of the order of 200 kHz. We locked the two lasers on the

cavity but did not characterize yet the achieved laser stability. To this aim, we plan to use a

frequency comb recently installed at LP2N.

In the experiment, we employ the ultra-high finesse cavity characterized by Menlo System

(see Tab. 3.5). In combination with the parameters about PDH frequency discriminator listed

in Tab. 3.6, we obtain the expected error signal (see Fig. 3.25).

With a high-bandwidth electronics feedback control (see Fig. 3.26) broader than the
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a

b

Figure 3.25: (a) Expected PDH error signal for the experimental parameters of our setup,
as concerning the 698 nm laser. (b) The error signal of 698 nm laser to the
high-finesse cavity.
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Value Unit
Cavity length 12.1 cm

Free spectral range 1.24 GHz
Finesse 250,000 @ 698 nm

Linear drift rate ≈150 mHz/s
Ambient temperature sensitivity ≈4 mK/oC

Ion-Getter pump 10 l/s

Table 3.5: Parameters of ORC-Cylindric reference cavity [194]

Value Unit
Modulation depth 0.3
Photodetector gain 5,000

Carrier power 90 µW
Side-band power 10 µW

Table 3.6: Parameters for PDH frequency discriminator.

dominant noise spectrum from the laser, laser’s phase/frequency deviation can be reduced to

10−4 of cavity’s linewidth (FWHM) [193]. To add stability to the loop, a second servo acting

on the PZT can be installed. The required bandwidth is only 100 Hz to 1 kHz. In this way,

on a relatively short time scale, the PZT accommodates its output to keep the frequency at its

initial value, preventing mode hops.

3.4.2 Doppler-free red spectroscopy at at 1S0 – 3P1 transition

The narrow transitions 5s2 1S0 – 5s5p 3P1 with a linewidth of Γ = 7.4 kHz can be exploited for

the efficient laser cooling down to ultra-low temperatures and yields minimum temperatures

in the range of µK but requires the adoption of specific expedients to effectively work on

the atomic ensembles have already been cooled down to the mK temperature during the

first-stage cooling. The red-cooling laser system at 689 nm is frequency stabilized to another

saturated spectroscopy setup, again based on probing hot Sr atoms in an extended heat pipe.

The heat pipe employed for the red spectroscopy on the 5s2 1S0 – 5s5p 3P1 line is similar

to the one for blue spectroscopy; the main differences are due to the much weaker being

addressed intercombination transition in the red spectroscopy. Higher atomic pressure is

required to obtain the spectroscopic signal, which is obtained by heating the atomic sample
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Figure 3.26: Beat-note for the PDH locking setup, use to evaluate the frequency noise of the
clock laser after its pre-stabilization on the high-finesse cavity.

to a higher temperature of ∼450 oC to cause a higher vapor pressure of ∼ 10−6 mbar. Higher

pressure would directly translate into a higher flux of atoms on the two viewports at the two

ends of the heat pipe, which will cause their quicker coating. To avoid this negative effect,

the inner diameter of the heat pipe is reduced from 18 mm to 8 mm to decrease the solid

angle under which the Sr atoms entering the vapor phase can hit the viewports; the heat pipe

is filled with ∼ 10−3 mbar buffering gas, preventing the viewports from coating at the time

of minimizing pressure broadening. Finally, the windows at both ends are AR coated for 689

nm radiation.

The spectroscopy setup to frequency stabilize the 689 nm laser on the intercombination

transition is shown in Fig. 3.27. The laser beam from the laser diode first passes through the

∼30 dB isolator then is split into multiple optical paths for different purposes, like being cou-

pled into the fiber switch for monitoring its wavelength, the linewidth narrowing by locking

to the high-finesse cavity, sending it into the science chamber to produce the 3D red MOT.

∼2 mW narrow-linewidth red laser is used for spectroscopy. The frequency tuning (80

MHz) required for the red spectroscopy measurements is obtained by passing the "probe"

beam twice through an AOM [195]. The "pump" beam at 689 nm is sent into the heat pipe
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without any focusing, thanks to the weak saturation intensity (∼3 µW/cm2) of the 5s2 1S0

-– 5s5p 3P1 transition. With a 1 cm beam waist laser beam, w, interrogating with the hot Sr

atoms, the resolution of the spectroscopy is vSr/w ≈ 10 m/s/0.01 m = 1 kHz, where vSr is

the velocity class of the interrogated Sr atoms determined by the frequency tuning. Fig. 3.28

shows the spectral transition lines of the most and second-most abundant Sr isotopes, 88Sr

and 86Sr respectively.

We address the transition insensitive at first order to magnetic field, i.e., the 5s2

1S0(mF = 0) -– 5s5p 3P1(mF = 0). We add a vertical magnetic field Bz = 10 G using

a set of permanent magnets on a parallel-piped to avoid any degeneracy with the other mF

levels (see Fig. 3.29). The fluorescence signal is detected with a photodiode. It shows a nar-

row sub-Doppler structure on the 5s2 1S0(mF = 0) -– 5s5p 3P1(mF = 0) transition, used to

generate the error signal for the absolute frequency definition of the red-cooling laser system.

3.4.3 Optical cavity drift cancellation through red spectroscopy

The linewidth of the red laser stabilized to the high finesse cavity is well below the kHz

level (see Sec. 3.4.1), and potentially down to ∼10 Hz as already demonstrated at MENLO

with similar parameters; as written already, we will soon characterize the laser features using

a frequency comb just installed at LP2N. The high-finesse cavity often exhibits frequency

drifts due to mechanical design and the optical resonator’s thermal expansion coefficients

and needs to be stabilized to more stable references.

Active temperature control wheres stabilize the cavity for its absolute stability; on the

one hand, we will exploit [196], i.e., an optical signal at 1542 nm stabilized on an optical

clock at SYRTE - Observatoire de Paris and distributed in several French cities via the Renater

network when it will be available. On the other hand, the error signal obtained by the red

spectroscopy can be used to correct the ultra-stable cavity length by acting on its temperature

set point with a very small bandwidth given its high thermal inertia (the temperature setting

points updated every 1 s).

At present, we are working on the absolute stabilization of the ultrastable cavity. Once

this step is realized, we will use the laser at 689 nm to cool down the atomic ensembles at
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Figure 3.27: Schematic of the red spectroscopy setup. The red solid line represents the optical
path, the black solid one the electrical path. EOM: electro-optic modulator; PD:
photon detector; LO: local oscillator; LPF: low-pass filter.
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Figure 3.28: Sub-Doppler profile of the 5s2 1S0 -– 5s5p 3P1 transition.

Figure 3.29: Implementing 10 G magnetic field to resolve different mF states and the
crossovers in terms of the 5s5p 3P1 transition.
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the mK level produced with the blue MOT to achieve a temperature of the order sub-microK.

The frequency shift imposed on the spectroscopy setup (80 MHz) is compensated with a

second AOM to obtain the cooling light with a few linewidth red-detuned to the transition

5s2 1S0 -– 5s5p 3P1. The same AOM is also adopted to synthetically enlarge the laser spectrum

to capture the atomic ensemble produced by the blue MOT at the mK temperature. We apply

a frequency chirp in the red-cooling beam to successfully compensate for the Doppler shift of

different atomic velocity classes; once the red MOT is distinguished, we progressively reduce

the chirping range, which reduces the sample temperature down until the µK level when the

frequency modulation is completely removed.

3.5 Repumpers at 707 nm and 679 nm

Fizeau-based interferometer The Fizeau-based frequency reference is a standard wave-

length meter (WS6, HighFinesse GmbH). This wavelength meter can perform wavelength

measurements for CW and pulsed lasers in the 330 - 1180 nm range. The optical unit used

in our experiment comprises of 8-channel electric-mechanical switch and solid Fizeau inter-

ferometer. In the multi-channel fibered switch, each input field is directed to the output

sequentially; the output field (< 100 µW) is sent into the interferometer and measured by

the CCD. The software records the interference pattern and calculates the wavelength. WS6

wavelength meter has a measurement accuracy of ∼20 MHz in a broad range, as specified in

the wavelength meter product brochure. The absolute accuracy can reach 600 MHz without

calibration.

3.5.1 Wavemeter-based multi-frequencies stabilization

The transition at 461 nm used for the blue MOT is not closed, and atoms leak to the 5s5p 3P1,2

levels via the 5s4d 1D2 one. The atoms in the 5s5p 3P1 level quickly decay to the fundamental

state 5s2 1S0 and are back in the cooling transition, whereas the atoms in the 5s5p 3P2 require

a repumping stage to do so. This can be accomplished in several ways, as described in [197],

using different intermediate levels to pump the atoms. We have chosen the 5s6s 3S1 state for
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this process and require thus two diode lasers, one at 707 nm and one at 679 nm. The latter

laser is necessary to address the atoms falling from the 5s5p 3P1 level to the 5s5p 3P0 one.

Two repumper lasers (ECDL, Sacher Lasertechnik) at 679 nm and 707 nm have the free-

running linewidth with a typical value of 200 kHz. We improve their long-term stability by

stabilizing them to the wavelength meter based on solid Fizeau interferometers and digital

PID. The locked laser system is successfully used in a 88Sr trapping experiment, which is

discussed here both for its hardware configuration and software realization.

To address the Doppler broadened spectrum in the blue MOT, we have chirped the re-

pumpers’ frequencies by modulating their current, e.g., 300 mV sinusoidal signal at 6 kHz for

679 nm, and 450 mV sinusoidal signal at 7 kHz for 707 nm.

We develop an optical setup based on a wavelength meter to transfer the absolute fre-

quency stability of one laser (in our case, the blue laser at 461 nm stabilized on the 5s2

1S0 – 5s5p 1P1 transition) to the two lasers used to repump the Sr atoms. To this aim, the

possibility of monitoring several lasers in a rapid sequence via a MEMS-based optical switch

(Multichannel Switch, HighFinesse) proves crucial.

3.5.1.1 Hardware

The scheme of the wavemeter locking setup (see Fig. 3.31) is depicted in Fig. 3.30. The

output power of each repumper is ∼25 mW. The main laser beams are combined and sent

to the science chamber after passing through an optical telescope to increase the resulting

beam waist. A small amount of repumping light from each repumper is instead sent to the

wavelength meter via one multi-channel optical switch. A digitized error signal is generated

by comparing the real-time wavelength with the setting value and transferred to a low-power

single-board BeagleBone Black (BBB, Texas Instruments) for calculating a feedback control

signal after PID in the form of temperature. The temperature correction is applied to the

corresponding laser via interconnect bus. Both controllers and BBB are mounted into a smart

rack, communicating with each other via I2C.

We use the GUI software for WS6 from the Highfinesse company for the readout of the

laser wavelengths. To accurately resolve the wavelength value, the input power should be

adjusted so that the amplitudes of the displayed interference pattern fit more than 60% of
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Figure 3.30: Two repumpers are combined and magnified with a 1:3 optical telescope, and
the wavelength of each repumper is monitored by the wavelength meter. AD:
the address of our I2C bus used to control the current and temperature drivers
remotely; FS: fiber switch.
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a

b

Figure 3.31: (a) BBB, temperature controllers (TC), and current controllers (CC) for two
repumpers. (b) Optical setup.
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the chart.

3.5.1.2 Software

The channels of the fiber switch are read sequentially by the wavelength meter, and the ac-

quisition rate for each channel is ∼10 Hz. Every measurement cycle stores in the Windows

PC: the specific channel being read of the optical switch, the laser wavelength, the temper-

ature of the device, and the ambient pressure. We retrieve such information with a Python

program that communicates with the operating system’s dynamic link library (DLL) and then

sends it into the BBB through a universal serial bus (USB) connection. The BBB uses the laser

wavelength to produce an error signal for the temperature controller and corrects the laser

frequency accordingly by changing the temperature set point via a digital PID. The code is

written in C language and can be easily modified to change the PID parameters. Fig. 3.32

presents the locking system as concerning its physical connection and its software implemen-

tation.

Our wavemeter-locking system bandwidth is determined by the total delay imposed by

the feedback system: the wavemeter is one of the major contributors, its exposure time, the

switching time in the multi-channel switch, the information processing time in the PC, and

the communication time between the PC and the BBB; the other one is about the digital PID

bandwidth in the BBB and the temperature response time of the laser diode temperature

controller. In our case, >0.1 Hz bandwidth is acceptable, so the parameters mentioned ear-

lier are not crucial. However, they have to be carefully characterized for higher bandwidth

locking systems.

The digital PID servo parameters are decided by the temperature transfer function of laser

diode. (see Fig. 3.33).

Due to the lack of instruments, e.g., the optical comb, we cannot directly measure the fre-

quency stability of the two frequency-stabilized repumpers. To have a rough idea of the two

repumpers frequency stability, we record the frequency values in time from the wavelength

meter while free-running and locking lasers to it (see Fig. 3.34), that, over 10-h measure-

ments, at least of 10 times improvement for the peak-to-peak fluctuations is observed.
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Figure 3.32: (a) Schematic of the optical and electronic setup realized to simultaneously lock
the two repumper lasers to the wavelength meter through a fiber switch. (b)
The flow chart of locking program. The Debian system is embedded into the
BBB controller.
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Figure 3.33: Wavelength dependence on the laser temperature, showing a regime with an
almost linear regime.

3.6 FPGA-based experimental control system

In AMO experiments, rapid digital and analog signals, taking place with a strict temporal

resolution of 10µs or even faster, are required to manipulate the magnetic field and produce

and probe cold atomic samples. A dedicated control system based on the field-programmable

gate arrays (FPGA) is initially developed by Prof. Prevedelli, and the system architecture

is depicted in Fig. 1 of the [198] (see Appx. A). The core of the master controller is the

board equipped with FPGA clocked with 10 MHz quartz. Both the master board and slave

modules (up to 128) are attached parallel to the 24-bit bus (7-bit address bus, 16-bit data

address, and 1-bit strobe), and each slave module owns its unique address. The precise

timing sequential actions to be performed on the experiment are pre-defined in the PC. The

PC software transmits a table of actions to the master board via a USB serial bus. At specific

timing decided by the user, the FPGA firmware writes the instructions sequentially on the

bus, and a slave board with the correct address updates its state after one 1-bit strobe pulse.

This unified control system applied in the laboratory (see Fig. 3.35) has three types of
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Figure 3.34: Frequency stability of locked repumpers. (a) Free running (b) Locking lasers to
the wavemeter.
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slave boards: digital output, analog output, and DDS.

Figure 3.35: FPGA-based controller system realized for the experiment.

Figure 3.36: Arbitrary waveforms from the analogue output module.
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Figure 3.37: DDS rack (for AOMs, EOMs, DPLL).

Digital output The digital output modules are just an address decoder and a 16 bits latch,

so when writing to a digital output module, the content of the data bus is stored and trans-

ferred to its 16 output lines. All the lines on the same digital output module can be changed

simultaneously, while changes on lines on different modules are separated by at least one

master clock period.

The TTL states (ON/OFF) from the digital output either control the mechanical shutters

to interrupt the laser beams or toggle electronic switches.

Analog output The analog output modules are almost as simple, including a 16 bits DAC

per address, generating an analog voltage with customized waveforms, typically in the ±10

V range (see 3.36), with a sensitivity of 2.5 mV.

DDS The DDS daughterboards are based on AD9854/AD9912/AD9958/AD9959 DDS chip

(Analog Devices) with different frequency/amplitude/phase resolutions, output channels,

and maximum output frequencies and capability of modulation to satisfy various applica-

tions. Motherboards change correspondingly for different daughterboards.

A separated DDS rack (see Fig. 3.37) is designed to drive acousto-and electro-optic mod-

ulators.
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Preliminary results with cold atoms

Our atomic source is produced by a 2D-MOT, enhanced with a Zeeman slower. The cooled

atoms are transferred to the science chamber via a pushing beam. To estimate the atomic

source performance, we have studied the optical and magnetic properties of the 2D-MOT

as well as the transfer process regulated by the pushing beam (see Sec. 4.1). After that

the atoms are transferred into the science cell, we obtain a continuous 3D-blue-MOT and

characterize its properties (see Sec. 4.2). To enhance the flux of the atomic source and,

thus, the cold atom numbers in the science cell, we have developed a dual-frequency Zeeman

slower (see Sec. 4.3). The maximum fraction of the atomic flux achieves ∼50%. We quantify

the enhancement factor introduced by the double-frequency Zeeman Slower (ZS) while using

the loading flux of the 3D-MOT.
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4.1 Atomic source

4.1.1 The two-dimensional MOT

Two-dimensional MOT force The two-dimensional MOT (2D-MOT), two crossing laser

beams are retro-reflected, red-detuned, circularly polarized (σ+ or σ−) and then combined

with the linear magnetic quadruple to slow down the atoms. In the 2D-MOT, the atoms

are slowed down with the dissipative force exerted by the light and trapped within the van-

ishing region of the magnetic field configuration. This trapping occurs due to the position-

dependent force introduced by the Zeeman effect. The atoms, considered as two-level sys-
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tems, are decelerated only by the MOT force in one dimension. The resulting force is:
~FMOT
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where

∆+ = (ωL − ω0)− 1√
2
~k~v +

µBgJmJ | ~B|
~

, (mJ = +1), (4.2)

and

∆− = (ωL − ω0)− 1√
2
~k − ~v +

µBgJmJ | ~B|
~

, (mJ = −1), (4.3)

with µB = 1.4 MHz/G is the Bohr magneton, gJ is the Landé factor, mJ is the projection

of the electrical angular momentum along ~B, ω0 is the transition frequency, ωL is the laser

frequency, and ~k is the wavevector of the laser beam that has an opposite sign than the atomic

velocity ~v. The
√

2 factor in the second terms of Eqs. 4.2 and 4.3 arise due to the cooling

beams are 45o tilted at the transverse plane, perpendicular to the trajectory of atomic beams.

The atoms are only decelerated by absorbing photons from the counter-propagating cooling

beam (~k and ~v have opposite signs). At each position, only one of the forces ~F+(∆+) and

~F+(∆−) is dominant (see Fig. 4.1).

Since the size (rc) of the laser beams is finite, there exists a maximal atom’s velocity called

capture velocity vcap, over which the MOT cannot trap the atoms. In a MOT, the absorption of

a photon by the atom has a preferential direction, whereas the emission is isotropic; hence,

the effect on the atom’s momentum is only related to the absorption mechanism. A reasonable

estimation of vcap is [199],

vcap =
√
arc, (4.4)

where rc is the cooling beam radius, and a is the deceleration, which is ∼0.7amax. Using the

parameters in Tab. 4.1, we estimate that the one-dimensional vcap for the 2D-MOT is 50 m/s.

4.1.2 Single-frequency Zeeman slower

Zeeman slowing force The normal ZS based on a single frequency slowing beam is formed

with the tail of the 2D-MOT magnetic field either in the region 1 (-150 mm<position<-50
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Parameters Symbol Unit 2D-MOT
Atomic mass m [kg] 1.46× 10−25

Wavelength λ [nm] 461
Transition linewidth Γ [MHz] 30.5
Laser beam 1/e2 radius rc [cm] 2
Frequency detuning ∆ [Γ] ∼ −1
Magnetic gradient ∇B [G/cm] 50
Saturation parameter s ∼ 1

Table 4.1: Parameters applied in the experiment to produce the 2D-MOT and for the numer-
ical estimation of its capture velocity.

Figure 4.1: The MOT force takes advantage of the Zeeman effect of neutral Sr atoms in the
magnetic quadruple, where the center of the magnetic field coincides with the
zero position. The inset shows the fluorescence emitted by the atoms trapped in
the 2D-MOT.
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mm) or the region 2 (-50 mm<position<-10 mm) in Fig. 4.2, and a light beam, traveling

opposite direction than the atomic beam. Due to the low magnetizability of the stainless

steel, we assume that the chamber does not affect the magnetic field distribution. The atoms

are decelerated with a 1D-force given by,
~F

m
=

~~k
m

Γ

2

s

1 + s+ 4∆2
eff/Γ

2
, (4.5)

where

∆eff = (ωL − ω0)− 1√
2
~k~v +

µBgJmJ | ~B|
~

, (mJ = +1 or − 1). (4.6)

Note that, at most, only half of the power incident into the ZS, based on a similar magnetic

configuration as [172], has a well-defined circular polarization [200].

Figure 4.2: The numerically calculated magnetic field, formed by four packs of
permanent magnets, splits the 1P1 (J = 1) level due to the Zee-
man effect. The B-field in the region 1 can be fitted with the formula
B1(z) = −1705.19527− 113.58239z − 2.51382z2 − 0.02711z3 − 1.56325× 10−4z4

− 4.64712 × 10−7z5 − 5.6087 × 10−10z6 [G], and the region 2 is
B2(z) = 0.06322 − 5.25421z − 0.00735z2 − 0.00153z3 − 3.1921 × 10−5z4 [G]
Here, only the magnetic field sensitive levels (mJ = +1, mJ = −1) are
indicated.

Since the Zeeman slowing beam typically has a red-detuned frequency which is located

much further away than the 2D-MOT cooling beams, we assume that the scattering force
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from the ZS is independent of the one from the 2D-MOT. The forces from different sources

cannot be simultaneously exerted on the atoms. For simplicity, we assume that the atoms in

the ZS with final velocities less than the capture velocity of the 2D-MOT are 100% trapped

by the 2D-MOT, where the transition effect is not discussed in this proposal dual-frequency

ZS.

Parameters Symbol Unit Zeeman slower
Atomic mass m [kg] 1.46× 10−25

Wavelength λ [nm] 461
Transition linewidth Γ [MHz] 30.5
Laser beam 1/e2 radius rc [cm] 1
Frequency detuning ∆ [Γ] -1.5
Saturation parameter s 0.3

Table 4.2: The parameters for the single-frequency Zeeman slower.

4.1.3 The atomic transfer

In the 2D-MOT, the atoms are cooled and trapped along only with two directions. They

remain free along with the third one, which coincides with the line region where the B-field

vanishes (see Fig. 4.1). We then add a pushing beam to transfer atoms from the atomic source

to the 3D-blue-MOT in the science chamber. The atom transfer efficiency is dependent on the

parameters of the pushing beam. We apply a weak (100 µW), well-aligned, and near-resonant

pushing beam to achieve the transfer of a maximum number of atoms into the 3D-MOT (see

Tab. 4.5). There is a lack of photons at lower pushing beam intensity to interrogate all the

atoms possessing the right longitudinal velocity in the same atomic source. The increase

of pushing beam power enhances the transfer efficiency. The transfer efficiency drops with

too high a pushing beam, probably because the atoms are accelerated too much. Their final

velocities along the transfer trajectory are higher than the capture velocity of the 3D-MOT.

This phenomenon has been studied with a Monte Carlo method [201].
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Parameters Symbol Unit Pushing beam
Atomic mass m [kg] 1.46× 10−25

Wavelength λ [nm] 461
Transition linewidth Γ [MHz] 30.5
Laser beam 1/e2 radius rc [mm] 0.6
Frequency detuning ∆ [Γ] 0

Table 4.3: The parameters for the pushing beam.

4.2 Cold atoms with the blue MOT

4.2.1 The capture velocity

The atoms transferred to the science chamber are stopped at the center of the magnetic

quadruple of the 3D-MOT. Their capture velocity (see Eq. 4.4) can be estimated using the

parameters listed in Tab. 4.4.

Parameters Symbol Unit 3D blue MOT
Atomic mass m [kg] 1.46× 10−25

Wavelength λ [nm] 461
Transition linewidth Γ [MHz] 30.5
Laser beam 1/e2 radius rc [cm] 1.35
Saturation parameters s 0.65
Frequency detuning ∆ [Γ] ∼ −1

Table 4.4: The parameters for trapping atoms inside the science cell.

4.2.2 Number of atoms and loading rate in the 3D-MOT

We characterize the number of atoms trapped in the 3D-blue-MOT by measuring its flu-

orescence. The atomic fluorescence signal is measured with a Thorlabs Photodiode (PD)

(PDF10A2, Thorlabs). To avoid the saturation of the PD, a neutral density filter (NE30A,

Thorlabs) is inserted. The total fluorescence power emitted from the 3D-MOT is

PPD =
VPD

GPDRPDTDF
, (4.7)

where VPD is the measured voltage with a high-impendance configuration, GPD = 1 × 1012

V/A is the transimpedance gain, RPD = 0.25 A/W is the spectral responsibility (quantum
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efficiency) at a wavelength of 461 nm, and TDF = 0.1% is the transmission of the density

filter.

The scattered power (Pscat) of the two-level atoms in the MOT is

Pscat = γscathν

=
Γ

2

s

1 + s+ 4∆2/Γ2
h
c

λ
. (4.8)

Since the MOT size is much larger than the PD area, a converging lens (LA1805-A-ML,

Thorlabs), with a focusing length f = 30 mm and a radius r = 12.7 mm, is added to focus

the fluorescence into the PD. The atom numbers in the 3D MOT [202] is estimated by

N =
PPD

Pscat

4πf 2

r2
. (4.9)

The fluorescence curve of the 3D-MOT, with a lifetime of ∼1 s, is presented in Fig. 4.3

and it indicates that there are ∼ 106 cold atoms, and the loading rate is ∼ 2× 106 atoms/s.

Figure 4.3: Illustration of the fluorescence emitted by the atoms trapped into the 3D-MOT.

4.2.3 The repumpers

The 5s2 1S0 -– 5s5p 3P1 transition is not fully cycling; hence, there exists a non-negligible

leakage channel from the upper channel to the 5s4d 1D2 level. One third of the atoms in the

5s4d 1D2 level decay into a metastable state 5s5p 3P2, representing a big loss channel for the
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blue MOT. To bring back the lost atoms into the cooling cycle and increase the number of

atoms in the blue MOT and loading rate, we use two diode lasers. These lasers of 707 nm and

679 nm optically pump the atoms accumulated on the metastable state 5s5p 3P2 towards the

ground state. This way we address both transitions, the 5s5p 3P2 – 5s6s 3S1 and the 5s5p 3P0

– 5s6s 3S1 respectively. These two diode lasers are frequency stabilized using a wavelength

meter. Chirping the two repumpers, with a rate of ∼5 kHz and an amplitude of 300 - 400 mV,

to match the atomic velocity spectrum in the blue 3D-MOT can increase the atom numbers

by a factor of >5.

Parameters Symbol Unit 3P2 – 3S1
3P0 – 3S1

Wavelength λ [nm] 707.20 679.29
Transition linewidth Γ [MHz] 2π × 46 2π × 9
Decay time τ ns 3.4 0.7
Saturation intensity I0 = πhc/3λ3τ [mW/cm2] 17 3.7
Laser beam 1/e2 radius rc [cm] 1 1
Saturation parameter s 1.3 2.6

Table 4.5: The parameters for both repumpers.

4.3 The analysis of upgraded Zeeman slower

Cold atomic clouds with a large number N of atoms are often desired in Atomic, Molecular,

and Optics physics (AMO) and notably in atom interferometry, where the phase resolution ∆φ

is typically limited by the quantum projection noise (QPN) [203] and scales as ∆φ ∝ 1/
√
N .

We are building a sub-microkelvin 88Sr atom interferometer, where we use an atomic

source with a compact design, integrating a 2D-MOT and a Zeeman slower [172]. This

design reduces systematic errors related to vacuum contamination, thermal-beam collision,

and black body radiation. Instead of only using one of the two available magnetic field

ramps [172], our system takes advantage of the complete profile of the B-field. It applies a

dual-frequency ZS to capture the fast-velocity-class atoms with higher probability densities.

Thus, we enhance the atomic source’s atomic flux. Sec. 4.3.1 introduces the numerical

model we have developed to study the dual-frequency ZS. As a sanity check, we first simulate

parameters of interest like the atomic trajectories, the velocity probability density, and the
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atomic flux in the common single-frequency ZS (see Sec. 4.3.2). In Sec. 4.3, we analyze

the same parameters in the dual-frequency ZS. We demonstrate the enhancement of the new

scheme, compared with the single-frequency ZS, with the experimental setup mounted for

the 88Sr atom interferometer. So far, we have demonstrated a higher efficiency with the dual-

frequency ZS (see Sec. 4.3.4). We are currently working on full scans of the experimental

parameters to characterize the protocol entirely.

4.3.1 The numerical model

We consider only the radiation pressure determined by the ZS beam-combined presence and

the magnetic field imposed by the 2D-MOT to calculate the atomic dynamics. We ignore other

minor contributions as it is the case for both gravity and inter-atomic collisions [204, 205].

The numerical model, inspired by [206], is so far written in Python language thanks to

its fully formed built-in and pre-defined library functions. For faster simulation speed, ∼10

times, we are planning the substitution of the C language. This model is restricted to one-

dimensional dynamics, which is good enough for analyzing the velocity evolution of one

single atom under a position-dependent scattering force. In the program, a function returns

the effective force felt by the atom at each position by specifying the initial atom velocity and

the magnetic field along the propagating direction, i.e., the z-direction; the atomic trajectories

originate at 15 cm from the 2D-MOT center, i.e., at the oven output; the atom position and

velocity along the 1D-trajectory are calculated using a 4th-order Runge-Kutta method [207].

Repeating this calculation for the different atomic velocities generated by the oven, we

can calculate how the ZS modify the initial Maxwell-Boltzmann distribution once the atoms

reach the 2D-MOT region. Integrating the modified probability density over the velocity

range less than the capture velocity of the 2D-MOT, we obtain the fraction of the atomic flux

emitted by the oven that the 2D-MOT can capture.

Initial velocity probability density of atoms Hot strontium atoms, considered as an ide-

alized gas, are ejected from the oven with different velocity classes [208]. We assume the
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velocities follow the distribution as the function

f(v)dv = (
m

2πkT
)3/24πv2e−mv

2/2kTdv, (4.10)

where m is the particle mass and T is the temperature of the oven. Compared with the

Maxwell-Boltzmann distribution for particles moving only along one direction, Eq. 4.10 is

an integration of probability density over the solid angle. Since the probability to find one

particle with any velocity equals to unity, the velocity probability density has a unit of s/m.

Scattering force As highlighted in [172], there are two regions (1 and 2) that can be used

for the ZS (see Fig. 4.2). For convenience, we define the ZS1 (ZS2) as the scheme that uses

the magnetic field in region 1 (2). The dual-frequency ZS takes advantage of the full B-field

profile, both regions, 1 and 2. Therefore, the atoms are decelerated with two forces along

with one geometry, given by,
~F

m
=

~
m

Γ

2

(
~k1s1

1 + s1 + 4∆2
eff1/Γ

2
+

~k2s2

1 + s2 + 4∆2
eff2/Γ

2

)
, (4.11)

where

∆eff1 = (ωL1 − ω0)− ~k1~v +
µBgJmJ | ~B1|

~
, (mJ = −1), (4.12)

and

∆eff2 = (ωL2 − ω0)− ~k2~v +
µBgJmJ | ~B2|

~
, (mJ = +1). (4.13)

The red-detuned light beam in the ZS1 (~k1, s1, ωL1) and ZS2 (~k2, s2, ωL2) exert their action in

the region 1 ( ~B1) and 2 ( ~B2) respectively. Two Zeeman slowing beams are shown along the

directions where the atoms propagate from the oven toward the 2D-MOT center, and in the

counter-propagating direction, therefore the wavevectors ~k1 and ~k2 have the same sign.

The Motion of atoms To obtain the infinitesimal variation of the atom velocity at the next

position (vn+1) from the current velocity (vn) and its derivative, we implement the classical

4th-order Runge-Kutta (see Fig. 4.4). The Runge-Kutta method treats every step within

successive steps along the trajectory in an identical way. The iterations stop if the atom

reaches specific boundary conditions, in our case, the limit of the 2D-MOT capture region,

i.e., 5 mm from the vanishing center of the field configuration, and the oven position.
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Figure 4.4: One step in 4th-order Runge-Kutta method, modified based on [209]. The solid
circles represent the final velocity value, and the open circles represent the tem-
porary ones. The temporary velocity values are discarded once their derivatives
are calculated and used. Notably, one open circle is overlapped with the solid one
at the initial point.

The modified velocity probability density of atoms The Zeeman slowing beam pushes

the high-velocity atoms to lower velocities with the well-chosen frequency detuning and in-

tensity. It results that a fraction of the high-velocity classes are depleted velocities of atoms

concentrated at a lower range with a single sharp peak.

The atomic flux The atomic flux generated by the atomic source is estimated by summing

over the velocities, with absolute values less than the 2D-MOT capture velocity, following

the velocity probability density profile at the input of the 2D-MOT. As we are only interested

in enhancing the implementation of the ZS(s), the capture efficiency of the atomic source is

characterized by the fraction of atoms trapped into the 2D-MOT.

Discussions In this numerical model, the laser detuning (∆), saturation parameter (s),

magnetic field amplitude (B), atomic mass (m), atomic transition wavenumber (k), and

natural linewidth (Γ) can be customized. This flexibility makes the model easy to be extended

to other atomic species.

To further increase the flux of the atomic source, one could combine our dual-frequency

ZS with the recently demonstrated sideband-enhanced 2D-MOT.
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The rest of this chapter focuses on the 1D dynamics of atoms along the propagation tra-

jectory, their modified velocity distributions, and the corresponding generated atom flux from

the 2D-MOT in both single-frequency and dual-frequency ZS.

4.3.2 The single-frequency Zeeman slower

4.3.2.1 The atomic trajectories

The Sr-atoms oven is at the spatial coordinates z = −15 cm, setting the position of the 2D-

MOT center to be at the origin (z = 0 cm). The initial velocities of atoms (v0) are ranged

over a large span (0 ≤ v0 ≤ 500 m/s) with a step of 10 m/s. The applied magnetic field

follows the same profile shown in Fig. 4.2, and other inputs parameters are listed in Tab. 4.6.

Parameters Symbol Unit ZS1 ZS2
Atomic mass m [kg] 1.46× 10−25

Wavenumber k [1/m] 2π/461× 10−9

Natural Linewidth Γ [Hz] 30.5× 106

Saturation parameter s 0.4
Magnetic field B [T] |B1(z)| |B2(z)|
Frequency detuning ∆ [Γ] -13 -1.5

Table 4.6: List of the applied parameters in the numerical model for the single-frequency
Zeeman slower.

The capture velocity of the 2D-MOT is set as 50 m/s. It represents the target velocity for

the atomic flux produced by the ZS. In the ZS1 (see Fig. 4.5), atoms with initial velocities

from 40 m/s to 210 m/s can be captured by 2D-MOT. The inset of Fig. 4.7 (a) provides

the same information in velocity space. Here, the atomic population has a higher probability

at higher velocities. Fig. 4.6 indicates that the atoms in the ZS2 with initial velocities less

than 80 m/s do not even reach the 2D-MOT region; the atoms with initial velocities higher

than 140 m/s passes through the 2D-MOT region, as their final velocities are higher than the

capture velocity of 2D-MOT.
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Figure 4.5: The trajectories v(z) of atoms with the ZS1. The red curves represent the tra-
jectories of the atoms ending up to be captured by the 2D-MOT; the grey ones
are reflected back in the direction of the oven or that are passing through the
2D-MOT region with too-high velocities to be captured.
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Figure 4.6: The trajectories v(z) of atoms with the ZS2. The red curves represent the trajec-
tories of the atoms ending up to be captured by the 2D-MOT; the grey ones are
those that are reflected back into the direction of the oven or that are passing
through the 2D-MOT region with too high velocities to be captured.
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4.3.2.2 The modified velocity distribution

The Sr-atoms oven is heated up to 585 oC, with a RMS velocity of ∼500 m/s. The main effect

of the Zeeman slowing beam can be seen as a modification of the initial velocity distribution

(see Fig. 4.7).

4.3.2.3 The atomic flux

By integrating the atomic probability density over the velocity range below the 2D-MOT cap-

ture velocity, we obtain the flux of atoms captured into the 2D-MOT. The integrals calculated

for both the single-frequency ZS1 and ZS2 at their optimal working conditions once the laser

intensity is fixed to s = 0.4, i.e. the value we can now reach in our laboratory. This process

results in a captured atomic fraction of 19.8% and 5.4% respectively and is indicated as blue

points in Fig. 4.8. For comparison, only 1.4% of the atoms ejected by the oven are captured

inside the 2D-MOT alone while no ZS is active.

To obtain the optimal atomic flux, we scan the parameter space (laser intensity and detun-

ing frequency) of the Zeeman slowing beam through a numerical simulation (see Fig. 4.8).

The capture efficiency of the atomic source is characterized by the fraction of the atomic flux

emitted from the oven at 585 oC. The maximally achievable atomic flux in the ZS1 is ∼35%

(9< s1 <60 and -18Γ < ∆1 <-23Γ). It is three times higher than in the ZS2 (1< s2 <9 and

-4Γ < ∆2 <-7.5Γ). We conclude that in the configuration of the single-frequency ZS, with the

same beam intensity, the ZS1 is more efficient and captures a higher fraction of the atomic

flux than that in the ZS2.

4.3.3 The dual-frequency Zeeman slower

4.3.3.1 The atomic trajectories

Our advanced version of the ZS uses the two available slopes of the B-field (the region in

1 and 2) in a combined fashion to increase the atom flux. In the first region, atoms are

only slowed down as much as necessary to be later slowed down further within the capture

velocity of the 2D-MOT located into the second region. This configuration requires two
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Figure 4.7: (a) The blue curve represents the Maxwell-Boltzmann distribution for an atomic
sample at 585 oC, and the red curve represents the modified velocity distribution
due to the action of the ZS1. Inset: the atomic velocity at the 2D-MOT versus the
initial velocity at the oven. (b) The blue curve represents the Maxwell-Boltzmann
distribution for an atomic sample at 585 oC, and the red curve represents the
modified velocity distribution due to the action of the ZS2. Inset: the atomic
velocity at the 2D-MOT versus the initial velocity at the oven.
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Figure 4.8: Fraction of the atomic flux (in color code) captured inside the 2D-MOT with one
single-frequency Zeeman slowing beam.

combined frequencies in the light implementing the Zeeman slower. By applying both, the

ZS1 and the ZS2 simultaneously, and relying on the listed parameters reported in Tab. 4.6, a

dual-frequency ZS can capture atoms with velocities from 90 to 240 m/s (see Fig. 4.9).

4.3.3.2 The modified velocity distribution

Fig. 4.10 shows how the dual-frequency ZS modify the Maxwell-Boltzmann (MB) velocity

distribution.

4.3.3.3 The atomic flux

The main idea of the dual-frequency ZS is to use the ZS2 in the standard way, i.e., to slow

down atoms at lower velocities to achieve their capture into the 2D-MOT. In addition, the

ZS1 slows down just enough, the higher-velocity classes to have an effective action of the

ZS2 on them. With the parameters of the ZS2 fixed to s2 = 0.4 and ∆ZS2 = −1.5Γblue, we

optimize the atomic flux that can be captured inside the 2D-MOT by scanning the parameters

of ZS2. We obtain the Fig. 4.11(a). The maximum fraction of the atomic flux achieves ∼50%

(10< s1 <40 and -23Γ < ∆1 <-25Γ), and the atomic trajectory and velocity distribution are

plotted in Fig. 4.12 and 4.13, respectively.
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Figure 4.9: The trajectories v(z) of atoms with the dual-frequency Zeeman slower. The red
curves represent the trajectories of the atoms ending up to be captured by the
2D-MOT; the grey ones are reflected back into the direction of the oven or that
are passing through the 2D-MOT region with too high velocities to be captured.
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Figure 4.10: The blue curve represents the Maxwell-Boltzmann distribution at 585 oC, and
the red curve represents the velocity distribution modified by the action of a
dual-frequency Zeeman slowing beam.

Figure 4.11: Fraction, in color code, of the atoms ejected by the oven captured in the 2D-MOT
with dual-frequency Zeeman slowing beams. The ZS2 is operated at s2 = 0.4
and ∆ZS2 = −1.5Γblue. Inset: the atomic velocity at the 2D-MOT versus the
initial velocity at the oven; the modification is due to the action of the dual-
frequency ZS.
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Figure 4.12: The trajectories v(z) of atoms with the optimized dual-frequency Zeeman slower.
The red curves represent the trajectories of the atoms ending up to be captured
by the 2D-MOT; the grey ones are those that are reflected back into the direc-
tion of the oven or that are passing through the 2D-MOT region with too high
velocities to be captured.
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Figure 4.13: The blue curve represents the Maxwell-Boltzmann distribution at 585 oC, and
the red curve represents the velocity distribution modified by the action of an
optimized dual-frequency Zeeman slowing beam.

4.3.4 The enhancement of atomic flux

To evaluate the enhancement of the atomic flux between the single-frequency and dual-

frequency ZS, we fix the intensities of the two beams we used to slow the atoms down to

achieve a saturation intensity of 0.4. We scan their detuning for the 1S0 – 1P1 transition.

All the ZS saturation parameters are set to be 0.4, then scan their red-detuned frequencies.

Fig. 4.14 demonstrates that the ZS1 can capture 11.5% of the atoms ejected from the oven,

and the ZS2 can only capture 2.5%. The dual-frequency ZS makes the full use of the whole

profile of the B-field, and well-tuned frequency shifts of two ZSs realize that the atoms with

fast-velocity classes, contributing to higher atomic flux, are firstly slowed down by the ZS1

then further cooled down by the ZS2, thus the capture efficiency increases by 15%.

Limited by the experimental setup, we demonstrate the efficiency of the dual-frequency

ZS scheme by measuring a few critical points, and the related results are reported in Tab.

4.7. The single-frequency ZS can enhance the atomic flux by ∼2.5; the dual-frequency ZS

can improve the atomic flux by more than six times. The enhancement factor only refers to
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Figure 4.14: This plot reports the atomic flux captured inside the 2D-MOT with a single Zee-
man slowing frequency (red curve; the single beam detuning has been changed)
and both Zeeman slowing frequencies (black curve; the second beam detuning
has been changed, whereas the first remained fixed to a value of -1.5 Γ). With
the latter, we identify the regions of interest.

the atomic source with a 2D-MOT. Notably, the power for the ZS2 is about 45 mW, and the

power for the ZS1 is about 100 mW. After normalization, the experimental data, in diamond

symbol, is compared with the simulation result in Fig. 4.14.

∆ZS1\∆ZS2 – -1.50Γ
– – 2.67

-12.98Γ 2.50 –
-13.63Γ 2.35 –
-14.61Γ 2.00 6.67
-15.60Γ 1.20 –
-16.25Γ 0.80 3.33

Table 4.7: The atomic flux enhancement with a single-frequency ZS or a double-frequency
ZS.

We are now modifying the laser systems to have the possibility to do more delicate scan-

ning of the parameters, including the frequency detuning and/or the intensity of both Zeeman

slowing beams.
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Chapter 5

Fast control of atom-light interaction via

light shift in a narrow-linewidth cavity

Narrow-linewidth cavities are dominant components in fundamental physics [102], metrol-

ogy [210]. They underpin the ongoing progress about the study of light-matter interaction

[211, 212]. For example, the cavity-assisted atom interferometry is increasingly adopted to

prepare highly non-classical atomic states [64, 213], implement large momentum separation

[61, 214, 63], structure multi-pulse geometries [215], and produce long-hold-time optical

lattices [57]. It comes from the high-quality laser beam profile inside the optical cavities.

The optical cavity quality factor is proportional to the cavity mode linewidth. However, the

measurement possibilities with cavity-assisted atom interferometry can not be expanded by

naively narrowing the cavity linewidth by enhancing cavity finesse or/and increasing the cav-

ity length, since narrow-linewidth cavity exploited in cavity-assisted atom interferometry sets

fundamental limitation with its finite response time (see Sec. 5.1) [216]. To overcome this

issue, we develop a general method which involves an auxiliary control process and applies

external fields such as electromagnetic field (see Sec. 5.2) [217]. This field is used to control

the atom-light interaction via auxiliary processes. The auxiliary method can apply to many

different atomic species, both in trapped and free-fall configurations, controlling the internal

and/or external atomic degrees of freedom.
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5.1 Limitation in narrow-linewidth-cavity-assisted atom in-

terferometry

The sensitivity of atom interferometer scales with the phase difference between matter waves

traveling along two separate trajectories. Increasing momentum separation between two

wavefunctions hence enhances the sensitivity of such devices. For most frequently used two-

photon transitions, a large momentum transfer (LMT) interferometer requires the coherent

scatter of 2n photons from the interferometric laser beam wave number (k), and then the

momentum transfer is 2~k. High laser power is required here to implement LMT [49]. By

adopting an optical cavity, the incident laser beam is enhanced by a factor of

|Ecirc
Einc
| = | t1

1− r1r2e2ikL
|, (5.1)

where c is the speed of light, L is the cavity length, r relates to coatings of the end mirrors,

and t are amplitude reflectivity and transmission, respectively. Optical cavities with high-

reflectivity coatings allow very high momentum transfer beamsplitters [218, 219, 220, 221,

222]. Besides, it filters out unwanted spatial cavity mode to a large extent by increasing
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effective path length between the end mirrors

F =
π

2 arcsin
(

1−r1r2
2
√
r1r2

) ∼ π
√
r1r2

1− r1r2

, (5.2)

where the finesse F quantifies the times of a photon bouncing inside the cavity before leak-

ing out or being absorbed; in addition, optical cavities provide self-aligned interferometer

geometries by coupling cold atomic cloud into the cavity transverse mode.

In gravitational wave detectors based on atom interferometry, long-baselines L are instead

sought to improve the device sensitivity [34],

δφtot ∝ hLω2T 2, (5.3)

where δφtot is the total differential phase shift. Accordingly, for the cavity-assisted atom

interferometry, long-length cavities are preferred [223]. Furthermore, the proper size of the

cavity-enhanced interferometric beam (IB) increases with the cavity length, where a larger

beam size accommodates better the size of the atomic cloud as it thermally expands during

the whole measurement.

For these reasons, high finesse F and long-baseline L are desired quantities in the

cavity-assisted atom interferometry. Their combination has the effect of reducing the cav-

ity linewidth,

∆ν = c/ (2nLF) . (5.4)

Hence, increasing its response time τc = 1/∆ν, where c is the speed of light in vacuum, and

n is the index of refraction inside the cavity. However, despite the promise of improved sensor

performance, it has been pointed out in [216] that an upper limitation exists for ∆ν. The

coherent manipulation in atom interferometry relies on short (typically tens of µs long) light

pulses to split, deflect and recombine the atoms, hence ∆ν cannot be much higher than 10

kHz. Otherwise, laser pulses G(t) used to manipulate the atomic wavefunction coherently,

undergo severe deformation, which affects the evolution of atomic states by

i
dgn
dt

= (ωrn
2 + Ω̄G(t))gn +

1

2
Ω(gn+2 + gn−2), (5.5)

gn is the amplitude of the state with momentum n~k, Ω̄ is the peak amplitude of two-photon

Rabi frequency, G(t) is the envelope function of cavity field intensity. Deformed field in-

tensity also worsens the effective optical power enhancement and induces inefficient large-
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momentum transfer.

In short, the inherent frequency response of the cavity sets a physical limit to the product

LF and forbids adopting narrow-linewidth resonators for manipulating matter waves. An

underground extended baseline atom interferometer to study gravity at a large scale (MIGA

project) [8] proposes to exploit a 200-m-long cavity with a finesse of 100, which is beyond the

bandwidth limit for both, maximum suppression of HG01 and the corresponding beam waist

(see Fig. 10 in [216]). To circumvent the limitation imposed by the finite time response, we

propose an alternative scheme to manipulate the atomic wavefunction in a narrow-linewidth

cavity coherently. Such scheme is based on the atom-light interaction being pulsed not by

changing the intensity of the intracavity standing wave, but by modulating the coupling be-

tween the intracavity light and the atoms, using an auxiliary process. The light to manipulate

the atomic wave function is always injected and locked into the optical resonator; its effec-

tive action is controlled through the light shift engineering of the atomic levels and magnetic

field-induced transition. These proposals will open new possibilities in cavity-assisted atom

interferometry and the preparation of highly non-classical atomic states.

5.2 The fast control of the atom-light interaction via a light

shift

We consider as a representative example, the 87Sr atoms in considerable abundance, while

they are launched in free-fall, coherently manipulated via hyperfine-induced E1 one-photon

clock transition, and repeatedly passing through a horizontal cavity (see Fig. 5.1). Our

scheme can easily be extended to other configurations relying on cavity-enhanced light-pulses

to prepare or to probe the atomic state. The coherent manipulations are performed at each

passage of the atoms in the cavity by pulses shorter than the transit interval in the interfer-

ometric beam. We consider a 4-pulse-sequence interferometer [224] based on the double-

diffraction scheme [225] and with a time separation T − 2T − T (T = 1/4 s will be assumed

later for numerical evaluations. This geometry relies on a single horizontal IB thanks to

a vertical reflection at the middle of the sequence, and other similar configurations could
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be considered [226]. At t = 0 s the atoms are in A (Fig. 5.1), in state |2〉 with a velocity

(vx, vz) = (0,−gT/2), where g is the local acceleration of gravity. Here, they interact with

a first splitting pulse. The atomic wavefunction is divided into two components in the state

|1〉 with opposite horizontal velocities vx = ±vr, where vr = ~k/m is the recoil velocity. At

t = T/2, the atoms reach the apogees of their trajectories at the height of −g T 2/8 above the

IB. At t = T , the atoms are again in the IB where a mirror pulse reverses their horizontal

velocities without changing their internal states. At t = 2T , the two parts of the wavefunc-

tion cross in D of Fig. 5.1, with a vertical velocity vz = 3gT/2; they are vertically reflected

by optical means [227] and complete the second and symmetric half of the interferometric

sequence. Note that the atoms are always in the same internal state during the free evolution,

thus canceling many systematic effects. Thus, the resonance condition for the IB is the same

for all the pulses.

The narrow linewidth cavity is locked to the linearly polarized IB; the beam intensity is

then increased and the spurious spatial mode filtered out. The intracavity enhanced intensity

of the interferometric beam is chosen to have a Rabi frequency ΩR of 2π×5 kHz. For a double

diffraction, the split and mirror pulses must have a length of τs = π/(
√

2 ΩR) and τm = 2τs

respectively [225] so we obtain τs ' 70µs and τm ' 140µs. The pulses do not couple to

spurious momentum states as long as τmωr � 1 (see Sec. 5.2.4), where ωr is the recoil

frequency, i.e., about 59 kHz for the 87Sr atom.

As aforementioned, we focus on alkali–earth atoms, more specifically 87Sr atoms, where

the interferometric beam is tuned on the narrow transition at 698 nm defined by the levels

|1〉 ≡ 1S0 and |2〉 ≡ 3P0 [228] (see Fig. 5.2), to implement the coherent manipulation scheme

proposed in [229], and recently demonstrated in [230] for 88Sr atoms. An additional Dressing

Beam (DB) differentially shifts the levels |1〉 and |2〉, breaking the resonance condition for

the IB and thus, turning off the coherent action of the interferometric beam when present.

Modulating the intensity of the DB will allow switching the resonance with the IB ON and

OFF. We can also consider other kinds of atoms and manipulation schemes. For example, in

Raman transitions on alkali atoms, we could use a laser on the D2 transition like the DB,

which creates a light shift with opposite signs on the two-hyperfine levels connected with the

Raman transition.
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x

Figure 5.1: Schematic of the proposed experimental setup not to scale: the atomic ensem-
ble, initially in the state |2〉 and moving in the z-direction. It crosses the cavity-
enhanced IB and splits in region A (see inset) into two paths with opposite hori-
zontal velocity ±vr. The two parts of the wavefunction are horizontally reflected
with a mirror pulse in the regions B and C; in D, their vertical velocity is inverted,
and after a second mirror pulse, again in C and B, they are recombined in A with
the last split pulse. The two trajectories at the output of the interferometer are
shown in gray. The horizontal dressing beam (DB) (yellow), not resonant with
the cavity, is shone on the atoms and vertically follows their motion to have an op-
timal overlap. M1, M2: cavity mirrors; vr, DB, and the atom labeling are defined
in the main text.
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Figure 5.2: Diagram with the relevant levels for 87Sr atoms. The red arrow shows that the
IB resonant to the |1〉 → |2〉 transition at 698 nm adopted for the coherent ma-
nipulation of matter waves; the yellow arrows mark the DB used to shift the two
levels |1〉 and |2〉. The action of the DB is considered when varying its wavelength
over the range [380–740] nm, indicated by the vertical bars referenced to the
two levels |1〉 and |2〉. The narrow red (blue) bands indicate the spectral interval
where the DB with parallel (perpendicular) polarization constitutes an effective
switch for the coherent action of the IB, by light shifting in a differential fashion,
the clock levels |1〉,|2〉. The bands have been obtained as defined in Fig. 5.3. The
level structure has been presented in [231, 232].
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For numerical applications, we consider a narrow-linewidth cavity that can fit into

a conventional laboratory: the cavity parameters are set to be L = 2 m and F = 105

(∆ν = 750 Hz). In this configuration, the fast amplitude modulation of the IB to implement

the interferometric pulses would generate strong pulse deformations in the cavity, which is

detrimental to the sought of the power enhancement [216].

The 87Sr atoms are considered at very low temperatures, prepared in the |2〉 state, and

launched vertically to reach point A. The spatial extension of the atomic cloud is assumed

to be < 100µm during all the duration of the interferometric sequence. This will require

adopting delta-kick collimation techniques [233, 234] to prepare the atomic source. The

cavity waist is set to be 1 mm, to obtain a rather homogeneous manipulation of the atomic

ensemble on its axis, even when taking into account the vertical displacement of the cloud

during the manipulation. To obtain the required Rabi frequency when driving the clock

transition (|1〉 - |2〉) with linewidth Γ = 1.5 mHz and wavelength λ = 698 nm,

ΩR = Γ

√
I

2Isat

, (5.6)

where Isat = 0.41 pW/cm2 is saturation intensity for clock transition of 87Sr, the intracavity

power of the IB must be P0 ' 286 mW [235], which means an input power Pin ' 390µW, if

two lossless mirrors with equal reflectivity are considered for the cavity.

The atomic interaction with the IB is controlled with the DB (in yellow in Fig. 5.1 and

Fig. 5.2), whose role is to induce an additional energy shift ∆ω21 on the |1〉 → |2〉 transi-

tion, to remove the resonance condition for the cavity enhanced IB. This solution has also

the technical advantage of avoiding to have to lock again the laser generating the IB at

each pulse to the cavity. To calculate ∆ω21 when varying the DB wavelength over the range

380 nm < λ < 740 nm we considered the relevant levels shown in Fig. 5.2, and the transition

parameters reported in [232, 231].

A single DB along the cavity axis (see Fig. 5.1) can dress the atoms along both interfer-

ometric trajectories during their passages inside the IB; to maintain a high bandwidth for

the variation of the beam intensity and to allow its vertical translation to track the atomic

motion the cavity mirrors must be transparent at the DB wavelength, as described below. A

DC-applied magnetic field B is added along with the vertical direction to define the quantiza-
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tion axis. The DB is linearly polarized, either parallel or perpendicular to the B-field. Details

are discussed in the Sec. 5.2.1.

The main unwanted side effect of the DB on the atomic system (see Sec. 5.2.2), is the

scattering of photons at a rate Γsc on the two levels of interest, which represents a decoher-

ence channel reducing the oscillation amplitude of the interferometric fringe with no impact

on the interferometric phase. Other effects, like the DB wavefront aberrations, are not consid-

ered here; their impact, however, is highly reduced in the differential configuration provided

by a gravity-gradiometer. By dividing ∆ω21 by Γsc we obtain a normalized light shift Ξ(λ)

(see Sec. 5.2.3), plotted in Fig. 5.3 for a DB polarized along the magnetic field (continuous

curve) and orthogonal to it (dashed curve).

To optimize the DB parameters, we start by arbitrarily fixing the maximum probability to

scatter a photon from the DB during the whole interferometric sequence to 3%, which means

a subsequent reduction of the interferometer contrast of the same order. At constant DB

detuning and power, the contrast reduction is only set by the total amount of time the atoms

spend in the DB and not by the number of pulses during the sequence. Suppose the effect is

not negligible, for example, in a configuration with the atoms falling in the IB. In that case,

one could opt for a scattering-free scheme, for example, by using magnetic field induced

spectroscopy to activate the coherent action on bosonic isotopes [236]. Here, considering

the atomic vertical speed at each passage in the cavity (−gT/2 ∼1.25 m/s with our choice

of T ), it means a maximum nominal scattering rate Γsc ∼1 Hz at the center of the DB. The

value is obtained by considering the DB always centered on the atomic cloud during the four

crossings of the IB and over the whole vertical spatial interval clipped by the cavity, i.e., about

ten times its waist.

The second parameter to set is the minimum differential light shift required to effectively

suppress the Rabi oscillation between states |1〉 and |2〉. To this aim, the generalized Rabi

frequency

Ω̃R =
(
Ω2
R + ∆ω2

12

)1/2
, (5.7)

must be� ΩR when the DB is on, and the RMS uncertainty of the interferometric phase due
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to the residual Rabi oscillation is equal to:

δφ =
ΩR√

2 ∆ω21

, (5.8)

if ∆ω21 � ΩR. The phase uncertainty is calculated for a balanced atomic state (see Sec.

5.2.5); a state unbalance δ ≡ N1−N2 determines (i) a reduction factor
√

1− δ2 on the phase

uncertainty, and (ii) a systematic phase shift equal to
√

1− δ2 ·ΩR/∆ω21. We set a threshold of

3×10−3 - i.e., the quantum projection noise of 105 atoms - for the overall phase uncertainty

due to the residual Rabi oscillation during the four atomic passages inside the cavity. Any

coherent evolution other than between states |1〉 and |2〉 (see Fig. 5.2) has been neglected in

this calculation. This assumption is valid whenever the DB is far from the specific transition

frequencies.

To simultaneously satisfy the scattering rate and residual Rabi oscillation requirements,

one must have |Ξ(λ)| > 1.4 × 107. In the visible, this condition is satisfied for a lin-

early polarized DB along with (perpendicular to) the DC-applied magnetic field B for

633 nm < λ < 672 nm (λ > 679 nm), as shown by the colored bands in Fig. 5.3. At

λ = 672 nm, for example, a DB with a waist of 100 µm and power ∼ 10 W determines a

residual oscillation amplitude below the threshold mentioned above, for a scattering prob-

ability < 2%. To maintain the same intensity and avoid increasing the required power, the

last mirror (not shown in Fig. 5.1) directing the beam on the atoms can be mounted on a

fast and precise translation stage to track with the DB the atomic cloud motion in the IB: in

the interval [1350 nm–2.5 µm] the ratio |Ξ(λ)| is compatible with an instrument sensitivity

below the quantum projection noise of 109 atoms with a 5% contrast reduction, and even

better parameters are obtained at CO2 laser wavelengths. Nevertheless, the required laser

power for these wavelengths is in the kiloWatt range.

In the configuration, we studied previously, the interaction between the atoms and the IB

is turned off when the DB is ON. A trade-off must be found between having a considerable

DB power to effectively switch off the IB and minimizing the residual scattering rate it causes.

Another scheme, which is not analyzed in detail in this manuscript, consists in using the DB

to turn on the interaction. Photon scattering is strongly reduced because the DB is only ON

during the coherent manipulation pulses. As a consequence, the DB can be set closer to a
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Figure 5.3: Ratio Ξ(λ) between the light shift induced on the |1〉 − |2〉 transition and the
overall scattering rate by a laser at a wavelength λ. The solid (dashed) curve
refers to the DB polarization parallel (perpendicular) to the magnetic field. The
regions where Ξ(λ) > 1.4 × 107 are indicated with a red (blue) vertical band for
parallel (perpendicular) polarization of the DB. The wavelengths of the relevant
transitions contributing to the atomic polarizability in the visible spectrum are
indicated with vertical lines and are labelled.

transition between |2〉 and an excited level. This has two advantages: (i) lowering down the

DB power; (ii) adding the IB detuning as a parameter to even further reduce the residual Rabi

oscillation. The price to pay is that the control of the coherent manipulation now depends on

the stability of the IB and the stability of the DB.

Two other effects of the cavity can affect the coherent manipulation. First, the intracavity

IB light intensity can decay during the time the DB is turned off because of the modified

effective atomic index of the refraction, which shifts the cavity resonance [237]. The narrow

cavity bandwidth prevents the intracavity field from evolving significantly for the duration of

the light pulses, which is much shorter than the cavity response time. Secondly, the atomic

absorption can spoil the cavity linewidth [238]; again, for the adopted parameters, namely

the number of atoms and the threshold set on the allowed scattering rate, the effect has been

evaluated to be negligible. Since each photon carries the energy of 2.6× 10−19 J for the IB at

698 nm, and intracavity field has a power of 0.286 W (J/s), and effective ON-duration is of

the order of 100 µs. They lead to photon numbers of about 1× 1014 inside the cavity for the
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duration of each pulse. As the maximum probability to scatter a photon from the DB during

the whole interferometric sequence is set to be 3% for 105 atoms, 3,000 photons may scatter.

This photon count is much less compared with the total number of photons inside the optical

cavity.

Up to here, we have introduced the considered interferometric scheme, where differential

light shift induced by the DB is used to pulse off the light-atom interaction between the IB

and the cold atomic cloud. However, the DB leads to the problem like scattering. Now, we are

detailing the analysis of the crucial parameters and how to trade-off between advantages and

drawbacks. In the following, we introduce concepts to make clear the determination of the

trade-off: the Sec. 5.2.1 discusses AC stark shift; the Sec. 5.2.2 analyzes scattering rate when

the DB is present; the compromise between light shift and scattering rate is made in the Sec.

5.2.3; the Sec. 5.2.4 talks about optimal interaction time between light and atom to avoid

being coupled to spurious momentum states, and the Sec. 5.2.5 evaluates the uncertainty

caused on the interferometric phase by the residual Rabi oscillation produced by the IB when

DB is on.

5.2.1 The AC Stark shift

87Sr atoms are neutral and spherically symmetrical; hence, they do not exhibit any permanent

dipole moment. 87Sr atoms are placed in a DB laser field, an induced electric dipole moment

(~d) is created due to a new charge distribution via external field (primarily due to ~E) causing

oppositely-oriented forces onto the positive nucleus and the cloud of orbiting negatively-

charges, electrons inside each atom,

~d = α~E, (5.9)

where α represents its dipole polarizability. The polarizability characterizes the ability to

form instantaneous dipoles and is a property of matter determining the dynamical response

of a bound system to external fields. With a far red-detuned laser beam than its clock tran-

sition (∆ � Ω), and also far away from all kinds of electrical transitions of bare atoms, the

scattering of photons can be controlled to a small enough extent. The main effect of the light

field on the atoms is to shift their energy levels. In a homogeneous laser field, atoms feel no
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force, given that the conservative force determined by light is equal to

~F = ~d · ~∇ ~E; (5.10)

the only effect is thus a torque rotating the induced electric dipole moment to be aligned with

the externally applied electric field. An atom internal structure and energy shift due to its

induced electric dipole and external electric field can be deduced from

U = ~d · ~E. (5.11)

To evaluate the light shifts of clock states of 87Sr atoms, the main issue comes with the

calculation or estimation of these states’ dipole polarizability. α of a realistic multi-level-

structure atomic system placed in a far-detuned laser field is [129]

αa =
2

~
∑
k

|dak|2
ωak

ω2
ak − ω2

L

, (5.12)

where the subscript a indicates the state |a〉 being shifted; the subscript k that acts as a sum-

mation index indicates any intermediate state |k〉 dipole coupled to state |a〉 that contribute

to the energy shift of |a〉; the transition between state |a〉 and |k〉 has an angular frequency

ωak and dak is the dipole matrix element related to the state transition rates, which is required

before obtaining the dipole polarizability.

Here, we determine the dipole couplings of specific states with certain L and S quantum

numbers (the clock states) under the different orientations of the magnetic field as quanti-

zation axis [232]. ~B field shall be perpendicular to the cavity axis, and the IB is linearly

polarized since the clock transition (1S0 - 3P0, J = 0 – J = 0) requires the absorption of

photons with zero angular momenta along the quantization axis. The DB has an orientation

concerning the magnetic field that can vary from parallel to perpendicular. This leaves the

freedom of the projection of the angular momentum from the photons in the DB along the

quantization axis.

To reduce the dipole matrix element from basis of J , L, S to the basis of L, S in the matrix

element |d|, the Eq. 2.67 from [232] is applied

Xab =
| 〈JaLaSa‖D1‖JbLbSb〉 |2
| 〈LaSa‖D1‖LbSb〉 |2

= (2Ja + 1)(2Jb + 1)

La Ja Sa

Jb Lb 1


2

, (5.13)

where the 6 − j symbol (terms in curly brackets) is involved. The process to compose three
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angular momenta j1, j2, j3 in 6− j symbol, J is made in two steps and can be realized in two

ways: either summing j1 and j2 to obtain j12 then adding j3 to obtain J or summing j2 and

j3 to obtain j23 then adding j1 in order to resolve the momenta J . Following Landau’s book,

a 6− j symbol with these angular momenta is written as such:j1 j2 j12

j3 J j23

 (5.14)

In a matrix element 〈Sa, La, Ja, Oa|V |Sb, Lb, Jb, Ob〉, where Sa = Sb = S meaning it is the

same spin quantum number in both the initial and final states and V behaves as a vector

under rotation, Oa, Ob are the other quantum numbers, i.e., not related to the modulus of

the angular momentum (note this, it includes M). Then, we combine j1 = Sa, j2 = La and

j3 = 1 to obtain Jb, where j12 = Ja and j23 = Lb, and to finally evaluate a coefficient in

6− j symbol

c6j =

S La Ja

1 Jb Lb

 . (5.15)

The reduced matrix element independent from J is represented,
〈S, La, Ja, Oa|V |S, Lb, Jb, Ob〉
〈S, La, Oa‖V ‖S, Lb, Ob〉

= (−1)j1+j2+j3+Jc6j

√
(2Ja + 1)(2Lb + 1). (5.16)

When evaluating the dependence from M of the reduced matrix element, the Wigner-Eckart

theorem is used to calculate the Clebsch-Gordan coefficients

ccg = 〈l1, l2,m1,m2|l3,m3〉 , (5.17)

where (l1, m1), (l3, m3) refer to the levels interacting with the DB and (l2, m2) are the

angular momentum quantum numbers of the photons in the DB. The ground state of the

interferometric transition has (l1, m1) = (0, 0) while the excited state has (l3, m3) = (1, 0). If

the atoms are prepared in the state |1〉 ((l1, m1)), after a translation of value T l2m2
, we obtain

a final state of |3〉 ((l3, m3)),

| 〈n1, l1,m1|T l2m2
|n3, l3,m3〉 | =

| 〈l1, l2,m1,m2|l3,m3〉 |√
2l3 + 1

| 〈n1‖T‖n3〉 | (5.18)

=
|ccg|√
2l3 + 1

| 〈n1‖T‖n3〉 |, (5.19)

while the magnetic field is perpendicular to the DB. Then, (l2, m2) = (1, 0) so the ground
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state is coupled to all the 3P1 states with ML = 0 with

|ccg|2/(2l3 + 1) = | 〈0, 1, 0, 0|1, 0〉 |2/3 = 1/3. (5.20)

The excited state is coupled to the 3S1, 3D1 states, again with ML = 0, with

|ccg|2/(2l3 + 1) = 1/3, 2/3 respectively, but is not coupled to the 3P1 states. If the DB is

instead parallel to the magnetic field and is linearly polarized, (l2, m2) = (1,±1). For the

ground state, there is again a coupling to the 3P1 states with ML = ±1 so the average cou-

pling is given by

|ccg|2 =
1

6
| 〈0, 1, 0, 1|1, 1〉 |2 +

1

6
| 〈0, 1, 0,−1|1,−1〉 |2 = 1/3. (5.21)

The excited state is instead coupled to the 3P1, 3D1 states, in both cases, with ccg = 1/2 but

there is no coupling to the 3S1 states.

The dipole polarizability is given in various units, depending on the context in which they

are determined. The most widely used unit adopted in theoretical atomic physics is atomic

units (a.u.), in which e, me, 4zpiε0 and the reduced Plank constant ~ have the numerical value

1. The polarizability in a.u. has the volume dimension, and its numerical values presented

here are expressed in units of a3
0, where a0 is the Bohr radius. So the polarizability in a.u. is

αa =

∑
k φJaJk

ω3
cm

6πε0c3
ΓLaLk

ωak

ω2
ak−ω

2
L

4πε0a3
0

. (5.22)

All the required parameters to calculate the dipole polarizability and the energy shift are

summarized in Tab. 5.1.

The induced light shift is

∆ωa =
U

~
= − 1

4~
αaE

2
0 . (5.23)

Since the mean intensity of an electromagnetic wave is proportional to the maximum electric

field strength E0 squared,

Iave =
cε0E

2
0

2
. (5.24)

In the case of a Gaussian laser beam, we obtain:

Iave =
P

πw2
, (5.25)

where P is the total beam power, and w is the beam waist. Therefore, Eq. 5.23 is rewritten
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clock state intermediate state ωak [1015 1/s] ΓLaLk
[106 1/s] ΦJaJk cge (~EIB ⊥ ~B) cge (~EIB ‖ ~B)

5s2 1S0

5s5p 1P1 4.087 190.7

1 1 1

5s6p 1P1 6.423 1.86
5s7p 1P1 7.328 4.3
4d5p 1P1 7.755 14.5
5s8p 1P1 7.755 16.7
5s9p 1P1 7.998 11.7
5s10p 1P1 8.161 7.6
5s11p 1P1 8.276 4.88

5s5p 3P0

5s6s 3S1 2.773 75.4

1/9 0 1/3
5s7s 3S1 4.353 17.5
5s8s 3S1 4.981 8.22
5s9s 3S1 5.299 4.53

5s10s 3S1 5.483 2.77

5s5p 3P0

5s4d 3D1 0.724 0.345

5/9 1/2 2/3

5s5d 3D1 3.897 60.9
5s6d 3D1 4.778 26.7
5s7d 3D1 5.190 14.2
5s8d 3D1 5.415 8.51
5s9d 3D1 5.555 5.51

5s5p 3P0 5p2 3P1 3.961 127 1/3 1/2 0

Table 5.1: Transition parameters are retrieved from [239] for the calculation of the atomic
polarizability of the Sr-atom clock states.

as

∆ωa = − P

~2cε0πw2

∑
k

|dak|2
ωak

ω2
ak − ω2

L

. (5.26)

Assuming the polarization of the linearly polarized DB with the magnetic field ~B form an

angle θ, the results of the parallel (θ = 0o) and perpendicular (θ = 90o) cases are studied.

Fig. 5.4 and Fig. 5.6 present the energy shifts of the clock states if the DB operates at a

large range of wavelengths provided that the DB has a power of 10 W with a waist of 100

µm, where mainly contributing to the transitions, labeled with vertical dashed lines. Fig. 5.5

and Fig. 5.7 are the accordingly differential energy shift of the clock states. Considering the

visible spectrum, Fig. 5.8 as their zoomed-in version shows the differential light shift when

the DB operates from 350 nm to 750 nm.

5.2.2 The scattering rate

The photon absorption occurs even though the DB laser field is far-detuned than the atomic

transition resonance in the regime where the atom-light interaction is dispersive. This resid-
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Figure 5.4: The illustration of the energy shift of the ground and excited clock states when the
DB is operating at different wavelengths from 350 nm to 3000 nm, and parallel
to ~B.
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Figure 5.5: Illustration of the differential energy shift of the clock states when the DB is
parallel to ~B. Actually, it corresponds to an energy difference between the excited
clock states and the ground clock state presented in Fig. 5.4.
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Figure 5.6: Energy shift of ground and excited clock state when DB operating at different
wavelengths from 350 nm to 3000 nm is perpendicular to ~B.
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Figure 5.7: Differential energy shift of clock states when the DB is perpendicular to ~B, rep-
resenting an energy difference between the excited clock state and the ground
clock state in Fig. 5.6.
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Figure 5.8: Differential energy shift of clock states when the DB operates at different wave-
lengths from 350 nm to 700 nm either parallel or perpendicular to ~B.

ual atom-photon momentum exchange (via spontaneous decay) heats the atomic sample and,

more importantly, decoheres the atomic sample, thus inducing contract loss on the interfer-

ence signal. The photon scattering rate is written as

Γscatt =
∑
k

Γ2
LaLk

∆ak

1

~
φJaJk

6πε0c
3

ω3
cm

ωak
ω2
ak − ω2

L

4P

ε0cπω2
0

, (5.27)

where Γ corresponds to the spontaneous decay rate of the excited level, ω is the frequency of

driving field, and ω0 is the atomic transition frequency. Moreover,

Γ =
ω3

0

3πε0~c3
| 〈g|µ |e〉 |2 =

ω3
0

3πε0~c3
|dge|2, (5.28)

where dge is the dipole matrix element between the ground (|g〉) and the excited state (|e〉).
The general formula for the matrix elements is

|dge| = φJgJeφmgme|dLgLe|, (5.29)

where dLgLe is the dipole moment between the |LgSg〉 and |LeSe〉 states, and the magnetic

branching term for a lower state with mg from upper state with me is given by

φmgme = (2Je + 1)

 Jg 1 Je

−mg p me

2

. (5.30)
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The term in round brackets is the Wigner 3− j symbol and can be expressed by the Clebsch-

Gordan coefficients ccg. As well, φJgJe is the branching ratio for the relative transition line

strength (dipole moment squared) between fine multiplets,

φJgJe = (2Jg + 1)(2Le + 1)

Sg Lg Jg

1 Je Le


2

, (5.31)

where the term in curly brackets is the 6− j symbol and is related to the Racah W coefficient.
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Figure 5.9: It represents the scattering rate of both, the ground and the excited clock states,
when the DB is operating at different wavelengths from 350 nm to 3000 nm and
parallel to ~B.

5.2.3 Trade-off between energy shift and scattering rate

Since the differential light shift of two dressed atomic levels is

∆ω21 = (α2 − α1)
4P

ε0cπω2
0~
, (5.32)

the normalized light shift is

∆ω̄ =
∆ω21

Γscatt
. (5.33)

The result is plotted in Fig. 5.14.
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Figure 5.10: Average scattering rate of ground and excited clock states when the DB is oper-
ating at different wavelengths from 350 nm to 3000 nm and parallel to ~B.
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Figure 5.11: Scattering rate of ground and excited clock state when the DB is operating at
different wavelengths from 350 nm to 3000 nm and perpendicular to ~B.
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Figure 5.12: Average scattering rate of ground and excited clock states when the DB is oper-
ating at different wavelengths from 350 nm to 3000 nm and perpendicular to
~B.
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Figure 5.13: Average scattering rate of clock states when the DB operated at different wave-
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Figure 5.14: Ratio of the differential energy shift and the scattering rate of clock states when
the DB operated at different wavelengths from 350 nm to 700 nm, is either
parallel or perpendicular to ~B.

5.2.4 The time interaction between atoms and the light

The 87Sr atomic source is prepared at a very low temperature by adopting degenerate Fermion

states and/or delta-kick collimation techniques. The cold atomic source is launched almost

vertically with a velocity of ∼1.25 m/s. The vertical displacement of the cloud increases

during the manipulation pulses. Therefore, setting the light beam waist to be 100 µm ensures

a homogeneous manipulation during the light pulses.

To address the atomic ensemble via the clock transition of 87Sr, its saturation intensity is

Isat =
2π2~cΓ

3λ3
, (5.34)

where Γ = 2π × 1.5 mHz, and λ = 698 nm. Therefore, Isat = 0.41 pW/cm2. The Rabi

frequency is

Ω = Γ

√
I

2Isat
. (5.35)

If Ω = 2π × 5 kHz, I = 1 W.

The analytical method to calculate the pulse duration using a Gaussian beam in the light-
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pulses atom interferometer operated at quasi-Bragg regime referring to [240]. For π pulse:

1

2

∫ +∞

−∞
Ωeff (t

′)dt′ =
Ω̄n

2
(

1

8ωr
)n−1

√
2πσ2

[(n− 1)!]2
√
n

=
π

2
(5.36)

so we obtain σ = 62.65 µs. For π
2

pulse:

1

2

∫ +∞

−∞
Ωeff (t

′)dt′ =
Ω̄n

2
(

1

8ωr
)n−1

√
2πσ2

[(n− 1)!]2
√
n

=
π

4
(5.37)

Here, n = 1, Ω̄ = 5 kHz. FWHM for π pulse is 2
√

2ln2σ = 147.53 µs, and 73.76 µs for π
2

pulse.

To verify this analytical result, we numerically solved the problem using QuTip [241] (see

Fig. 5.15). In detail, we limit the number of fence states set as 5, the resonant and the initial

states are 1 and -1, respectively.

Figure 5.15: The initial (red), final (blue) and total (green) atomic population changes over
time with the unit of recoil frequency ωr = 59 kHz for the 87Sr-atom.
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5.2.5 The phase error

The IB produces residual Rabi oscillations when the DB is ON, which causes uncertainty on

the interferometric phase. In a two-level system, the pure atomic state is represented as

φ(t) = α(t) |1〉+ β(t) |2〉 , (5.38)

where α(t = 0) and β(t = 0) are real, and α(t)2 + β(t)2 = 1. The Bloch vector is written as

~ρ =


u

v

w

 =


2Re(αβ∗)

2Im(αβ∗)

|β|2 − |α|2

 (5.39)

subject to a field with Rabi frequency Ω and frequency detuning ∆. The solution for ρ(t) is

known as: ρ(t) = Aρ(0) where

A =


Ω2+∆2cosΩet

Ω2
e

∆sinΩet
Ωe

∆Ω(cosΩet−1)
Ω2

e

−∆sinΩet
Ωe

cosΩet −ΩsinΩet
Ωe

∆Ω(cosΩet−1)
Ω2

e

ΩsinΩet
Ωe

∆2+Ω2cosωet
Ω2

e

 (5.40)

with Ωe =
√

∆2 + Ω2. In an interferometer, cosφ = w, where w is the population inversion

w(t) = 2αβ
∆Ω(cosΩet− 1)

Ω2
e

+ w(0)
∆2 + Ω2cosΩet

Ω2
e

≈ w(0)[1− Ω2

∆2
(1− cos∆t)]− 2αβ

Ω

∆
(1− cos∆t)

= w(0)[1− Ω2

∆2
(1− cos∆t)]−

√
1− w(0)2

Ω

∆
(1− cos∆t).

Therefore, the standard error propagation can obtain the uncertainty on φ due to the out of

resonance IB when the DB is ON. But it is obvious that when the output is not a pure state,

there is an error term for the amplitude Ω/2∆. Note that w(0) has not only a random noise

but also, an average bias of value Ω
√

1− w(0)2∆.
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Chapter 6

On the horizon

Discussions in Ch. 5 on circumventing the finite radiation time in the narrow-linewidth cavity

consist of adding one extra laser beam to switch the coupling between cold atoms and the in-

tracavity light field. However, the primary identified limitation of "controlling the atom-light

interaction using the light shift" is the phase error introduced by the incoherent scattering

rate due to the dressing beam. To overcome such limitations, one can use a different con-

trol process to turn the interferometric beam ON and OFF. The external field can be replaced

with a magnetic field instead of a laser field. Suppose one considers bosonic isotopes of atoms

adopted in optical clocks, as is the case of the even isotopes of Yb and Sr-atoms. In that case,

a possible control process is represented by magnetic-field induced spectroscopy, which is

widely adopted to allow the optical single-photon excitation on the respective clock transi-

tion. This chapter investigates the feasibility of adopting the same technique to modulate the

atom-light interaction quickly.
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6.1 Fast control of atom-light interaction via magnetic-field

induced transition

6.1.1 The magnetic-field-induced transition

The magnetic-field-induced transition (MIT) spectroscopy has been developed and demon-

strated for optical atomic clocks based on neutral atoms confined to an optical lattice, where

a weak static magnetic field is applied to enable direct optical excitation of forbidden electric-

dipole transitions that are otherwise prohibitively weak [42]. For example, for even isotopes

of Sr and Yb-atoms, with zero nuclear spin, there is no hyperfine mixing, and thus the 5s2

1S0 - 5s5p 3P0 (|1〉 - |2〉) doubly forbidden (spin- and angular momenta) clock transition has

an ultra-narrow linewidth (see Fig. 6.1). However, adding a small magnetic field ~B can mix

with a controllable fraction of electric-dipole-allowed 5s5p 3P1 (|3〉) state into the 5s5p 3P0

(|2〉) state, separated by a frequency difference of ∆32, and thus, a coupling matrix element

is obtained

ΩB = 〈2| µ̂ · ~B |3〉 /~, (6.1)

where µ̂ is the magnetic-dipole operator. Now, the single-photon excitation |1〉 - |2′〉 is par-

tially allowed due to the mixture of state |3〉,

|2′〉 = |2〉+
ΩB

∆32

|3〉 . (6.2)

An optical field ~E interacts with this three-states system mostly via E1-allowed |1〉 - |3〉 tran-

sition, with a decay rate of γ. Its Rabi frequency is

ΩL = 〈3| d̂ · ~E |1〉 /~, (6.3)

where d̂ is the electric-dipole operator. Therefore, the effective Rabi frequency of the clock

transition is

Ω12 =
ΩLΩB

∆32

. (6.4)
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TRANSITION

Figure 6.1: MIT transition of a double-forbidden transition in a three-level atomic system (the
figure is extracted from [42] under CC-BY 4.0 license), where states are labeled
with 2S+1LJ .

6.1.2 Fast control of atom-light interaction with magnetic field

We propose another practical approach to mitigate the limitation represented by the finite

response time in narrow-linewidth cavity-assisted atom interferometry. The atom-laser inter-

action is enabled/disabled by the fast switching ON/OFF by pulsing a DC-applied external

magnetic field instead of the laser field.

6.1.2.1 Choice of atomic species

The basic principle of the "fast control of atom-light interaction via MIT" is to use the external

magnetic field to mix the 3P0 clock state with the state 3P1, such that 3P0 acquires a small

E1-transition lifetime. 87Sr and 88Sr are two promising atomic species. On 88Sr, the weak and

uniform magnetic field adds one first-order perturbation in its energy,

HB = −~µBgJ ~J · ~B, (6.5)
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where µB is the Bohr magneton about 2π × 14 GHz/T, gJ is the g-factor of total electronic

angular momentum,

gJ ≈ 1 +
J(J + 1)− L(L+ 1) + S(S + 1)

2J(J + 1)
=

3

2
(6.6)

for states where S = 1, L = 1. Also, selecting the z-axis along the B-field,

HB = −3~µBJZB/2. So the coupling frequency ΩB in [42] is given by

ΩB =
3

2
µBB

〈
3P1

∣∣ JZ ∣∣3P0

〉
=

√
3

2
µBB

〈
3P1‖µ‖3P0

〉
. (6.7)

One can use the Wigner-Eckart theorem to remove the dependence on the angular momen-

tum and keep only the reduced magnetic dipole matrix element
〈

3P1‖µM‖3P0

〉
. On the other

hand, for the 87Sr-atom, due to the existence of nuclear spin (~F = ~J + ~I), the perturbing

term in Eq. 6.5 is modified as

HB = −~µBgF ~F · ~B. (6.8)

We assume that HB can be treated as a perturbation compared to the hyperfine structure.

One obtains

gF ≈
gJ
2

=
3

4
(6.9)

for the states under consideration. For the specific optical state |3P0〉 = |F = 9/2, FZ = 0〉,
HB couples it only to |3P1〉 = |F = 11/2, FZ = 0〉 in the 3P1 multiplets. The coupling fre-

quency ΩB is

ΩB =
3

4
µBB

〈
3P1

∣∣ JZ ∣∣3P0

〉
=

√
33

16
√

5
µBB

〈
3P1‖µM‖3P0

〉
. (6.10)

The ratio ρΩ = Ω87
B /Ω

88
B for the two isotopes is therefore

ρΩ =

√
11

320
≈ 0.185. (6.11)

Notably, the electric dipole d31 is proportional to ΩB|d31|2 whereas the induced Rabi fre-

quency Ω′ is proportional to ΩB|d31|. Here, the states |1〉, |2〉 and |3〉 are 1S0, 3P0 and 3P0

respectively.

For 88Sr-atoms, |d31| = | 〈3‖µE‖1〉 |/
√

3 while for 87Sr |d31| =
√

11/240| 〈3‖µE‖1〉 |. A

ratio ρd for the electrical dipole moment matrix elements is given by

ρd =

√
11

80
≈ 0.371. (6.12)

The induced Rabi frequency scaling to the product ρΩρd has a coefficient for 87Sr-atoms that
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is about 14.5 times smaller than that for 88Sr-atoms. Thus, to realize a proof-of-concept

experiment, the 88Sr-atom is a better candidate.

6.1.2.2 The scheme

This scheme can be suitably implemented in the cavity-aided atom interferometer where the

IB addresses doubly-forbidden clock transitions of 88Sr-atoms, prepared at ground state |1S0〉
with a temperature of ∼30µK. After being launched, the atomic cloud follows the trajectories

presented in Fig. 6.2. Since the IB laser is locked to the high finesse cavity via PDH locking, its

power is nearly constant with time. The net contribution of AC-stark shift on the phase shift

of AI interference is negligible [23]. The largest horizontal separation between two atomic

wavefunctions is |2vxT | = 1.625 mm, and the vertical displacement during a π pulse time is

|vyτπ| = 363 µm.

6.1.2.3 Some critical parameters to consider

Transition rate The single-photon transition 5s2 1S0 – 5s5p 3P0 in 88Sr-atom is opened by

mixing "perturber" states 5s2 1S0 – 5s5p 3P1 and 5s2 1S0 – 1P1 via a DC-applied magnetic field.

The MIT transition rate for 5s5p 3P0 – 5s2 1S0 is [242]

AMIT(1S0,
3 P0) =

2.02613× 1018

3λ3
|
∑
s=1,3

ds
〈
5s21S0

∥∥P (1)
∥∥5s5psP1

〉
|2 (6.13)

where λ is the wavelength in meters, ds is the mixing coefficient, deduced by the first-order

perturbation theory

ds =
〈sP1‖Hm‖3P0〉
E(3P0)− E(sP1)

, (6.14)

where Hm = (N (1) + ∆N)|B| is the interaction Hamiltonian of an atom in a DC-applied

magnetic field |B|. The reduced mixing coefficient dRs is

dRs =
〈sP1

∥∥N (1) + ∆N
∥∥3
P0〉

E(3P0)− E(sP1)
, (6.15)
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Figure 6.2: The schematic of the atom interferometer operated via magnetic field induced
spectroscopy inside an optical resonator (not to scale): the optical resonator is
formed with two-end mirrors. The cold atomic source is initially prepared in
the ground state |1S0〉. After their vertical launch in free fall, the atomic clouds
enter from the bottom the region A. The wavefunction is split into two via double
diffraction with a π/2 pulse. The two parts of the wave function are horizontally
reflected with a π pulse in regions B and C. In region D, the vertical velocity
of the two trajectories is reflected by optical means. The two trajectories are
horizontally reflected and convergent with another π pulse at regions C and B.
The two trajectories are recombined in A at the last stage with a last π/2 pulse.
All the pulses are produced with the cavity-enhanced IB. The population of the
three output ports is measured using a CCD camera at the detection area. The
B-field is applied to control the optical transition rate between |1S0〉 and |3P0〉
states.
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computed using the Dirac–Hartree–Fock (DHF) method [243],

dR1 =
〈1P1

∥∥N (1) + ∆N
∥∥3
P0〉 >

E(3P0)− E(1P1)
= −2.090× 10−3 T−1, (6.16)

dR3 =
〈3P1

∥∥N (1) + ∆N
∥∥3
P0〉

E(3P0)− E(3P1)
= 2.507× 10−7 T−1. (6.17)〈

5s21S0

∥∥P (1)
∥∥5s5p1P1

〉
and

〈
5s21S0

∥∥P (1)
∥∥5s5p3P1

〉
are the reduced matrix elements for the

electric dipole transition; the respective values are 5.28 a.u. and 0.161 a.u. [244]. Eq. 6.13

can thus be rewritten as [243],

AMIT(1S0,
3 P0) = 0.198B2 (6.18)

Without the magnetic-field-induced spectroscopy, the lifetime of the upper clock level 5s5p
3P0 of 88Sr-atoms is at the order of thousands of years, with a transition rate of 2π×5.5×10−12

s−1 [124]. To ensure long lifetime at the state 5s5p3P0, the static magnetic field shall be small

around a few 10 Gauss.

The energy shift In the absence of nuclear spin and natural hyperfine interaction, the tran-

sition 5s2 1S0 – 5s5p 3P0 of 88Sr-atoms is forbidden to all the orders for single-photon excita-

tion. In the presence of magnetic field B, the clock transition is enabled while introducing

Zeeman shift at the second-order [43, 42],

∆
(2)
B ≈ −

2α2(gl − gs)2µ2
0

3(ν3P1
− ν3P0

)
B2

= −23.3B2[MHz/T2]. (6.19)

With B = 18.62 mT, the quadratic Zeeman shift is 4.34 kHz.

The light shift (∆L) on the clock transition frequency ω21 is [42]

∆L =
Ω2
L

4(ν3P1
− ν3P0

)

= −18I[mHz/(mW/cm2)], (6.20)

where I is the intensity of the interferometric laser beam. If we maintain the same intracavity

power P0 = 289 mW and the interferometric beam waist at 100 µm, the light intensity of

I = 3.6× 106 mW/cm2 is obtained, and we obtain an AC Stark shift ∆L = 64 kHz.
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The effective Rabi oscillation The effective Rabi frequency for single-excitation of the

clock transition, enabled by coupling the 5s5p 3P0 and 5s5p 3P1 states via the magnetic dipole,

is [42]:

ΩR/2π =
1

~
[dR1 〈1S0||P (1)||1P1〉+ dR3 〈1S0||P (1)||3P1〉]( ~E · ~B)

= 0.3
√

∆B∆L cos θ

= 5 [kHz]

(6.21)

The excitation rate For the atomic system we just described, the excitation fraction P is

approximated as,

P =
ΩBτ

1 + Ω2τ/AMIT

(d1
R〈1S0||P (1)||1P1〉+ d3

R〈1S0||P (1)||3P1〉) sin(Ωπt). (6.22)

A π laser pulse (t = 1/(2Ω)) is used to excite 88Sr atoms from the ground state to the excited

state. With a light intensity equal to 3.6 W/cm2, the excitation fraction can reach 35%.

This loss of atoms by spontaneous emission causes an increase in the quantum projection

noise by a factor of 1/
√

Pr, where
√
Pr is the remaining fraction of atoms in the interferometer

(Pr = exp[−4L·N
c
·Γ0]), with an excited clock state decay rate Γ0, a baseline L, and diffraction

order N .

The expansion dynamics At the regime of interest, the thermal bosonic ensemble is non-

interacting and collisionless, and its evolution in the phase-space follows Liouville’s theorem

(phase-space density conservation) [245]. We assume a DKC pulse so short that the spatial

distribution is left unchanged while the momentum is changed instantaneously [246]. The

size of atomic cloud at t = tDKC becomes

L(t = tDKC) = Li/
√
θi(tDKC), (6.23)

where Li = L(t = 0) is the initial size of the atomic cloud, θi is the scaling factor similar to the

spatial scaling parameter and is studied in [247]. After the implementation of the harmonic

lensing potential, the atomic cloud experiences a linear expansion during the interferometry

sequence (tDKC < t < 3T ) like

L(t) = 2
√
L2(t = tDKC) + t2KBTaθi(tDKC)/m. (6.24)
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The atomic cloud expands after its release from the trapping potential without changing its

shape and can then be described by a size Li(t) evolving with time. i denotes the spatial

coordinate x, y, and z.

The required magnetic field In this experimental scheme we propose, the MIT scheme is

implemented to control the interaction between cold atom and IB (see Fig. 6.3), instead

of conventionally turning OFF the IB. The speed of switching ON/OFF the magnetic field

B is critical. The magnetic field is generated by two current-carrying coils (AWG 18) in

Helmholtz configuration, creating a homogeneous DC-applied ~B field of ∼ 110 Gauss at the

center. The self-inductance of the two coils is 2 × 1.0448 µH = 2.0896 µH; and the resistance

is 2× 7.89 mΩ = 15.78 mΩ. A 20 Ω resistor can be added to the current decay path to speed

up the energy decay stored in the two coils when the magnetic field is switched off. The time

constant is τ = L/R = 2.0896/20 ∼ 105 ns [248], which is fast enough to turn ON/OFF the

coupling between the light and atom (see Appx. B).
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g

r = 10 mm

pitch = 1 mm

I = 8 A

Figure 6.3: In a vertical 88Sr-atom gravimeter, the interaction between cold atom and the IB is
enabled/disabled by pulsing ON/OFF a magnetic field ~B generated by a solenoid
with a vertical axis. The atoms are falling on the axis of the solenoid, where a
light beam resonant with the nominal clock transition is aligned as well.
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ABSTRACT

Experiments in Atomic, Molecular, and Optical (AMO) physics require precise and accurate control of digital, analog, and radio frequency
(RF) signals. We present control hardware based on a field programmable gate array core that drives various modules via a simple interface
bus. The system supports an operating frequency of 10 MHz and a memory depth of 8 M (223) instructions, both easily scalable. Successive
experimental sequences can be stacked with no dead time and synchronized with external events at any instructions. Two or more units can
be cascaded and synchronized to a common clock, a feature useful to operate large experimental setups in a modular way.

Published under license by AIP Publishing. https://doi.org/10.1063/1.5129595., s

I. INTRODUCTION

Computer control of experiments is a common task of ever
increasing complexity in physics. The implementation of long
sequences of events where different instruments must execute com-
mands at a given time is mandatory for all but the simplest
experiments.

In the past, the number of computer controlled instruments
was relatively small and the type of interfaces was often limited to
general-purpose interface bus (GPIB) and RS-232. It is now com-
mon to require the control of tens of instruments via the univer-
sal serial bus (USB), Ethernet, PXI, VXI, and others, in addition
to the legacy interfaces mentioned above. The problem of com-
puter control is aggravated by the need to make frequent changes
both to the experimental sequence and the set of instruments; ver-
satility and ease of programming are essential features. Moreover,
both software and hardware obsolescence can play a role since the
lifetime of an experiment is typically longer than the time scale
over which operating systems and computers’ architectures evolve.
From the software point of view, the problem has been tackled by

developing libraries with a unified syntax for many interfaces1 and
complete frameworks,2,3 aimed mostly at large scale experiments in
particle physics.

Here, we focus on the specific problem of controlling Atomic,
Molecular, and Optical (AMO) experiments where usually out-
puts are limited to digital and analog signals changing according
to a well defined temporal schedule. By “well defined,” we mean
that most operations must take place with a strict temporal res-
olution, typically of the order of 10 μs or better for a cold atom
experimental setup. It is generally not possible to fulfill such a
constraint with a modern general-purpose multitasking operating
system (OS), so dedicated OSs have been developed. Both com-
mercial4 and open-source5 real-time operating systems (RTOSs)
are available. Reasonably complex AMO experiments6 have been
controlled with the RTOS described in Ref. 5. While the software
approach has the advantage of simplicity, versatility and, in the case
of open-source solutions, low cost, a hardware one has generally
superior performances in terms of temporal resolution. In the lat-
ter case, it can actually be implemented in a finite-state machine
(FSM) synchronous with a common master clock (MC), where the
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digital outputs of the FSM, interpreted as commands by some aux-
iliary hardware modules, are sent out only at state transitions. The
actual execution time of a command clearly depends on the mod-
ule response time, cable induced delays, etc. Often, however, for
a MC in the 1–10 MHz range and typical AMO laboratory size
experiments, these effects can be neglected, at least for digital sig-
nals, so delay and jitter are both a small fraction of the MC period.
A possible implementation of the FSM mentioned above is a digi-
tal pattern generator (DPG), i.e., a device that stores in its internal
memory a two-column matrix, where the first column represents
a time interval expressed in MC cycles, while the second column
gives the state that a sufficiently large number of digital outputs
should assume at that transition time. Often, as in our case, it is
more convenient to store not the absolute time but the interval from
the previous transition to increase the maximum time span of a
pattern.

Once the matrix is loaded into the DPG memory, execution can
be started via a software command or an external hardware trig-
ger. DPGs are commercially available7 or have been implemented
in software in dedicated microprocessors running a single process,
i.e., a delay loop.8 The abundance on the market of plug-in mod-
ules carrying a field programmable gate array (FPGA), plus a syn-
chronous dynamic random access memory (SDRAM) chip, and
some kind of fast interface, usually USB or Ethernet, gives the pos-
sibility of implementing high performance DPGs using a low-cost
and easily available, credit-card size modules. Note that the most
recent, high performance, FPGAs might be available on a mod-
ule quite before they find their way into full-featured commercial
products.

A home-made DPG based on open-source software is more
resilient, in our experience, to the main problem plaguing control
hardware setups: obsolescence. Closed-source drivers for plug-in PC
boards might not be updated for new OS versions after a few years;
even the connectors used to fit the boards in the PC may disappear!
The shelf life of a FPGA-based module is short, but given its limited
cost, it is very convenient to stockpile them while available. When,
eventually, the module becomes obsolete, migrating to an updated
version requires a relatively minor effort involving redesigning the
printed circuit board (PCB) hosting the module and porting mostly
open-source software and firmware.

DPGs can be used to drive directly the digital output
lines of control hardware, as suggested in Ref. 8, but versatil-
ity can be added by connecting a DPG to a primitive digital
bus with address and data sections. The DPG acts, then, as a
master module and performs timed write operations on auxil-
iary modules, implementing standard functions such as control of
digital and analog outputs (DO and AO, respectively) or radio fre-
quency (RF) outputs (RFO). We define, for brevity, the combina-
tion of DPG and auxiliary modules operating synchronously with
the MC as “synchronous control hardware” (SCH). A PC, possi-
bly running a RTOS, usually takes care of the rest of the instru-
ments, performing tasks that are not time-critical, using software
timers.

This basic architecture has been adopted by many different
groups in AMO physics, and multiple designs have been pub-
lished in the literature ranging from specific applications9 to com-
plete general-purpose designs including both software and hardware
descriptions.

These solutions allow control of complex AMO experiments
developed for diverse research fields ranging from quantum metrol-
ogy,10 frequency standards,11 to quantum simulation.12

Some recent articles published in this journal are, in chronolog-
ical order, Refs. 13–19; together with references therein, they give a
broad review on the subject. Moreover, various groups report online
on their control systems.20,21 As we mentioned above, obsolescence
is often the main limiting factor for these designs so, usually, any
hardware that is maybe ten years old or more is using some out-
dated or hard to find components. For example, parts of the circuit
described in Ref. 13 are implemented with obsolete medium scale
integrated circuits, while the control systems described in Refs. 15,
20, and 21 employ PC plug-in and/or PXI cards not in production
anymore.

We present here the SCH that we developed for cold atom
experiments in atom interferometry22 and cavity QED with Bose-
condensed gases,23 focusing specifically on our latest DPG, capable
of storing up to 8 M = 223 instructions (see Ref. 24), controlling up
to 128 auxiliary modules and running with a MC of 10 MHz, which
could also be used by itself, as a replacement for the design discussed
in Ref. 8.

The main difference between our design and most of those
recently published is essentially a simpler centralized architecture
instead of a distributed one.

As an example, Refs. 17–19 share the same architecture imple-
mented in Ref. 13, where every intelligent module (IM),25 i.e., a
module implementing a bidirectional fast communication inter-
face, carrying a FPGA or a central processing unit (CPU), has
a comparatively small first-in-first-out (FIFO) instruction buffer
but communicates with the PC or other modules to receive
data even when executing a sequence of instructions. In this
way the maximum sequence length is not limited by the FIFO
size.

Moreover, in order to strictly bound the worst case delay for
arbitrary large systems, each module usually drives only a rather
limited number of outputs, compared to our design. This allows
arbitrary expansion of the control hardware without any increase in
latency.

By comparison we take advantage of the large amount of
SDRAM currently available and its large readout bandwidth to
implement a centralized system with just one IM that will be suf-
ficient to drive enough outputs to control most AMO experiments.
This reduces the complexity of all the auxiliary modules, since none
of them has to be an IM, without a serious loss of performance.

It should be mentioned that an intermediate solution has been
also adopted14,15 by storing the columns of the DPG matrix in sepa-
rate devices. A master module stores the first column, i.e., the tem-
poral data, and sends a pseudoclock signal to the auxiliary modules.
A pseudoclock has a positive edge transition synchronous to the MC
only when any of the auxiliary modules must change its output. Each
auxiliary module, in turn, stores its version of the second column of
the DPG matrix, i.e., the output data, in an internal FIFO. An excel-
lent discussion of the pros and cons of this approach can be found in
Sec. III of Ref. 14.

In the following sections, we describe in detail the architecture
of the our SCH (Sec. II) and, specifically the DPG performance and
the RFO modules (Sec. III). Finally in Sec. IV we discuss possible
improvements.
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In order to provide useful material both to those interested in
a complete, out-of-the-box, control system and to those that would
like to modify our work or to integrate parts of it into other available
designs, we provide the complete system documentation26 including
hardware design files and full source code for the firmware and the
software.

II. SYSTEM ARCHITECTURE

The SCH interfaces with any PC using a USB 2.0 connection
and synthesizes digital, analog, and RF signals for the experimental
setup, as shown in Fig. 1.

FIG. 1. Typical Architecture of the control hardware. The master controller is a
FPGA card, connected to a PC via USB, driving modules via a digital bus. The
system can be clocked internally or via an external signal connected on the “Clk”
input; the program execution is controlled either via a software trigger from the PC
or the “Trg” input. Up to 128 modules providing digital, analog, and RF outputs can
be connected on the bus. The system can provide precise trigger signals to other
hardware, here represented as a generic analog I/O unit, interfaced to the PC for
programming and data acquisition.

The master module stores the instructions received from the
PC and, after receiving a software or a hardware trigger signal, exe-
cutes timed write operations on the bus, thus implementing the syn-
chronous component of the control hardware. The bus has a data
width of 16 bits and an address width of 7 bits. The only control
signal is a strobe line since a master write is the only allowed bus
operation.

To our knowledge this bus was originally developed in Paris
about 20 years ago,27 and is still in use at least as reported in Refs. 20
and 21.

Any auxiliary modules latch the content of data bus at the rising
edge of the strobe signal when the content of the address bus matches
the module’s address.

Due to the primitive nature of the bus, modules cannot return
data to the master. Hence, whenever data must be acquired, some
specific hardware, e.g., a digital oscilloscope or an analog-to-digital
converter (ADC) sampling card, must be programmed by the PC
via an external interface before starting the program execution and
triggered, when required, by the SCH. Finally, at the end of the
experimental sequence, data must be acquired, processed and stored
by the PC before starting the next sequence.

A similar approach, based on triggering dedicated exter-
nal instruments, can also be used for generating complex wave-
forms when it is impossible or impractical to use a standard AO
channel controlled by the SCH. In Fig. 1, a module implement-
ing the last two functions is represented as the generic analog
I/O box.

Presently, only one module at a time can be addressed, limit-
ing the possibility of a simultaneous change of the output lines. A
detailed discussion on this point together with a possible improve-
ment is deferred to Sec. IV.

A. Master module

The plug-in FPGA module implementing the DPG in the
SCH is the USB-FPGA module 2.04b from ZTEX.28 This mod-
ule includes a Xilinx Spartan 6 FPGA, interfaced to USB 2.0 via a
Cypress USB-FX2 microcontroller, and to a 64 Mbytes, double data
rate (DDR) SDRAM chip via a 16 bits bus capable of running at
200 MHz. The module hosts a serial EEPROM to store the FPGA
firmware.

The FPGA module is used to control the peripheral cards via a
parallel and write-only bus. A series of write operations on the bus
at specified time intervals can be downloaded in the board memory
and later executed sending either a software command or a hard-
ware trigger. We call each timed write operation an instruction and
a series of instructions a program. The maximum size of a program
is 8 M instructions, limited by the available SDRAM. For reference,
a typical program length in our experiments is of the order of 104

instructions.
The module operates with a MC at 10 MHz, provided either

from an external source or, for simplicity, synthesized from an
onboard 24 MHz quartz of unspecified accuracy. Replacing the
quartz with one of known specifications is a simple operation. Inter-
nally, the FPGA operates at fi = 200 MHz. If fc denotes the MC
frequency a strobe pulse has a width of 1/2fc and the temporal gran-
ularity of the SCH is 1/fc, i.e., 100 ns, which is adequate for most
AMO experiments. On the other hand, the longest programmable
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interval between two instructions is (236 − 1)/fc, corresponding to
about 6872 s. Longer intervals can be programmed by inserting
“dummy” write operations, i.e., instruction not followed by a strobe
pulse. When using the external trigger, the input signal is sampled at
fi, to reduce the risk of missing short pulses, but execution will start
at the next positive edge of the MC, as expected in a SCH.

Since an instruction is coded by 8 bytes in the module’s
SDRAM, the required peak bandwidth between the SDRAM and the
FPGA is 76.3 Mbytes/s at fc = 10 MHz. This is more than a factor
10 smaller than the peak bandwidth of 800 Mbytes/s achievable with
this module; increasing fc up to at least 40 MHz should be, therefore,
possible.

The program is loaded into the module memory through the
USB 2.0 bridge and a parallel interface from the microcontroller
and the FPGA, whose bandwidth is limited at a measured average
of about 5 × 105 instructions/s by the USB interface.

Break points can be inserted in a program after any instruc-
tion, in order to suspend execution with the output lines in a well
determined state for debugging purposes or to wait for an exter-
nal event. Program execution can be resumed with a digital sig-
nal or with a software command. This mode of operation can be
exploited, for example, to synchronize the experiment with the
power line, to reduce noise, and to monitor trap loading and trig-
ger at a specified fluorescence level. A more complex SCH can
be implemented by adding a cascade of ancillary master mod-
ules waiting for a trigger sent from an upper level in order to
implement a tree structure similar to that described in Ref. 18.
Clearly, in this case, an external common MC shared by all the
modules should be used. This will be discussed in more detail
in Sec. IV.

B. Auxiliary modules

Many auxiliary modules have been developed but the most
common ones are of three types: DO, AO, and DDS-based RFO.
In addition to these modules, a general-purpose analog I/O mod-
ule for complex operations is often needed. Here we provide a quick
overview of our most common modules even if they are not the
main focus of this article; the target is to give an overview of all the
hardware necessary for assembling a control hardware.

All the modules fit on 100 mm × 160 mm Eurocard PCBs,
to be mounted in 3U, 19′′ racks, and have their addresses pro-
grammed with miniature switches. The master module cannot read
from the bus, so the software must have an a priori knowledge
of auxiliary modules’ addresses and functions. A more advanced,
self-configurating design, can be implemented, if desired.

The DO modules are just an address decoder and a 16 bits
latch so when writing to a DO module the content of the data bus
is stored and transferred to its 16 output lines. All the lines on the
same DO module can be changed simultaneously while changes
on lines on different modules are separated by at least one MC
period.

The AO modules are almost as simple, including a 16 bits
DAC per address, generating an analog voltage, typically in the±10 V range. Parallel input DAC with the inputs connected to
the data bus are particularly convenient and, in order to increase
the number of outputs per PCB, we have recently developed an
8 channel, 16 bits DAC with parallel input, based on the Texas

Instruments DAC8728. This AO module responds to 8 addresses,
one for each channel. Again writing to different AO channels can-
not be simultaneous. The minimum delay of 1 MC period is,
however, often negligible when compared with the typical set-
tling time of a DAC chip. As an example the DAC8728 has a
settling time to 1 LSB for a full range voltage step of about
15 μs. We will discuss in Sec. IV possible schemes to overcome this
limitation.

The RFO modules are based on DDS chips from Analog
Devices. Different chips have been adopted over time, depend-
ing on specific applications. Our most commonly used chip has
been the AD9958, which has two independent DDSs channels
clocked at 400 MHz and can generate RF signals up to 160 MHz
with a frequency resolution of about 0.1 Hz. The output includes
a 10 bit linear amplitude control. The maximum output power
is +10 dBm.

For higher frequency and better resolution we have recently
developed a module based on the AD9912 chip, a single channel
DDS is capable of a maximum clock frequency of 1 GHz, produc-
ing a RF output up to 400 MHz with a resolution in the few μHz
range. Amplitude control is provided by a programmable logarith-
mic attenuator with a dynamic range in excess of 30 dB in 0.25 dB
steps (Analog Devices HMC759). The module output power is again
at least +10 dBm.

We will refer in the following to the single channel and the dual
channel modules as RFO1 and RFO2, respectively.

The RFO modules are the most complex modules and pose
some challenges for inclusion in the SCH. For a precise arbitrary fre-
quency ramp, some chips, i.e., the AD9954 or the AD9910, include
an internal volatile memory where a table of arbitrary frequencies
can be stored and later recalled automatically with a programmable
delay between consecutive steps. The special case of a linear fre-
quency or amplitude ramp is commonly implemented in hardware
in many DDS chips, like the AD9958, so it is often sufficient to pro-
gram the start and stop values, the step size and the dwell time at
each point.

In both cases, however, a rather complex programming
sequence is needed. Even a discrete frequency and amplitude step
might require sending more than ten bytes to a DDS chip. Most
chips have only a serial interface, so some logic is required to
convert the 16 bits read from the data bus, decode them, and
finally send the proper programming sequence to the DDS. This
introduces a delay, between the moment when the command is
issued and the one when the RF appears at the output, which
can be large when compared with 1/fc. Moreover, 16 bits do not
contain enough information to fully specify frequency and ampli-
tude even for a single RF channel. There are two possible, simple
solutions.

The first consists of assigning a separate address for frequency
and amplitude for each RF channel and mapping, linearly, the val-
ues on the data bus to the frequency range actually required for a
specific application. As an example, consider driving an acousto-
optic modulator operating at its central frequency, in this case of
f0 = 80 MHz. The −3 dB bandwidth of the modulator is typi-
cally limited to f0 ± 30 MHz so the 216 values on the data bus
could specify, a frequency in the interval 50–110 MHz with a fre-
quency resolution of the order of 1 kHz, which is adequate for most
applications.
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The second possibility is to use the content of the data bus as a
pointer to a lookup table (LUT) stored in memory on the RFO mod-
ule, where the complete state of a DDS driving RF channel is stored.
The total number of combinations of frequency and amplitudes typ-
ically used in a given experimental sequence is a small fraction of all
the possible values given the DDS resolution. This offers versatility
at the cost of the increased complexity of generating and sharing the
LUT tables between the modules and the PC.

In both cases, the module must include memory and process-
ing capabilities. The two natural choices are a FPGA or a micro-
controller. A FPGA will allow driving the DDS serial interface at
a speed close to the maximum bandwidth, minimizing the output
delay but with greater complexity and cost. A microcontroller, on
the other hand, will provide a simple and cheap solution with a larger
delay.

Our RFO modules include a microcontroller with USB inter-
face (Microchip PIC 18F2550) and use the LUT model. The LUT
is loaded and updated in the microcontroller’s flash memory from
the PC via USB. Both RFO modules share the same PCB hosting the
microcontroller and the bus interface while the DDS and the other
RF components are on a separate daughter–board. This modular
structure simplifies the upgrades necessary when better DDS chips
become available.

The typical delay between a write operation and the RF out-
put change is of the order of a few tens of μs, specifically 30 μs
per channel when changing both frequency and amplitude with the
RFO2 module and about 25 μs for the same operations for the RFO1
module.

When this sort of delay is not acceptable we can adopt a partial
workaround: most DDS chips have double-buffered registers, mean-
ing that the new frequency, amplitude, etc. are preloaded in buffers
and transfered to the DDS core only after pulsing a dedicated line.
We usually have the microcontroller applying the pulse as soon as
the data are sent, but we have the option to delay the pulse with a
second write operation on the bus. This means that we can change
the RF output synchronously with bus write operations as soon as
we allow enough time, as specified above, between two consecutive
state changes. Note that for the RFO1 module this method does not
apply since the amplitude control is implemented with an external
attenuator.

More advanced, albeit more complex, FPGA–based DDS
designs have been published in Refs. 16 and 18.

Except for the “Trg” and “Clk” lines (see Fig. 1), this control
hardware does not provide integrated input lines, either digital or
analog, given the unidirectional nature of the system bus. The pos-
sibility to acquire signals is implemented with external hardware
synchronized by DO lines: for example, the open-source STEMlab
125-14 module29 can provide 2 inputs sampled at up to 125 MHz,
with 50 MHz analog bandwidth and 14 bit amplitude resolution, and
auxiliary analog inputs at 250 kHz with 12 bit resolution. The STEM-
lab board provides analog output lines with comparable bandwidth
and resolution, and 16 general-purpose input/output (GPIO) lines.
A STEMlab module can be triggered at the desired time by a DO line,
while communication with the PC controlling the experiment uses a
1 Gbit/s Ethernet interface, as shown in Fig. 1. Typically this module
provides the analog input (AI) function for, i.e., sampling the flu-
orescence signal of a detection photodiode. The board can process,
store and finally notify the PC that the data acquired are available.

For convenience we have prepared a simple PCB hosting the STEM-
lab board to derive its supply and to be mounted in a 19′′ rack with
the other modules.

C. Software

There are a few different software layers in a control system. In
our experience, trying to use open-source or, at least, free software at
every layer minimizes obsolescence and portability problems. Hard-
ware and software are as independent as possible in this system, to
allow for partial or incremental upgrades.

The firmware required by the auxiliary modules, notably the
aforementioned RFO modules, includes the code for the microcon-
troller written in C and compiled with an open-source compiler for
small devices, SDCC30 and some simple Verilog code for a complex
programmable logic device (CPLD) that provides the interface to the
bus. The LUT size, stored in the microcontroller flash memory, is
16 kbytes, sufficient for storing, for example, 2048 different combi-
nations of amplitude and frequency for the RFO1 module or 1024
combinations of frequency, phase and amplitude for each channel
of the RFO2 module.

We have actually developed two different firmware versions
for the RFO2 module. The first one, simpler and sufficient for
most applications, only sets phase, frequency and amplitude for
each channel. The second takes full advantage of the chip’s capa-
bilities, allowing linear frequency (amplitude, phase) ramps and
frequency-shift (amplitude-shift, phase-shift) keying modulation up
to 16 different values.

For the RFO2 module, therefore, specifying values for the LUT
is complex enough that we have chosen to implement a descrip-
tion based on the extensible markup language (XML) format, while
for the RFO1 a simple text file with frequency-amplitude pairs
is used.

The master module requires firmware for the FPGA and for the
microcontroller controlling the USB interface.

The master module actually comes with an open-source default
firmware for the microcontroller, implementing a high speed bridge
from the USB to the FPGA that we found adequate for our pur-
poses. The code can be easily modified and recompiled with SDCC
if required.

The firmware for the FPGA is written in Verilog and com-
piled using the free version of the design software provided by
Xilinx.31 The code uses, whenever convenient, proprietary black-
boxes that are freely available but not open-source. Specifically in
this design we take advantage of the SDRAM controller and the
FIFO generator. For a migration to full open-source code, we remark
that the most complex module is the SDRAM controller and it
could be replaced with designs from open-source repositories such
as Ref. 32.

The Verilog code includes a main FSM (MFSM) that accepts
and executes the commands sent to the FPGA and, finally, replies
to the PC when appropriate, a memory interface and the MC-
synchronous FSM (SFSM).

The commands follow a simple custom protocol, documented
in detail in Ref. 26. Here we provide just a quick overview. Every
command is formed by two ASCII characters followed by parame-
ters when required. Commands fall in the following four categories:
trigger control, execution control, memory access and status request.
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Trigger control commands select between an internal or an exter-
nal trigger source. Execution control commands arm the trigger in
external mode or start/resume execution in internal mode. There are
also two stop commands for ending execution after the next instruc-
tion or forcing an immediate stop, respectively. This last command
is useful since, as mentioned above, the next instruction could be
scheduled after more than 6800 s.

Instructions can be loaded one at time in memory in random
order. This is less efficient than grouping many consecutive instruc-
tions in a single packet but, on the other hand, it allows arbitrary
incremental changes on a program already resident in memory, sim-
plifying multiple executions of programs where only some instruc-
tions are changed, i.e., for parameter scanning. Due to this choice
the command interpreter cannot easily determine if a program is
complete so a specific command must be sent after loading the last
instruction.

Finally a status request command returns to the PC a packet
of data specifying the MFSM status (idle, waiting for trigger, run-
ning, stopped at a break point). In the last two cases also the current
instruction number is returned.

Presently polling the master module via the status request com-
mand is the only way for the PC to determine when a program has
terminated due to the USB bus nature (communication can be initi-
ated only by the USB master, i.e., the PC). A possible improvement
on this behavior will be discussed in Sec. IV.

As soon as a complete program is loaded, the memory inter-
face starts reading from the SDRAM in bursts of four 16 bits-wide
words, so that each burst corresponds to a single instruction, and
feeds data to the the input of a dual port FIFO 64 bits-wide with
a depth of 512 locations inside the FPGA. The FIFO acts as buffer
to provide data to the SFSM even when the SDRAM is busy per-
forming refresh cycles. The combination of FIFO depth and average
SDRAM bandwidth guarantees, as shown in Sec. III, that the maxi-
mum execution rate of an instruction per MC cycle can be sustained
indefinitely.

The SFSM fetches the next instruction from the FIFO just one
MC cycle before the current instruction is executed and performs
a sequence of operations that, as a first step, involve splitting the
instruction in its four components:26 the 7 bits address, the 16 bits
data, the 36 bits time interval and the 5 control bits. Presently only 3
control bits are used. They are used to mark the last instruction, set
a break point and, finally, enable the generation of the strobe pulse.
Note that not firing the strobe pulse can be useful both inserting

dummy instructions in order to increase the maximum time inter-
val between instructions and to disable the execution of few selected
instructions for testing.

The main control program runs on the PC and it is the last
software layer. It is responsible for taking a “user friendly” descrip-
tion of the program, usually a timeline of each output, and translat-
ing it into a sequence of instructions for one or more DPGs. The
concept of “user friendly” is so highly subjective, that has led to
a myriad of different solutions. Here, we mention the most recent
ones of which we are aware, namely, Refs. 14, 15, and 18. We point
out that while Ref. 15 uses a graphics library that runs only under
the Windows OS, Ref. 14 is written in Python and Ref. 18 is writ-
ten in C++, and both use a graphics library available for the most
common OSs.

We are confident that adding support for our SCH to both the
programs mentioned above should be relatively simple, however,
have ported to our DPG two different programs that were previously
developed for different hardware, one written in C and the other in
Python, following, respectively, the two approaches described above.
The source code for both of them is available.26

A useful feature that we included in both codes is the possi-
bility to write a file with a graphical representation of the program
regardless of the way in which it was originally generated, in order
to have a quick visual check of the experiment: the IEEE standard
1364-200134 specifies a format for the output of hardware simula-
tions called value change dump (VCD) for which a full-featured
open-source viewer is available.33 A VCD file representing a pro-
gram is a very helpful tool to check what a program does. Figure 2
shows, as an example, the screenshot of the VCD viewer applied to
an experimental sequence involving three signals: the current in two
electromagnets and the state of an optical shutter, controlled by a
digital output line. The sequence is similar to that reported in Fig. 2
in Ref. 14.

Adopting a control program for an experiment is a choice
that ultimately depends on the end–user and will inevitably change
over time. We think that a wise choice relies on open-source code
that can run on multiple OSs. When designing a master mod-
ule, the best solution is to use a simple set of commands that
can be implemented using as many programming languages as
possible, letting the users choose the control program that best
suits their needs. As we have seen, our master module commu-
nicates through USB packets implementing the commands briefly
discussed above, in order to be usable with a broad range of

FIG. 2. Screenshot of a VCD file viewer.33 The traces shown
are similar to Fig. 2 from Ref. 14, for comparison, and show
the timeline of the current in two electromagnets and the
status of a shutter. The viewer offers many possibilities
to customize the output format and cursors for measur-
ing times, time differences, and the amplitudes of analog
signals.
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commercial software programs, such as Labview, or programming
languages.

III. CHARACTERIZATION/PERFORMANCES

The modular design of the control hardware allows for easy
customization of the configuration to meet the specific requirements
of the experiment, in terms of the number and type of output sig-
nals. Typical instruments that are controlled directly or through
specific drivers by such systems include: optical shutters, acousto-
and electro-optic modulators, electromagnets, electronic switches,
and CCD cameras. Here we would like to focus mainly on the
characteristics of our SCH.

Two features of our master module are noteworthy, namely, its
ability to operate at full speed, i.e., to send a command at every MC
transition and the possibility to pause and re-trigger using external
signals in the same program, at will.

The transmission bandwidth between the SDRAM and the
FPGA is sufficient to maintain the peak speed of one instruction per
MC cycle, indefinitely at fc = 10 MHz. This is shown in Fig. 3, where
a burst of 8 M transitions of a digital output of a DO module, limited
only by the SDRAM size, is shown.

Synchronization of the program execution is critical in AMO
experiments. The measurement precision can be improved by syn-
chronizing part of the experimental sequence with external signals,
as discussed in Sec. II A. Moreover, complex setups composed of
independently controlled, spatially separated sub-units require a
precise synchronization to achieve optimal performances.

Since break points can be inserted in the program at any
instruction and the execution resumed via a software command or
hardware trigger using a dedicated “Trg” digital input (see Fig. 1),
it is simple to synchronize DPGs and relative modules to a mas-
ter DPG unit. In Fig. 4, we show an example of break points with
hardware retriggering. The toggling of a digital output line (red
signal) is suspended three times, and each time execution resumes
at the first positive edge of the Trg input (blue line), in this case

FIG. 4. The sequence in the red trace is triggered via software at a time indi-
cated by TR0 and shows the digital output commuting every 2 ms, hitting 3 break
points, after commuting 6, 30, and 4 times, respectively. The three break points
are indicated by the labels BPn. The sequence resumes on the positive edges of
the blue trace, a square wave at 20 Hz, at the times labeled by TRn. After TR3,
the sequence ends with 4 last commutations of the digital line.

provided by a 20 Hz square wave. Since the output will always
be synchronous with the MC and an extra MC cycle is inter-
nally used to change state, the worst case latency between the ris-
ing edge of Trg and the resuming of execution will be 2/fc or
200 ns in this example. This is, of course, how a SCH is sup-
posed to work and a reduction in latency can only be achieved by
increasing fc.

We have discussed above why, due to the synchronous nature
of our hardware, presenting delay and jitter measurements of the
DO and AO modules will provide limited information. The delay is
dominated by cable length for the DO modules and by DAC settling
time for AO modules while jitter is expected to be negligible when
compared with 1/fc.

FIG. 3. A digital output line is toggled
every 100 ns, i.e., at the full rate given by
the 10 MHz signal used to clock the sys-
tem, for 8 M = 223 times (see Ref. 24).
The 5 MHz square wave burst periodicity
of the commuting digital output is main-
tained for the whole sequence, as high-
lighted by the insets showing the begin-
ning and the end of the program. The
time for the final section of the sequence
is referred to the falling edge of the last
pulse.
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It is instead worth showing the use of double-buffered regis-
ters in the AD9958 DDS to implement limited strictly synchronous
capabilities of the RFO2 module.

Normally a command to the RFO2 module uses the first 10
bits on the data bus to specify an entry in the 1024 elements LUT
table. The frequency and amplitude for each channel correspond-
ing to that entry – the phase is not usually changed – are loaded
into the the DDS chip by the microcontroller via a serial inter-
face. As mentioned above, this takes about 30 μs per channel. As
soon as the DDS registers are loaded, the microcontroller pulses a
dedicated line actually forcing the new frequency and amplitude to
appear at the RF outputs with a delay of few tens of ns. Both the
presence of the update pulse and the action of programming the
DDS are independently enabled by separate bits on the data bus.
New values can be preloaded in the DDS without forcing an update
and, later, an update pulse can be applied, without reprogram-
ming the DDS, to change the output in synchronously to a given
MC transition.

This is shown in Fig. 5 where the two channels of a RFO2 mod-
ule initially at 100 MHz, half power (blue) and 50 MHz, full power
(red), exchange frequency and amplitude upon receiving an update
command from the master module. The pulse is not shown but, for
reference, the black trace shows an output line of a DO module gen-
erating a pulse with the rising and falling edges one MC cycle before
and after, respectively, the update command.

The RF outputs change amplitude and frequency well within
100 ns, meeting the requirements for synchronous operation. Note
that the amplitude changes before the frequency. This is in agree-
ment with the DDS datasheet35 where the minimum latencies
for amplitude and frequency are specified as 17 and 29 internal
clock cycles. Since the DDS is clocked at 400 MHz, the expected
latencies are about 42.5 ns and 72.5 ns, respectively, so ampli-
tudes are expected to change about 30 ns before frequencies.
These latencies are limited by the DDS itself, therefore, compare

FIG. 5. The RF outputs of a dual channel DDS module initially at 100 MHz,
half power (blue trace) and 50 MHz, full power (red trace), exchange frequency
and amplitude upon receiving an update command from the master module.
For reference a digital line (black trace) generates a 200 ns pulse, centered
around the update command. The amplitude change occurring few tens of
ns before the phase-continuous frequency change is consistent with the DDS
specifications.35

favorably even with those reported using high speed FPGA to
DDS interfaces.16

The update rate is, however, limited to about 16 kHz by the
time required to pre–program the DDS registers. Faster rates can
be obtained using frequency-shift (amplitude-shift) keying modula-
tion if only one between frequency and amplitude must be changed
and no more than 16 different values for a single channel, are
required.

The outputs of the RFO2 module share the same clock so keep
a definite phase relation when generating the same frequency. The
phase offset Δφ, however, depends from the previous history of the
channels. It is possible to set Δφ to zero by resetting simultaneously
the phase accumulators of both channels inside the DDS chip. Later
Δφ can be set to any desired value in the [0, 2π] interval with a reso-
lution of 14 bits. The option to set Δφ = 0 is not implemented in the
current firmware version but can be add, if required.

IV. FURTHER DEVELOPMENTS

The DPG performances can be readily improved by adopting a
more powerful FPGA module. This also shows how our approach
can tackle obsolescence. The ZTEX 2.13a, from the same manu-
facturer,28 is essentially pin-compatible but uses more recent and
powerful components, i.e., a Xilinx Artix-7 FPGA and a 256 MBytes
DDR3 SDRAM at 400 MHz, bringing the number of instructions
to 64 M and doubling SDRAM peak bandwidth. As a test we have
ported, compiled and simulated the Verilog firmware for this mod-
ule26 but, so far, we have not acquired a physical unit for testing.
Note that the ZTEX 2.13a requires a different set of development
tools.36,37 Using this module pushing fc to at least 50 MHz should be
relatively simple.

Although most experiments will probably need only one DPG
module, as we mentioned above, multiple modules can be cas-
caded and synchronized using break points either for convenience
or necessity.

As an example of the first, consider auxiliary modules dis-
tributed on 19′′ racks in different parts of a laboratory. Carrying
around long flat cables for distributing the 24 lines of the SCH bus
rather than just 2 BNC cables carrying the MC and a DO line from
the master DPG rack acting as a trigger would be both unpractical
and possibly prone to noise, especially at high fc.

In the case of the underground, 150 m long atom-laser
antenna MIGA (Matter wave-laser based Interferometer Gravitation
Antenna),22 a demonstrator we are developing for atom interfer-
ometry based gravitational wave detection, multiple DPGs will be
instead mandatory. There different atom interferometers, with their
electronic subsystems, will be separated by a distance of the order
of 100 m so the issue of achieving synchronous operation when the
transmission delay is large with respect to the MC period must be
addressed.

We have not included in the DPG firmware a syntax for
implementing loops which are instead “unrolled” by the PC code
before sending a program to the master module. Due to the large
amount of memory available and the high communication band-
width, presently we do not consider this inefficiency as a limiting
factor. A more evolved firmware can, nevertheless, be developed.

By using a distribution amplifier and cables with matched
lengths, sufficiently coherent copies of the MC can be distributed
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among the various subsystem, then the propagation delay between
the master DPG and each auxiliary DPG must be determined with
an uncertainty better than one MC cycle. Using either BNC cables
or optical fibers this corresponds to an uncertainty, in length, that,
at fc = 10 MHz, should be small when compared to 20 m. The master
DPG then must send a trigger pulse with the correct timing to obtain
a distributed SCH.

If simultaneous change of outputs across different DO and
AO modules is required, multiple solutions are possible. First, as
described above, multiple DPG modules could be used.

As an alternative, with a single DPG, it is possible to reserve
a specific address for sending trigger commands. Any DO or AO
module decoding both their address and the trigger address could
interpret then the content of the data bus as 16 independent trigger
lines. This approach requires, however, the design of a new set DO
and AO boards where the bus interface is implemented using CPLDs
rather than standard TTL chips.

An obvious way to achieve rapid switching of analog out-
puts is using auxiliary modules containing some 2n-to-one ana-
log multiplexers, where 2n analog outputs and n digital outputs
are required for a single, fast switching, analog output among 2n

preset values. The cost in term of hardware resources is compen-
sated by a switching time limited not by the DAC but by the
multiplexer.

As we mentioned before, a DPG module with only a USB inter-
face has the disadvantage that it cannot initiate communication.
Moreover, including an Ethernet interface to our SCH will help inte-
gration with other systems. Both issues can be solved by adding a
simple auxiliary credit–card size computer with USB and Ethernet
interfaces and digital input signals capable of generating interrupts,
acting as bridge and, possibly, as protocol translator between the
DPG and other hardware. The DPG could use one of the DO lines
to fire an interrupt in the auxiliary computer, which will forward
a service request to the main PC via Ethernet. An obvious appli-
cation could be notify program termination instead of relying on
polling.

Even without hardware changes there is room for software
improvements that, mostly, could improve reliability. A simple
example is given by the handling of break points. Presently the soft-
ware in the PC can easily determine, by polling, how long the DPG
has been waiting at a break point. It could be useful to set a sensible
timeout policy to resume execution or abort the program and set the
experiment in a safe condition.

V. CONCLUSIONS

We have presented a control hardware developed for exper-
iments in AMO physics; it is broadly applicable to experimental
science. The system provides up to hundreds of digital, analog, and
RF signals controlled with a time resolution of 100 ns, with a wealth
of possible configurations. The program execution can be synchro-
nized with external events at multiple times in the same sequence.
Several improvements can be easily adopted to the system: the time
resolution could be increased by a factor of 5–20 ns by chang-
ing the main clock frequency and with simple modifications of the
firmware; the maximum number of instructions in a program could
be increased by a factor of 4 by adopting a different FPGA board.
The modular nature of the system makes it easy to adapt parts of it,

especially the low-cost DPG module, to other applications and make
it more resilient against inevitable obsolescence. In general, the sys-
tem could be engineered to be compatible with portable or space
applications, in terms of weight, volume, and power consumption.
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Appendix B

Fast magnetic-field switch

Analogue switch

A load switch based on MOSFET provides a fast analogue approach to manage power on the

load (3D MOT coils), like switching from blue MOT to red MOT. Since the N-channel with

majority carriers of electrons has higher mobility than the P-channel with majority carriers

of holes, the latter has lower RDS(on) and gate capacitance at the same die area. Blue MOT

coils need I=80 A current to generate 50 G/cm magnetic field gradient, which belongs to

the high current application. The N-channel MOSFET is preferred that less heat is produced

(P = I2RDS(on)). In Fig. B.1, the equivalent circuit of 3D MOT coils is a LR circuit, and

the values for the resistance and the inductance of the MOT coils are either estimated or

measured. In the case of switching the coil current from ON to OFF, the magnetic field decay

time is τ = L/R. The decaying time can be shortened by inserting more resistors in series

with coils. The induced voltage (Lenz’s law) is dependent on the inductance of the coil loop

and current changing rate emf = −L× dI/τ . Once EMF is higher than the threshold value of

the Zener diode, it is clipped. The Zener diode can also release the energy stored in the coils

by P = E/τ = 1/2(LI2)/τ , about a few tens kW in a short time duration, which is huge and

imposes the caution on the selection of Zener diodes.
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Appendix: Atomic source design

Figure B.1: The sketch of a analogue magnetic field switch of current-carrying coils in high-
power applications.

Digital switch

If a digital power supply like Delta electronika (SM7.5-80) is used and the controlling band-

width less than 1 kHz is required, a simple digital switch can be built by using our developed

FPGA-based controller module. The hardware is configured with remote voltage control type

(please follow SM800-series_manual).
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Appendix C

Atomic source design
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Appendix D

Science cell design
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Appendix E

Scientific production

Peer reviewed articles

1. C.-H. Feng, S. Vidal, P. Robert, P. Bouyer, B. Desruelle, M. Prevedelli, G. Boullet,

J.and Santarelli, and A. Bertoldi. High power continuous laser at 461 nm based on

a compact and high-efficiency frequency-doubling linear cavity. Optics Express, 29(17):

27760–27767, 2021. doi:10.1364/OE.433179.

2. A. Bertoldi, C.-H. Feng, D. S. Naik, B. Canuel, P. Bouyer, and M. Prevedelli. Fast control

of atom-light interaction in a narrow linewidth cavity. Physical Review Letters, 127:

013202, June 2021. doi:10.1103/PhysRevLett.127.013202.

3. Y. Abou El-Neaj, C. Alpigiani, S. Amairi-Pyka, H. Araújo, A. Balaž, A. Bassi, L. Bathe-

Peters, B. Battelier, A. Belić, E. Bentine, et al. AEDGE: Atomic experiment for dark

matter and gravity exploration in space. EPJ Quantum Technology, 7(1):1–27, 2020.

doi:10.1140/epjqt/s40507-020-0080-0.

4. A. Bertoldi, C.-H. Feng, H. Eneriz, M. Carey, D.S. Naik, J. Junca, X. Zou, D. O. Sabulsky,

B. Canuel, P. Bouyer, et al. A control hardware based on a field programmable gate

array for experiments in atomic physics. Review of Scientific Instruments, 91(3):033203,

2020. doi:10.1063/1.5129595.
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Appendix: Scientific production

Peer reviewed conference proceedings

1. S. Vidal, C.-H. Feng, B. Desruelle, G. Santarelli, P. Bouyer, A. Bertoldi, and J. Boul-

let. High power continuous laser at 461 nm based on a frequency-doubling linear

cavity. In Nonlinear Frequency Generation and Conversion: Materials and Devices XX,

volume 11670, page 116701D. International Society for Optics and Photonics, 2021.

doi:10.1117/12.2580403.

Hardware & software repository

1. M. Prevedelli, A. Bertoldi, C.-H. Feng, H. Eneriz Imaz, M. Carey, D. S. Naik, J. Junca,

X. Zou, D. O. Sabulsky, B. Canuel, and P. Bouyer. Yet another control system for AMO

physics, December 2019. URL https://zenodo.org/record/3571496.

Articles under preparation

1. C.-H. Feng, P. Robert, P. Bouyer, M. Prevedelli, and A. Bertoldi. Double-frequency Zee-

man slower for a cold strontium atom source (in preparation).
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